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Abstract

Background: Coronary heart disease (CHD) is the leading cause of death and disability among American women. The prevalence of CHD is expected to increase by more than 40% by 2035. In 2015, the estimated cost of caring for patients with CHD was US $182 billion in the United States; hospitalizations accounted for more than half of the costs. Compared with men, women with CHD or those who have undergone coronary revascularization have up to 30% more rehospitalizations within 30 days and up to 1 year. Center-based cardiac rehabilitation is the gold standard of care after an acute coronary event, but few women attend these valuable programs. Effective home-based interventions for improving cardiovascular health among women with CHD are vital for addressing this gap in care.

Objective: The ubiquity of mobile phones has made mobile health (mHealth) behavioral interventions a viable option to improve healthy behaviors of both women and men with CHD. First, this study aimed to examine the usability of a prototypic mHealth intervention designed specifically for women with CHD (herein referred to as HerBeat). Second, we examined the influence of HerBeat on selected health behaviors (self-efficacy for diet, exercise, and managing chronic illness) and psychological (perceived stress and depressive symptoms) characteristics of the participants.

Methods: Using a single-group, pretest, posttest design, 10 women participated in the 12-week usability study. Participants were provided a smartphone and a smartwatch on which the HerBeat app was installed. Using a web portal dashboard, a health coach monitored participants’ ecological momentary assessment data, their behavioral data, and their heart rate and step count. Participants then completed a 12-week follow-up assessment.

Results: All 10 women (age: mean 64.4 years, SD 6.3 years) completed the study. The usability and acceptability of HerBeat were good, with a mean system usability score of 83.60 (SD 16.3). The participants demonstrated statistically significant improvements in waist circumference ($P=.048$), weight ($P=.02$), and BMI ($P=.01$). Furthermore, depressive symptoms, measured with the Patient Health Questionnaire-9, significantly improved from baseline ($P=.04$).

Conclusions: The mHealth prototype was feasible and usable for women with CHD. Participants provided data that were useful for further development of HerBeat. The mHealth intervention is expected to help women with CHD self-manage their health behaviors. A randomized controlled trial is needed to further verify the findings.

(JMIR Form Res 2020;4(6):e16420) doi:10.2196/16420
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Introduction

Center-based cardiac rehabilitation (CBCR) is a multidisciplinary, comprehensive, evidence-based intervention with proven morbidity and mortality benefits [1-4]. Outpatient CBCR in the United States generally takes place three times per week over 12 weeks [1,2]. Cardiac rehabilitation is the gold standard of care for the secondary prevention of cardiovascular (CV) disease and focuses on healthy behaviors, including physical activity (PA), healthy eating, psychosocial counseling for stress management, medication adherence, and smoking cessation [1,2]. Although CBCR provides irrefutable health benefits compared with usual care, significant underutilization and lack of access make CBCR programs beneficial only to the few who have health insurance and transportation to the facility [3,4].

CBCR referral is a health care quality performance metric [5,6], yet for three decades, only 10% to 20% of eligible women have attended CBCR, with up to a 56% dropout rate [7-18]. CBCR underutilization stems from numerous intrapersonal, interpersonal, logistical, programmatic, and health system barriers [19,20]. Inadequate health insurance and copayments of up to US $250 per session deter women from CBCR participation [21]. Socioeconomically deprived women who face transportation challenges, family or work obligations, depression, anxiety, or low social support are especially unable to use CBCR [22-27]. These limitations have prompted a call to redesign CBCR for women [7,28,29].

Home-based cardiac rehabilitation (HBCR) offers a potential solution as it avoids conflicts with competing demands of daily life; however, limited evidence exists that HBCR is effective and will reach more women [30-32]. Our study is a direct response to the call to action to expand the reach of secondary prevention to women unable to attend CBCR [7]. We explore the feasibility of delivering technology supported behavior change interventions to women with coronary heart disease (CHD). On the basis of our previous proof-of-concept research [33-35], we translated our gender-specific, motivationally enhanced CBCR program to a prototype of a mobile health (mHealth) home-based behavioral intervention (referred to here as HerBeat). HerBeat has the potential to improve health behaviors and CV risk factors in women with CHD by overcoming barriers inherent in CBCR, expanding reach to the majority of women without access to CBCR, and integrating a home-based program seamlessly into their lives.

Up to 80% of CHD events are attributed to unhealthy behaviors [36]; adherence to health behaviors unquestionably improves CV health [8,36,37]. Fortunately, CBCR practice standards are widely disseminated and readily adaptable for a gender-specific HBCR, based on the results from HBCR studies [38,39]. CBCR-eligible patients given the choice between HBCR and CBCR are up to four times more likely to participate in HBCR [40-42]. Compared with CBCR, HBCR overcomes logistical barriers to access, the need for expensive facilities, specialized exercise equipment, and high personnel costs and provides education, coaching, and monitoring by a health coach through, when available, wearable sensors and smartphones that are potentially operational 24 hours a day, 7 days a week [20,43]. Moreover, HBCR assesses daily PA, whereas CBCR only measures supervised exercise sessions [44]. Most CHD patients spend over 5000 waking hours yearly, independent of medical providers [45], and thus, arming them with behavior change techniques (BCTs) that can be implemented anytime is crucial.

A BCT is defined as an observable and replicable intervention component designed to redirect causal processes that regulate behavior, a technique proposed to be an active ingredient [46]. Unlike most mHealth interventions that deliver text messages at preset times, largely unrelated to patient behavior [47], HerBeat delivers personalized, just-in-time adaptive interventions comprising gender-specific, behavior theory–based BCTs in response to proximal behaviors and moods. Theoretically derived BCTs delivered anytime and anywhere are essential to forming and maintaining health behaviors into lifelong habits. We used four specific BCTs as we designed interventions to be deployed through HerBeat: (1) goals and planning, (2) feedback and monitoring, (3) shaping knowledge, and (4) repetition and substitution [46]. For the BCT goals and planning, we used the subtechniques goal setting and review behavior goal for creating instantiations of the intervention. For the BCT feedback and monitoring, we used subtechniques such as feedback on behavior, self-monitoring of behavior, monitoring of outcomes, and feedback on outcomes. We used subtechniques such as instructions on how to perform the behavior and information about antecedents for the BCT shaping knowledge, and for the BCT repetition and substitution, we used subtechniques such as graded tasks and habit formation and habit reversal. Higher levels of self-monitoring/management and unsupervised exercise inherent in HBCR vs CBCR can aid transition from active intervention to lifelong self-management seamlessly.

First, the purpose of this study was to examine the usability of a prototype of HerBeat for women with CHD. Second, we sought to examine the potential influence of the prototype on health behaviors (eating habits, PA, and goal setting) and psychosocial characteristics (self-efficacy [SE], depressive symptoms, and perceived stress) at the 12-week follow-up visit.

Methods

Design Overview

We used a smartwatch app and a smartphone app to collect data on a patient’s daily PA, heart rate, eating episodes, and mood. Data from the sensors embedded in the smartwatch are interpreted as step counts and heart rate and are sent to the smartphone via Bluetooth and then to a cloud drive via Wi-Fi or 4G. All data uploaded to the cloud are then downloaded immediately and uploaded to a server over a secured virtual private network connection through the public internet. Data in the server are analyzed and projected on the dashboard for the health coach to view. The old data are archived and then refreshed by the most recent data on the dashboard every 10 min.
**Intervention**

The HerBeat prototype included a wrist-worn smartwatch (Moto 360 2nd Gen, Android Wear OS 2.0) and a smartphone (Samsung Galaxy S6, Android 7.0), with the app installed on both devices and a web-based dashboard for monitoring participant data. The 4 features of the prototype included (1) goal setting, (2) progress, (3) ecological momentary assessment (EMA) surveys, and (4) videos (see Figure 1). The goal setting feature allowed participants to set multiple walking goals for up to 60 min each. Study participants were tasked with setting their own PA goals in terms of the number of minutes walked. Participants were also prompted to report their readiness to begin PA and their current level of energy on a scale of 1 to 10. After setting a PA goal, each participant was sent a motivational message that encouraged exercise. Data about the participant goal setting and subsequent PA performance were monitored through a web-based dashboard in real time by a trained professional.

**Figure 1.** Main menu screen of HerBeat application.

The progress function permitted participants to review the number of minutes walked, number of steps taken, and distance covered in miles. If participants had not completed their goal when seeking progress, they were presented with the number of minutes remaining to goal completion. If a goal was completed, the participant was sent a gender-specific graphic user interface (GUI) with a congratulatory message for achieving their goal. The EMAs are described in the Measurement section. The final feature provided participants access to 9 customized short videos, developed by the principal investigator (PI) with expertise in behavioral medicine and women’s CV health, on healthy eating behavior and on guidelines for safe PA. The app also sent two types of behavior change intervention messages. If the participant had not set a PA goal by 4 PM daily, a message prompting them to exercise was sent. If participants were proactive in setting and achieving walking goals, they were sent a positive reinforcing message. Figures 2-5 show some of the examples of GUIs of intervention screens. The dashboard was used by the health coach to remotely monitor participants’ PA (step count), heart rate, goal setting behavior, responses to the EMA surveys, and frequency of accessing the health videos. The health coach, via the dashboard, also monitored episodes of Wi-Fi and Bluetooth disconnections. The health coach sent a personalized, encouraging message to engage with HerBeat to the participant’s smartphone about once a week.
Figure 2. Example of graphic user interfaces of interventions (congratulatory message for achieving goal).

![Image of congratulatory message]

Figure 3. Example of graphic user interfaces of interventions (physical activity schedule).

![Image of physical activity schedule]
Recruitment

After obtaining approval from the university institutional review board and using a single-group, pretest, posttest design, we recruited participants from a university-affiliated outpatient cardiology clinic between May 2018 and August 2018. The cardiology clinic is part of an academic medical center and is staffed by faculty members who are physicians in the Division of Cardiovascular Sciences. The clinic provides state-of-the-art services and treatment options. Participants were recruited by the PI (health coach), who had access to the clinic’s electronic health record system. Potential participants who were scheduled to see their health care provider were approached for inclusion in the study after they had completed their clinic visit. Women were eligible for the study if they were aged 50 years or older; diagnosed with an acute coronary syndrome or coronary revascularization in the last 10 years; able to read, speak, and understand English; and able to participate in a PA, such as walking, unaided. We also sought verbal clearance from their cardiologist to participate in the study. Study exclusion criteria included residing outside a 50-mile radius of the study site; a psychiatric condition including dementia, delirium, or
schizophrenia or actively undergoing acute psychiatric treatment; prior neurological brain disorders; current use of illicit drugs and/or chronic alcohol use at the discretion of the PI; or life-limiting comorbid conditions (eg, metastatic cancer).

**Study Procedures**

The informed consent form clearly explained that study participation was voluntary and participants could withdraw from the study at any time without jeopardizing their health care. Their decision to withdraw had no impact on their relationship with their cardiologist. If they wished to withdraw study participation, they needed only to inform the PI, and no further data would be collected from that time onward.

After baseline assessment was completed, the participants were trained by a graduate student with technical expertise to use the smartwatch and the smartphone that were provided for the duration of the study. Technical questions were answered by one of the study personnel via telephone or in person. The participants were then asked to use the prototype for 12 weeks and return for a follow-up visit when data collection was completed and the hardware was returned. We did not explicitly request that participants improve their health behaviors because our primary focus was the usability of the HerBeat prototype.

Data collected from self-report questionnaires and physical assessments were maintained in a database using Research Electronic Data Capture software. The smartwatch streamed step count and heart rate data continuously between 6 AM and 10 PM daily every 3 min via Bluetooth and Wi-Fi to a Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act–compliant server. We archived participants’ data by a study identification number to protect their identity. Daily backend jobs processing all collected information were automated on the server side. The resulting information was stored in a Structured Query Language (SQL) format for easy retrieval. The web portal dashboard was created from the SQL data to present the data to the health coach.

**Measures**

**Usability**

We evaluated the participants’ perceptions of usefulness, ease of use, and satisfaction with HerBeat with the System Usability Scale (SUS) [48]. The SUS was first introduced in 1986 and consists of 10 items. The study by Lewis and Sauro [48] suggested that SUS has two different factors. The first factor consists of 8 items on a 5-point scale that measures how usable the system is, and the second factor measures how easy it is to learn the system. These correlated factors have reasonable reliability (coefficient α of .91 and .70, respectively) and correlated highly with the overall SUS [48]. A sensitivity analysis conducted by Lewis and Sauro [48] suggested that using data from 19 tests had a significant test by scale interaction, providing additional evidence of the differential utility of the scale. The SUS is frequently used by both researchers and practitioners, given the adequate reliability data and ease of implementation. Scoring guidelines of the SUS recommend transforming the scale to a 0 to 100 range. The SUS yields a single number representing a composite measure of overall usability, and scores for individual items have very limited meaning on their own. SUS follows a specific rubric and reverse scoring of certain items to calculate the final usability composite score from the scores against individual items.

**Sociodemographic and Health History**

At baseline, we collected data on cardiac history, comorbidities, medications, and CV risk factors as well as sociodemographic attributes, including age, marital status, work status, education, occupation, living arrangements, insurance status, and income.

**Psychosocial**

Dietary SE was measured using the 20-item Eating Habits Confidence Survey consisting of a 5-point scale ranging from 1 to 5, with higher scores reflecting higher SE [49]. This instrument has shown strong internal consistency reliability in overweight postmenopausal women [50]. Exercise SE was measured with the 12-item Exercise Confidence Scale asking participants to rate their confidence in maintaining an exercise routine when facing various barriers. Scores range from 12 to 60; higher scores reflect higher SE [49]. Participants’ perceptions of their SE for managing chronic illness were assessed with a 6-item instrument, with scores ranging from 6 to 60 [51]. The scale measures the perceived adaptability of survey participants to manage different aspects of chronic diseases, such as pain and fatigue, and the scores demonstrate good reliability (Cronbach α coefficient .89) [51]. The Perceived Stress Scale (PSS) [52] consists of 14 items that are measured on a 5-point scale, with higher scores reflecting greater perceived stress. PSS scores are obtained by first reversing the scores on the 7 positive items and then summing across all 14 items. The coefficient α reliability for the PSS was .85, and the validity of PSS was established by showing substantial correlations between the scale and standard symptomatology measures [52]. Depressive symptoms were measured with the Patient Health Questionnaire-9 (PHQ-9), with scores ranging from 0 to 17, with higher scores reflecting more depressive symptoms [53]. Scores from the PHQ-9 questionnaire items showed strong reliability and validity when used by researchers to measure major depressive disorder [54], depression [55] (Cronbach α .85), and depression in patients with CHD [Cronbach α .90] [56].

**Behavioral**

Eating behavior was assessed using the 13-item Rapid Eating Assessment for Participants–Short Form (REAP-SF) [57]. Possible scores range from 13 to 39, with a higher score indicating better diet quality [58]. Self-reported PA was assessed using the 7-day recall International Physical Activity Questionnaire–Short Form (IPAQ-SF), which measures PA intensity, frequency, and duration [59]. Items in the IPAQ-SF were structured to provide separate scores on walking and moderate- and vigorous-intensity activities. The IPAQ-SF questionnaire showed moderate to strong reliability (intraclass correlation coefficient [ICC]) in prior research conducted with college students (ICC=0.71-0.89) [60], Chinese youth (ICC=0.43-0.83) [61], pregnant women (ICC=0.81-0.84) [62], and individuals with schizophrenia [63]. Step count and distance walked were measured objectively with the Moto 360 smartwatch over 12 weeks. The smartwatch
determines step count via processing readings from the accelerometer and gyroscope sensor, from which we estimate the distance walked. The heart rate was collected continuously when the watch was worn. The smartwatch was worn every day, except while bathing, sleeping, or swimming.

Physiological
With participants in light clothing without shoes, weight was measured to the nearest 0.1 kg using research precision-grade, calibrated, digital scales, and height was measured to the nearest 0.1 cm using a freestanding stadiometer. BMI was calculated as weight (kg)/height (m$^2$). Waist circumference, assessed just above the uppermost lateral border of the right ilium using a Gulick tape measure, was calculated to the nearest 0.1 cm as the mean of the second and third measures [64,65]. Blood pressure (BP) was obtained with a calibrated automated monitor according to the standard protocol [66].

Ecological Momentary Assessments
Participants completed brief 1- to 2-min surveys sent to their smartphone at 8 random times throughout the day. These surveys asked about their current activity, location, mood, eating episodes, and who they were with.

Data Analysis
Data analysis techniques are applied to gain insights into the patient’s activity, heart rate, and EMA survey response data. Patients’ physical activities and EMA responses are analyzed through a decision rule-based expert system as well as by the health coach. These data are used to send standard preprogrammed intervention messages to the patients by the system and to help the health coach to customize intervention messages to send to patients through the dashboard at the right time to maximize their impact.

Descriptive statistics (eg, univariate graphical and numerical statistics, bivariate distributions, scatterplots, and counts/percentages) were generated and summarized for all study data. Paired $t$ tests were used to compare continuously measured variables from baseline to the 12-week posttest measures. Given the small sample size, we were generally underpowered to perform parametric statistics. The $\alpha$ level was set at $P\leq0.05$. Qualitative field notes were summarized across all participants for themes.

Results

Participants
A total of 11 participants signed the informed consent form, and 10 participants completed data collection. Of the 10 participants, 2, both recently experiencing traumatic life events, engaged very little with HerBeat. Most of the participants were white (8/10, 80%), married, or partnered (6/10, 60%) women with a mean age of 64 years (range 53-75 years; SD 6 years; see Table 1). The majority of participants had health insurance and an income of at least US $40,000 annually; 5 participants worked full time. All participants had CHD, with 2 participants diagnosed with a myocardial infarction and one with heart failure. Moreover, 50% (5/10) of participants had undergone a percutaneous coronary intervention, and 20% (2/10) of participants had undergone a coronary artery bypass graft surgery. None of the participants had ever attended a CBCR program.

The participants had multiple comorbidities including diabetes mellitus (3/10, 30%), osteoarthritis (4/10, 40%), and orthopedic disorders (2/10, 20%), and one participant was being treated for skin cancer (1/10, 10%; see Table 2). The participants exhibited traditional CV disease risk factors, including dyslipidemia, hypertension, physical inactivity, familial heart disease, and being overweight. Most participants had never used tobacco; former smokers had a mean of 23.75 (SD 19.3) pack-years of smoking. Participants were prescribed numerous evidence-based CV medications to treat their chronic conditions.

Table 3 summarizes the baseline and 12-week follow-up physiological and psychosocial participant characteristics. Although we observed no changes in BP, the participants had statistically significant improvements in waist circumference ($P=.048$), weight ($P=.02$), and BMI ($P=.01$). Furthermore, participants’ depressive symptoms significantly improved from baseline ($P=.04$).

SE for exercise, diet, and managing chronic illness was not statistically significantly different from baseline, although it trended in the desired direction. Participants also demonstrated nonsignificant improvements in REAP-S scores and perceived stress.
Table 1. Participants’ sociodemographic data (n=10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean (SD)</td>
<td>64.4 (6.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range</td>
<td>53-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race or ethnicity, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>8 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black, African American</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community college</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-year college incomplete</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-year degree</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Master’s degree</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctoral degree</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed full time</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not employed or retired</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married/partnered</td>
<td>6 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Primary insurance status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private insurance</td>
<td>6 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TriCare (military/veterans)</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicaid</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medicare</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Annual household income (US $), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20,000 to &lt;40,000</td>
<td>3 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40,000 to &lt;80,000</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80,000 to &lt;100,000</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥100,000</td>
<td>3 (30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Clinical characteristics of participants (n=10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Value, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiovascular disease diagnosis</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>8 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial infarction</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestive heart failure</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Comorbidities</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes</td>
<td>3 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis</td>
<td>4 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthopedic disorder</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin cancer</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cardiovascular risk factors</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight (BMI 25.0-29.9 kg/m(^2)) or obese (BMI &gt;30 kg/m(^2))</td>
<td>6 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Familial heart disease (onset before 60 years and 50 years in mother and father, respectively)</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dyslipidemia</td>
<td>10 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertension</td>
<td>6 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical inactivity (&lt;30 min 5 times weekly)</td>
<td>8 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tobacco use</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never</td>
<td>4 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former</td>
<td>6 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Medication classes prescribed</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beta blocker</td>
<td>8 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium channel blocker</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor</td>
<td>4 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angiotensin receptor blocker</td>
<td>3 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statin</td>
<td>10 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metformin</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspirin</td>
<td>9 (90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clopidogrel</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other antiplatelet</td>
<td>3 (30)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Physiological and psychosocial characteristics (n=10).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Baseline, mean (SD)</th>
<th>12-week follow-up, mean (SD)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Systolic blood pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>129.2 (12.3)</td>
<td>141.5 (18.9)</td>
<td>NSb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diastolic blood pressure (mm Hg)</td>
<td>76.7 (8.7)</td>
<td>73.6 (9.2)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waist (cm)</td>
<td>97.7 (14.7)</td>
<td>95.4 (12.6)</td>
<td>.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>80.5 (19.7)</td>
<td>79.1 (18.6)</td>
<td>.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>29.2 (6.0)</td>
<td>28.7 (5.8)</td>
<td>.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-Efficacy Scale for Managing Chronic Disease</td>
<td>45.4 (12.5)</td>
<td>48.2 (7.6)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy for exercise behavior</td>
<td>52.5 (7.6)</td>
<td>54.4 (6.2)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-efficacy for diet</td>
<td>88.8 (6.0)</td>
<td>89.6 (6.8)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived Stress Scale</td>
<td>13.3 (6.7)</td>
<td>9.9 (6.9)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient Health Questionnaire-9</td>
<td>5.5 (5.4)</td>
<td>2.9 (3.8)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rapid Eating Assessment for Participants-Short Form</td>
<td>32.7 (3.5)</td>
<td>33.7 (2.7)</td>
<td>NS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

International Physical Activity Questionnaire (last 7 days)

- Days of moderate physical activity: 3.0 (2.4) vs. 3.4 (2.3) (NS)
- Minutes per day of moderate physical activity: 35.7 (35.3) vs. 63.1 (52.8) (NS)
- Minutes sitting on 1 week day: 330.0 (124.1) vs. 331.0 (212.6) (NS)
- Days walked at least 10 min per day: 5.4 (2.3) vs. 5.5 (1.7) (NS)
- System Usability Scale: N/A vs. 83.6 (16.4) (N/A)

α≤.05.
bNS: not significant.
cN/A: not applicable.

Engagement With the Prototype

Over the course of the study, participants (n=8) collectively set 132 goals, with a mean of 16.5 (SD 17.3) goals per participant for a collective total of 3335 min of walking, with a mean of 34.72 (SD 41.68) min per participant (see Table 4) per week. Most of the walking goals were set between 9 AM and 11 AM and 5 PM and 6 PM. Over the course of the study, smartwatches allocated to the participants collectively recorded 4933 min of walking, with a mean of 22.02 (SD 35.32) min per participant per day. That is, the participants walked more than they intended when setting a goal. Over 12 weeks, each participant walked a mean of 28 days (out of a possible 90 days) and took a mean of 3718.8 (SD 3826.0) steps per day. The group responded to 830 EMA surveys and accessed 8 health educational videos 165 times during the study. The participants accessed more videos related to healthy eating behavior (137/165, 83%) than those related to PA (28/165, 17%). The participants received a total of 265 automated intervention messages based on their progress toward their goals.

Table 4. Participants’ engagement (N=8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HerBeat features</th>
<th>Value, range</th>
<th>Value, mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Goals</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of goals set per participant</td>
<td>3-52</td>
<td>16.5 (17.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking goal set (minutes) per participant per week</td>
<td>1-60</td>
<td>34.72 (41.68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Progress</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily walking (minutes)</td>
<td>1-132</td>
<td>22.02 (35.32)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily steps per participant</td>
<td>3-21,179</td>
<td>3718.8 (3826.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daily miles per participant</td>
<td>0.1-10.6</td>
<td>1.86 (1.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Videos</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of times health videos were accessed per participant per week</td>
<td>0-17</td>
<td>1.96 (1.76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of ecological momentary assessment survey responses per participant per week</td>
<td>0-36</td>
<td>8.64 (9.45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavior change messages acknowledged per participant per week</td>
<td>0-7</td>
<td>2.75 (2.65)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Usability
The mean score on the SUS was 83.60 (SD 16.4). Participants generally found HerBeat to be easy to learn and use. They also found the functionalities to be well integrated, and they felt confident in using HerBeat. The participants did not find it unnecessarily complex or cumbersome to use (see Table 5).

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of the System Usability Scale items.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Value, mean (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I think I would like to use this system frequently.</td>
<td>79.5 (2.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I found the product unnecessarily complex. (R)</td>
<td>83.5 (1.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I thought the product was easy to use.</td>
<td>86.6 (1.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this product. (R)</td>
<td>91.0 (2.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I found that the various functions in this product were well integrated.</td>
<td>83.1 (1.79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I thought that there was too much inconsistency in this product. (R)</td>
<td>81.1 (2.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>I would imagine that most people would learn to use this product very quickly.</td>
<td>82.2 (1.28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>I found the product very cumbersome to use. (R)</td>
<td>78.7 (2.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>I felt very confident using the product.</td>
<td>87.7 (2.17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this product.</td>
<td>82.2 (1.02)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{a}(R)\)=reversed scored item.

They also reported not requiring the support of a technical person to use HerBeat. Only one participant required a home visit to address a technical issue. Participants’ themes derived from field notes mostly involved technical issues. The most frequent complaint was the short battery life of the smartwatch. We rectified this problem after valuable participants’ input. Some working participants found it difficult to carry both a personal phone and a study phone and respond to EMA surveys during the day. A participant who worked in a library sought permission from her supervisor to carry the study phone and respond to the EMA surveys. One participant requested taking HerBeat with her to Europe to allow her to track her activity while on vacation.

Participants’ feedback also led to the redesign of some of the GUIs of the EMA survey. Although there was minimal contact between the health coach and the participants during the 12 weeks and participants went on vacation during the study, they voiced reassurance that their progress was being monitored by the health coach via the dashboard. Participants had no adverse events during the study, and there were no issues raised about privacy concerns.

Data captured during our study suggest that at least one of the participants set a walking goal of 1 min and at least one of the participants watched no health-related videos during the study. We probed the corresponding participants during the final debriefing session about these data. For the first observation, the participant suggested that the walking goal of 1 min was mistakenly set while exploring the goal setting function at the very beginning of the study. The participant’s intention was to navigate further inside the goal setting function. Regarding the second observation, the participant chose not to watch any health-related videos because she felt well informed about these health behaviors.

Discussion

Principal Findings
The primary aim of this study was to determine the usability of our mHealth system, HerBeat, with a cohort of women with CHD before proceeding with the development of a comprehensive home-based secondary prevention intervention. Our secondary aim was to evaluate the influence of HerBeat on various psychosocial and health behaviors of the participants. To our knowledge, this is the first study to evaluate the usability of a gender-specific mHealth app for secondary prevention of CHD in women. The main finding of the study was that the system was acceptable and usable in its prototypic form. The level of engagement of participants with HerBeat was greater than anticipated, given the relatively primitive features. We developed HerBeat to avoid high data entry burden and designed gender-specific GUIs to foster engagement. Given that 80% of health-related apps are abandoned after only 2 weeks [67], the engagement of the participants with our prototype was good, particularly when they were given little prodding for using the technology. We viewed this as an encouragement to proceed with the expanded version of HerBeat, with increased involvement of the health coach.

Additional Findings
Comparisons of user engagement with mobile apps of participants with characteristics similar to the participants in our study are difficult to make because usability was defined differently in these studies [68-71]. Some described metrics such as app usage frequency, duration, data registration, or responsiveness of the user to daily tasks. In addition to the often low participant numbers, dropouts, and short study duration, conclusions about engagement are difficult to draw. Completion of tasks within the app, such as completion of an education module, was a typical measure of use in studies with a focus on healthy lifestyle. Forman et al [68] gauged engagement by...
patient completion of at least one prescribed daily task. In other studies, emphasis was placed on logging medication intake or physical measurements [69,70]. The authors did not report the acceptability of a data entry requirement. We made the decision early during development, based on numerous interviews with patients, to avoid the requirement of data entry to reduce respondent burden. In an uncontrolled single-group, pretest, posttest design [72], participants were required to log daily BP measurements for 55 days; however, it was unclear whether all patients logged BP on each of the 55 days. Patients in one small study of both heart failure and CHD participants [73] appreciated medication reminders and PA information. However, they felt that daily requirements for data entry or other responses were inconvenient. Clearly, high data entry burden is a usability issue [74].

We did not see evidence of the message fatigue reported by others [75]. The fact that the participants responded to 830 EMA surveys over 12 weeks was, in our opinion, quite remarkable. Although the number of EMA survey responses was greater than expected, the responses declined over time. Educational videos on healthy eating behavior were viewed more often than videos related to physical activities, presumably because eating a healthy diet is often a daily or hourly struggle between reflex and self-control. Participants may have viewed the videos to seek assistance with making healthy eating decisions. Eating and body weight regulation is a complex process that involves both metabolic and hormonal control mechanisms and neurocognitive processes involved with memories, expectations, and evaluation of food and the consequences of eating [76]. The decisions about what and when to eat are a balance between reflexive behavior and higher-level cognitive processes. Eating can be reflexive and automatic by the mere smell of a favored food [77]. This reflexive eating can be opposed by dietary restraint of choosing a healthy food that involves higher-level cognitive processes to counter the power of tempting environmental stimuli [78].

On the basis of decision rules related to participants’ responses employed in HerBeat, some intervention messages were deployed more frequently than others. Most participants exceeded the walking goals they set. In other words, most of the time participants did not abruptly stop their walk after achieving their PA goal but rather exercised beyond the goal. We hypothesize that this may reflect low SE when setting the goal, followed by greater confidence when they surpassed the goal. Although we did not set a target for time spent walking or for step count, the participants’ daily step count was relatively modest. A common goal of 10,000 steps per day has been perpetuated by the lay press and is often used as the default by software programs on wearables and smartphones [79]. In the United States, the average number of steps accrued daily (measured by smartphones) is approximately 4800; worldwide, it is approximately 5000 [80]. There is sparse data on the number of daily steps needed for health [81,82] or clinical outcomes and mortality [83]. In the Women’s Health Study, a cohort of 16,741 women with a mean age of 72 years wore accelerometers to measure their steps per day over 7 days [84]. Women who averaged 4400 steps per day had significantly lower mortality rates during a follow-up of 4.3 years compared with the least active women who took approximately 2700 steps per day. As more steps per day were accrued, mortality rates progressively decreased before leveling at approximately 7500 steps per day [84].

Although we did not expect participant health behaviors, SE, perceived stress, or depressive symptoms to improve with a limited functionality prototype, we nonetheless observed significant reductions in waist circumference, weight, and BMI as well as reduced depressive symptoms after study participation. These improvements were unexpected because the research team had minimal contact with the participants during the 12 weeks, and we did not prompt them to set goals for walking. Participants reported minimal positive changes in their SE for exercise, diet, or managing chronic illness, but scores nonetheless trended in the expected direction. From baseline to the 12-week follow-up, there was a modest increase in the mean minutes of moderate-intensity exercise. There were no reductions in participants’ time spent sitting. The primary purpose of this study was to examine the usability of the system, and secondarily, to examine behavior change after the 12-week study. With a more robust version of the system, we will examine the effectiveness of the system in a randomized clinical trial.

**Limitations**

Our findings must be balanced with the limitations of the study. First, this was a small convenience sample from a single study site. With multiple statistical testing, we may have capitalized on chance findings. The generalizability of the findings is limited to women with CHD. Furthermore, we used a nonexperimental design without a control group. Second, this was a usability test of a minimal viable product with minimal contact from the research team. Third, our study was not long enough to evaluate any sustained behavior change. A randomized controlled trial with a larger sample is needed to better understand the optimal way of providing secondary prevention through digital health interventions. However, the aim of our study was to examine the usability, viability, and user requirements for developing a more comprehensive mHealth intervention for women with CHD.

**Future Directions**

This usability study has encouraged us to develop a comprehensive mHealth behavior change intervention that targets PA, healthy eating, stress management, medication adherence, and smoking cessation. Such a home-based system is not intended to replace CBCR but rather to offer behavior change theory–based interventions in real time to individuals as they live their lives, particularly for those who cannot access CBCR. Evidence for the effectiveness of self-management of multiple health behaviors for improved outcomes will require a larger, randomized controlled trial of a longer duration. A pilot randomized study of the next version of HerBeat is currently underway.

Our formative evaluation of HerBeat helped us to refine our design strategy for the next trial. We plan to incorporate more provision for the user to communicate with the health coach as a group as well as individually. We have expanded the EMA
surveys to target more behaviors of relevance to CV health. With feedback from the participants, we have developed many more meaningful BCTs that are deployed using decision rules in response to the participants’ responses to the EMA surveys. We have enhanced the dashboard to be more visually usable by the health coach. Finally, we have resolved some of the problems with the wearable sensor by implementing the use of a different smartwatch that has a long battery life.

Conclusions
CV disease remains the leading cause of death worldwide. Healthy lifestyle behaviors are critical to CV health. We designed a mHealth prototype specifically for women with CHD to assist them with behavioral self-management. The participants found the prototype easy to use over 12 weeks and were receptive to setting walking goals and responding to EMA surveys. Mobile technology is an innovative and scalable approach to reducing the risk factors of CV disease, but evidence related to acceptability remains limited. Our study has contributed to the limited data on the usability of mobile apps for CV disease self-management.
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Abstract

Background: Blended web-based and face-to-face (F2F) treatment is a promising electronic health service because the strengths of one mode of delivery should compensate for the weaknesses of the other.

Objective: The aim of this study was to explore this compensation by examining patients’ user experience (UX) in a blended smoking cessation treatment (BSCT) in routine care.

Methods: Data on patients’ UX were collected through in-depth interviews (n=10) at an outpatient smoking cessation clinic in the Netherlands. A content analysis of the semantic domains was used to analyze patients’ UX. To describe the UX, the Hassenzahl UX model was applied, examining 4 of the 5 key elements of UX from a user’s perspective: (1) patients’ standards and expectations, (2) apparent character (pragmatic and hedonic attributes), (3) usage situation, and (4) consequences (appeal, emotions, and behavior).

Results: BSCT appeared to be a mostly positively experienced service. Patients had a positive-pragmatic standard and neutral-open expectation toward BSCT at the treatment start. The pragmatic attributes of the F2F sessions were mostly perceived as positive, whereas the pragmatic attributes of the web sessions were perceived as both positive and negative. For the hedonic attributes, there seemed to be a difference between the F2F and web sessions. Specifically, the hedonic attributes of the web sessions were experienced as mostly negative, whereas those of the F2F sessions were experienced as mostly positive. For the usage situation, the physical and social contexts were experienced positively, whereas the task and technical contexts were experienced negatively. Nevertheless, the consequential appeal of BSCT was positive. However, the consequential emotions and behavior varied, ultimately resulting in diverse combinations of consequential appeal, emotions, and behavior (positive, negative, and mixed).

Conclusions: This study provided insights into the UX of a blended treatment, and the results support the expectation that in a blended treatment, the strengths of one mode of delivery may compensate for the weaknesses of the other. However, in this certain setting, this is mainly achieved in only one way: F2F sessions compensated for the weaknesses of the web sessions. As a practical conclusion, this may mean that the web sessions, supported by the strengths of the F2F sessions, offer an interesting approach for further improving the blended treatment. Our theoretical findings reflect the relevance of the aspects of hedonism, such as fun, joy, or happiness in the UX, which were not mentioned in relation to the web sessions and were only scarcely mentioned in relation to the F2F sessions. Future research should further investigate the role of hedonistic aspects in a blended treatment and whether increased enjoyment of a blended treatment could increase treatment adherence and, ultimately, effectiveness.
Introduction

Blended Treatment

Health care is undergoing a sea change driven by the progress in digital technology [1]. One of the interesting innovations is blended treatment—a combination of the Web-based and face-to-face (F2F) therapy [2,3]. Blended treatment is a promising electronic health (eHealth) service because it is expected that the strengths of one mode of delivery will compensate for the weaknesses of the other [3-9]. For example, it is the strength of F2F treatment to be able to provide the personal attention of a professional that could compensate for the lack of F2F contact in Web-based treatment. In turn, one of the unique features of Web-based care is the accessibility, anytime and anywhere, which could compensate for the time in between F2F sessions when patients need support. Until now, there has been no final definition for blended treatment [3,6], and it is offered in various formats. The literature on blended treatment mentions different modes of delivery (eg, mainly Web-based [10,11], mainly F2F [12,13], 50-50 blend of Web-based and F2F [14]), different orders of F2F- and Web-based treatment (eg, sequential [10] or integrated [8,15]), and different tools for its use (such as platforms, emails, short message service, text messaging, and apps [5,16]). The intervention in this study is an integrated 50-50 blend of F2F treatment and treatment via a Web platform.

User Experience and Blended Treatment

One of the main elements clarifying the individual’s use of services in general [17] and eHealth services, such as blended treatment, in particular [18], is the user experience (UX). UX refers to what people personally encounter, undergo, or live through while using, interacting with, or being confronted passively with systems [19]. Systems can denote products, services, and artifacts—separately or combined in one form or another—that a person can interact with [20].

Usually, the term UX refers to products, services, and objects that a person interacts with through a user interface [21]. However, for this study, we widened the scope of this term to explore the UX of a service (ie, blended treatment) that alternately uses computer-mediated communication via a user interface and F2F communication in counselling sessions.

Although a number of studies have examined the blended treatment [15], little is known about the patients’ UX specifically with blended treatments. An evaluation study (n=7) of a blended cognitive behavioral treatment for major depression [14] showed that while the patients’ pretreatment expectations were mainly neutral and some skeptical patients found it hard to start with the Web-based sessions, most patients appeared to have positive attitudes toward the blended treatment afterward. Another study [22] (n=14) on internet-based cognitive behavioral therapy for depression supported by short F2F consultations found that a sense of relatedness in terms of feeling connected to the therapist and being able to identify with the Web-based treatment may increase patients’ adherence to the blended treatment. Both the studies suggest that the elements of patients’ UX, such as expectations, usability, and identification, play a role in adherence to a blended treatment and should further be explored.

Patients’ User Experience

For the patients’ perspective on the blended care treatment, Hassenzahl’s model of UX from a user’s perspective was adapted [21,23-25]. This process-oriented constructivist model defines five key elements and their functional relations (Figure 1). Basically, the model states that while getting in contact with the features of a product or service, a process is triggered, in which the user constructs the UX (this is illustrated by the grey arrow in Figure 1). In the beginning, the user constructs—moderated by the person’s standards and expectations—an apparent character of the product or service. Moderated by the specific usage situation, the apparent character will then finally mediate a number of consequences.

The features of the service (in this case the blended treatment) are selected and combined by the treatment developers independently of the patients that ultimately follow the treatment. Since the features are not constructed by the users, the product features only play a minor role in this study. In turn, the focus is placed on the patients’ response to the treatment’s features to explore the UX from the user’s perspective in a narrower sense. This means that the UX from a user’s perspective is built based on only four of these five key elements: (1) the patient’s standards and expectations, (2) the apparent character, (3) the usage situation, and (4) the consequences. In the following paragraphs, each key element is described and illustrated by examples of how it applies to the blended treatment in this study.
Features
The features of a product or service refer to its content, presentation, functionality, and interaction [23,24]. The content of the treatment of this study—Blended Smoking Cessation Treatment (BSCT)—refers, for example, to the behavioral change techniques for smoking cessation [26] that comprises BSCT. The presentation refers to the clinical surrounding as BSCT is part of the routine care setting of a hospital. Functionality and interaction refer to the F2F and Web-based sessions, which offer synchronous interactions with the counselor (eg, functions, such as providing feedback on behavior and building rapport) and asynchronous counselor-independent interactions with the Web-based system (eg, functions, such as self-recording of smoking behavior via a Web-based smoking diary). More details about the study intervention are provided below in the Methods section.

Person
The patients’ standards and expectations are based on their experiences with the other services [23,24] with which the patient can compare BSCT. If a patient compares BSCT with, for example, earlier experiences in health care, smoking cessation support, F2F treatment, or use of computers and internet, the patient may start BSCT with a subjective standard, such as “using the computer for treatment is too difficult for me,” or with an expectation, such as “blended treatment will be more comfortable because I can partly do treatment at home.”

Apparent Character
When confronted with a service, an apparent character is constructed by the user. The apparent character is a cognitive structure representing pragmatic and hedonic attributes [23,24]. Pragmatic attributes refer to the utility (eg, “supporting,” “useful”) and usability (eg, “clear” and “easy to use”) of a service, such as BSCT. Hedonic attributes of BSCT refer to stimulation (eg, “novel and interesting” and “makes me think”), identification (eg, “my style”), and evocation (eg, “reminds me of filling in tax forms”).

Situation
The usage situation moderates the consequences of the apparent character [23,24] and refers to the technical, task-related, physical, and social contexts. These situations are different between patients and over the course of the treatment, especially for the Web-based sessions. For example, filling in a smoking diary while being on your own in a silent surrounding may result in different consequences than doing this in the living room with a partner and children around you.

Consequences
The fit of the apparent character and the usage situation leads to three consequences: appeal, emotions, and behavior [23,24]. For patients, BSCT, for example, may appeal as “fine” while feeling “satisfied” and “adhering to the treatment.”

Aims of This Study
As UX has been shown as an important factor in explaining the behavior of a user in general [27], and patients’ use of health care services in particular [28], the aim of this study is—from a UX point of view—to explore whether in blended treatment the strength of one mode of delivery may compensate for the weaknesses of the other. By applying Hassenzahl’s model of UX to qualitatively describe the patients’ UX of BSCT in routine care, the question what positive and negative experiences patients have with BSCT in general and with the F2F sessions and the Web sessions in particular will be addressed. This research will contribute to a deeper understanding of the facilitators and barriers to blended treatment, which will provide new insights for both scientific research on blended treatment and its improvement in clinical practice. It is expected that the application of the findings on UX elements in furthering the development of blended treatment will lead to better treatment outcomes.
Methods

Study Intervention

BSCT is a clinician-led intervention [1] which combines F2F and Web-based treatment delivered in routine care settings at the Outpatient Smoking Cessation Clinic (Stoppen met Roken Poli [SRP]) of the Department of Pulmonary Medicine at Medisch Spectrum Twente Hospital in Enschede, The Netherlands. BSCT is derived from the Dutch Guideline Tobacco Addiction [29], fulfilling the requirements of the Dutch care module for smoking cessation [30]. The treatment is based on both the F2F treatment as usual at SRP [31,32] and Web-based treatment at Tactus Addiction Treatment (www.rokendebaas.nl). A team of clinical experts from both the organizations developed BSCT, striving for a 50-50 mix with constant alternating of F2F and Web-based treatments by replacing five of the usual ten F2F sessions with appropriate Web-based sessions. This treatment design decision was made based on the randomized controlled trial (LiveSmokefree study [8]), which compared the effectiveness of BSCT with F2F treatment. The order, planning, mode of delivery, and main content of the BSCT sessions is shown in Table 1. The details of BSCT have been described in earlier papers [8,15]). To provide an impression of the look and feel of the Web interventions, Multimedia Appendix 1 shows screenshots of the Web sessions of BSCT.

Table 1. Order, planning, mode of delivery, and main content of the blended smoking cessation treatment sessions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Week</th>
<th>Mode of delivery</th>
<th>Content</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Goal setting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Web-based</td>
<td>Measures for self-control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Dealing with withdrawal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Web-based</td>
<td>Breaking habits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Dealing with triggers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Web-based</td>
<td>Food for thought</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Think differently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Web-based</td>
<td>Do differently</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Face-to-face</td>
<td>Action plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Web-based</td>
<td>Closure</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Setting and Participants

The current study is a substudy of the LiveSmokefree study—a single-center randomized controlled noninferiority trial with parallel group design, which examines the effectiveness of BSCT as compared with F2F treatment. The inclusion criteria for the LiveSmokefree study were (1) aged 18 years or older, (2) willing to quit smoking, (3) current daily smoker (at least one cigarette a day), and (4) speaking/reading/writing Dutch.

A purposive sample (n=10) of the participants from the blended arm of the LiveSmokefree study [8] that had already ended the treatment was selected, striving for a heterogeneous mix of patients regarding the characteristics (Table 2) that were expected to influence the patients' UX (ie, age, sex, educational level, adherence, counselling, and quitting success). For recruitment, the patients were called and invited by the research assistants to participate in the UX study. The participation was voluntary; patients had to sign an informed consent form and received no incentives.
Table 2. Purposive sample.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Randomization number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (m: male; f: female)</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level</td>
<td>Low&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internet skills&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicotine dependence&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Adherence F2F&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Adherence Web&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#Adherence BSCT&lt;sup&gt;g&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence F2F&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence Web&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence BSCT&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Counselor&lt;sup&gt;k&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopped smoking&lt;sup&gt;l&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Low: lower than vocational education and training.

<sup>b</sup>Mid/high: vocational education and training or higher.

<sup>c</sup>Internet skills: range 10-60; higher number indicates better skills.

<sup>d</sup>Nicotine dependence: Fagerström, range 0-10; higher numbers indicate higher nicotine dependency.

<sup>e</sup>#Adherence F2F: adherence to face-to-face (F2F) sessions, range 0-8, based on the 8 activities belonging to F2F sessions; higher number indicates higher adherence.

<sup>f</sup>#Adherence Web: adherence to Web sessions, range 0-10, based on the 10 activities belonging to Web sessions; higher number indicates higher adherence.

<sup>g</sup>#Adherence BSCT: adherence to blended smoking cessation treatment (BSCT) in general, sum of #Adherence F2F and #Adherence Web, range 0-18; higher number indicates higher adherence.

<sup>h</sup>Adherence F2F: categorical classification of adherence to the F2F sessions based on a 60% threshold (Y= adherent; N=nonadherent).

<sup>i</sup>Adherence Web: categorical classification of adherence to the Web sessions based on a 60% threshold (Y= adherent; N=nonadherent).

<sup>j</sup>Adherence BSCT: categorical classification of adherence to BSCT in general based on a 60% threshold (Y= adherent; N=nonadherent).

<sup>k</sup>Counselor: who carried out the treatment.

<sup>l</sup>Stopped smoking: self-reported abstinence.

**Ethics**

Both the LiveSmokefree study and this substudy on patients’ UX were approved by the accredited Medical Research Ethics Committee Twente (P14-37/NL50944.044.14). The LiveSmokefree study was registered in the Dutch Trial Registration (NTR5113).

**Data Collection**

Qualitative data about the patients’ UX was collected by in-depth semi-structured interviews. The interview guide (Multimedia Appendix 2) was developed following the key elements of the UX [23,24] to elicit both the patients’ standards and expectations toward BSCT, the apparent character of BSCT (usability, utility, stimulation, identification, and evocation), the usage situation (technical, tasks, physical, and social), and the consequences (appeal, emotions, and behavior). Additional interview questions were created from a clinical perspective addressing practicalities (eg, intake procedure, treatment procedure, and adherence) and ideas for the improvement of current BSCT.

The interviews were conducted by the first author (LS) between October 2016 and March 2017. Because LS is not a Dutch native speaker, he was supported by trained Dutch research assistants to avoid possible ambiguities and linguistic misunderstandings. On the date of the interview, the interviewees were picked up from the waiting area of the SRP and led to a neutral meeting room. After receiving permission for audio recording, the interviewer read a written introduction, which emphasized that the patient was invited to recall and describe (“tell stories”) their UX. After this briefing, a general stimulus (“Can you, first of all, tell us what your experiences with the blended treatment are? We would like to hear all the events and experiences that were important to you.”) was used to start. Interviews followed a detailed written interview guide (Multimedia Appendix 2), but were open-ended in nature, allowing the interviewers to ask...
probing questions and to follow up on interesting topics and experiences related to BSCT.

The audio-recordings were transcribed verbatim by trained research assistants following the guidelines for data preparation and transcription, as described by McLellan et al. [33], and were subsequently analyzed using the qualitative data analysis software ATLAS.ti Version 8.3.1 (ATLAS.ti Scientific Software Development GmbH).

**Auxiliary Data**

The data regarding the patients’ age, sex, education level, internet skills, nicotine dependence, and counselor (Table 2) were acquired from the LiveSmokefree study database, for which the data were collected using a Web-based questionnaire that the patients completed at the beginning of the treatment. A detailed description of the variables and their measurements can be found in the protocol article of the LiveSmokefree study [8]. The patients’ characteristics were reported as medians with IQRs or as numbers using SPSS version 24.

The data about adherence and smoking status (Table 2) were acquired from a dataset built in 2018 for a paper on adherence to BSCT [15]. Based on 18 patient activities that reflect the course of the treatment (eg, attending a F2F session or completing a Web-based task), an adherence score ranging from 0 (nonadherent to any activity after the first treatment session) to 18 (adherent to all activities) was calculated for each patient. The patients’ adherence rates were reported as medians with IQR using SPSS version 24. Based on a 60% threshold for both the F2F sessions and the Web sessions [15], the patients were classified as adherent or nonadherent to BSCT. Questions regarding adherence were also asked in the interviews (see above), which might have led to different assessments (eg, patient #25). To examine the self-reported smoking status (stopped smoking: Yes/No), data from both the in-depth interviews and the follow-up Web-based-questionnaires of the LiveSmokefree study 6-month after the treatment start were used. In case the interview and questionnaire data contradicted each other, the interview data were considered superior.

**Codebook Development**

Based on the semi-structured interview guide, content analysis was used to analyze all the interviews. The codebook was developed by two research team members (LS, SA), building on the interview guide and the research goals related to the clinical setting (eg, ideas for improvement of BSCT) [34]). The codes were grouped in semantic domains and intercoder agreement was analyzed per semantic domain using the intercoder analysis feature of Atlas.ti 8.2.4. The disagreements were discussed, and the codebook was revised until acceptable agreement (Krippendorff c-α-binary 0.650-0.928) for each semantic domain was achieved. The codes, their description, and the intercoder agreement per semantic domain are displayed in Multimedia Appendix 3.

**Paraphrasing and Regrouping**

After coding, all coded Dutch quotes were paraphrased in English by LS and collected in a table (Multimedia Appendix 4). Applying Hassenzahl’s model of UX from a user’s perspective [23,24], the semantic domains of the codes were revised by linking the codes to the four of the five key elements, which form the UX from a user’s perspective: (1) patients’ standards and expectations; (2) apparent character (pragmatic attributes: usability, utility; hedonic attributes: stimulation, identification, and evocation); (3) usage situation (physical, social, technical, task); and (4) consequences (appeal, emotion, behavior). Finally, the UX was described for each key element distinguishing as far as possible between BSCT in general (ie, the experience of BSCT as a whole) from the two modes of delivery (ie, the F2F sessions and the Web sessions). Furthermore, in describing the UX, an attempt was made to make a distinction between the positive and negative UX, which is based on the idea that UX is a “primarily evaluative feeling (good/bad) while interacting with a product or service” [25]. Ultimately, we summarized the variety of consequences in three kinds of combinations of consequential appeals, emotions, and behavior.

**Results**

**Overview**

In the following, the patient characteristics are presented first. Then, the positive and negative statements for each key element are described. As far as possible, this is done first for BSCT in general and then for the F2F and Web sessions. It is to be noted that the analysis and presentation methods were clarified after the interview phase, and the statements were not always available in every area.

**Participants**

Patients’ characteristics are shown in Table 2. The median age of the patients was 59.0 years (IQR 43.0-68.8), and the majority were males (7/10). Half (5/10) of the patients’ educational level was lower than vocational education and training. The median internet skill level (range 10-50, higher numbers indicate higher skills [8]) was 38.0 (IQR 35.5-40.0), and the median nicotine dependence (Fagerström range: 0-10, higher numbers indicate higher dependency [35]) was 5.5 (IQR 3.8-7.0).

**Patients’ Standards and Expectations**

In general, the patients approached BSCT mostly with a positive-pragmatic standard and a neutral-open expectation. None of the patients had followed a blended treatment or a Web-based treatment before. Therefore, their standards and expectations were based mainly on earlier experiences with F2F sessions, with earlier stop smoking attempts, and with ICT use in general. Only one patient (#34) used health-apps (Mindfulness, Stoptober). However, most of the patients (7/10) had received F2F counseling before, participated in a group therapy (#34), or were familiar with mindfulness (#34, #53).

For F2F sessions, positive standards predominated. Patients said, for example, that “Human touch is important” (#75), quitting is easier with F2F support (“with help stopping will be easier” [#53, #14]), F2F treatment is “ideal,” and it “adapts to your competencies” (#12). One patient, however, considered that it “can be hard if you dislike the counselor” (#14).
Building amongst others on earlier stop smoking attempts, patients had the standard that the quitting success may depend on themselves (reporting, eg, “Stopping you have to do for yourself.”) [812]; “Treatment only makes sense if you have the will to stop” [814]; quitting is “more a mental than a physical problem” [827]; “You have to be strong” [827]; or “You just have to do the things” [583]], on missing support (“With help stopping will be easier” [583, 814], and on stress (“Relapses are caused by stress” [810, 834, 875]).

For ICT-use in general, while being familiar with using ICT (eg, searching the Web, using email/WhatsApp), the majority of patients showed a pragmatic standard “Computer is a tool” (#509, 875); “I am not a computer freak” (12); “Computer is not my way” (10); or “I am neither a forerunner nor a left behind” (25). Only one patient (#34) reported that he “personalizes his mobile.” Most patients also emphasized that they do not prefer computer-mediated communication over F2F communication because it “leads to misunderstandings” (#583), “it is easier to cheat online” (#584, 12), “it is easier to do sloppily” (34), “online information is not as important as written on paper” (#25), or “I do not trust internet information” (#509). Three of the patients (#106, #27, #25) reported that they use mobile devices (smartphone, tablet) more often, for example, “I use the laptop less since I have a tablet” (25) or “I prefer mobile over PC” (27).

Referring to BSCT in general, most patients (#106, #34, #27, #75, #25) described their expectations as “neutral” or “not clear,” while some (#53, #34, #10) emphasized to expect support from BSCT, saying, for example, that they want the counselor to be “a driving force” (10) or that they expect “to get more grip on smoking cessation” (#34). One patient (#14) remarked that BSCT “is new and sounds interesting.”

### Apparent Character of Blended Smoking Cessation Treatment

While being confronted with BSCT and moderated by their standards and expectations, the apparent character of BSCT that the patients constructed, seemed to be both positive and negative. The pragmatic attributes (usability and utility) were experienced mostly positive while the hedonic attributes (stimulation, identification, and evocation), especially for the Web sessions, tended to be negative.

### Pragmatic Attributes of Blended Smoking Cessation Treatment

BSCT’s pragmatic attributes (usability and utility) were experienced as good. However, some patients also criticized pragmatic aspects of BSCT, especially of the Web sessions, which indicated possibilities for further improvements.

### Usability

Most patients experienced the usability of BSCT in general as positive, reporting, for example, that the “intake was good” (#75, 10, 14), “there have been no problems” (#509), “everyone was kind” (#34) “everything was clear and easy to use” (#53), “all was quite logical” (14), the “treatment was picked up well” (#53, #27, #10), “BSCT parts connected to each other” (#106, #75, #14), and that “the intervals between sessions were fine” (#53). One patient (#14) reported “less travelling” (Note: BSCT patients only had to attend 5 F2F sessions at the clinic, compared with 10 F2F sessions in the F2F treatment as usual) as an advantage of BSCT, while another patient (#10) found that “still having to travel to the hospital at all” is a disadvantage. Further negative aspects of usability reported were the “long waiting time” before treatment start (14), (Note: regular waiting time before treatment start was around two months), “the long waiting times” in the waiting area before start of a F2F session (14), that it was “not clear where to turn outside the office hours” (14), that “intervals between sessions were too long” (#10, #25), and that “not everything was explained in detail” (#25) and that the patient was “surprised about the order of the sessions” (#25).

The usability of the F2F sessions was experienced as “easy” (#25) or as “easier than web” (#27). Yet some patients criticized “that the counselor did not have enough time” (#12, #10, #14) or that the sessions were “slow and time consuming” (#27, #14).

Six patients (#509, #106, #53, #27, #75, #14), experienced the usability of Web sessions as “easy to use,” while three patients (#34, #10, #25) reported the opposite (“not easy to use”). The patients criticized that the Web sessions were “too time demanding” (#509, #106), there was “a lot of repetition” (#10, #53, #27, #14), they “did not get immediate response” (14), they “did not receive online assignments” (#27), and the “login would have been easier if you do not have to remember your password” (27). Furthermore, two patients (#509, #106) reported that they did the smoking registration on paper before doing it on the Web because “it was simpler” (#106). However, this was “double work” (#106). Yet the patients liked “to be notified about new Web content automatically” (#75), that “emails and phone calls raised awareness” (#34), that “filling in forms online was handy” (#34), and “online saved time” (#25).

### Utility

With regard to the utility of BSCT in general, the patients experienced the utility as positive, finding that “all BSCT parts were helpful—some more, some less” (#53), BSCT “matched my quitting process” (#53), “all has been discussed” (#106), “there was progress” (#106), BSCT “offered support” (#27), or “Web only would not have offered what I needed” (#75).

The utility of the F2F session was experienced as positive by most patients (7/10) also. Patients reported that F2F “offered flexibility” (#75) as “I could talk to the counselors about all of my problems” (#509), “all has been discussed” (#14), that with F2F “it was easier to ask questions” (#14), F2F “you got direct answers” (#14), F2F “stimulated more than web” (#10), and F2F “with medication was better than medication only” (#106). The counselors “reinforced” (#53, #25), “stimulated” (#53, #14, #10), “offered support” (#53, #25, #14), “shared good metaphors” (#53), and “explained everything very well” (14). Three patients experienced the F2F session as not useful, saying that the counselors “did not offer enough support” (#34, #27, #12), “did not reinforce” (#12), “did not motivate” (#12), “did not discuss all alternatives” (#34), and “asked too much questions” (#27).
For the utility of the Web sessions, there were both positive and negative experiences. Some patients had a predominantly negative experience saying that “reporting via Web was too time demanding” (#509), that Web “offered too much information” (#106), that Web “did not match my quitting process” (#27, #14), that “a computer does not answer” (#14) and that Web “does not work for me” (#75). Furthermore, ideas for improvement were reported, such as “an App would be better than web” (#34) and other services should be included, such as “short reinforcements via WhatsApp, emails, in-between sessions, video instructions, helpdesk, chat support, short instructions” (#34) and “audio information” (text to speech) (#27). However, patients also reported positive experiences saying that the Web “offered support in difficult moments” (#53), Web “offered tips” (#53), and “it was good to have information available online” (#27, #14, #34).

Hedonic Attributes of Blended Smoking Cessation Treatment

For the hedonic attributes (stimulation, identification, and evocation), BSCT was experienced both positively and negatively. While some patients felt stimulated by BSCT, others reported being demotivated. Especially for the Web sessions, most patients reported low identification. Also, the Web sessions evoked mostly negative comparisons and induced several ideas for improvements.

Stimulation

Patients reported both positive and negative stimulation by BSCT in general and rather low stimulation referring to the F2F sessions and Web sessions.

For BSCT in general, patients—on the one hand—felt stimulated to “quit smoking” (#14), “discuss costs of smoking” (#12), to “think” (#106, #34), to “dig deeper” (#509), or to “look back” (#75). Patients also reported that the carbon monoxide measurements during the F2F sessions stimulated quitting (#53, #12). On the other hand, patients reported that “BSCT did not offer new things” (#34) or was “not interesting” (#14), and that certain interventions (ie, dealing with tempters) were “not new” (#25). Furthermore, patients were demotivated by “always the same questions” (#27), by “digging too deep” (#27), and by contradictory goals (quitting smoking vs weight reduction) (#27).

For the F2F sessions, patients said that the “counselor had no impact” (#27, #12, #14, #25). However, some patients (#12, #509, #34) reported that they were reinforced by the counselors to use the Web sessions.

For the Web sessions, one patient said, that Web “broadened your awareness” (#75), whereas the majority of patients reported no or low stimulation saying that “online won’t get through to me” (#53, #34, #14, #25), “online exchange with the counselor did not affect extraordinary” (#25, #509), and to be demotivated by the Web sessions (#10, #509) or computer use (#106).

Identification

For BSCT in general patients could identify linking to individual features, such as “perseverance” or “self-control.” However, for the Web sessions, most patients reported low identification. The ones showing higher identification with the Web sessions did this by referring to personal contact with the counselor. Patients found it easier with the F2F sessions than the Web sessions of BSCT.

Related to BSCT in general, patients reported that BSCT linked to individual features, such as “perseverance” (#75), “self-control” (#75), “the ability to work based on reading and writing” (#75), “IT-skills” (#10), and “age” (#10). However, one patient (#27) reported that she “felt treated like a child” and that she “lost her rhythms.”

For the F2F sessions patients reported that these “felt more familiar” (#106), that patients liked “the F2F sessions the most” (#53) and “talking to the ladies” (#10) (Note: by this the male patient (#10) refers to the female counselors).

For the Web sessions, most patients reported low identification, saying, “I don’t feel like it much” (#106) or “not to like online” (#106, #10), that “online is not my style” (#12, #75, #10, #25), to “prefer on paper” (#25), or being “too stupid for IT” (#10). One patient (#75) showed a higher identification with the Web sessions, emphasizing “Web I did for myself,” “I know why I did Web,” and “I understood the process.” In turn, she criticized saying that “online did not give the opportunity to make it more personal” (#75). Three patients reported that the Web parts supported their personal contact with the counselor, mentioning that via Web parts “I had contact with her” and “they knew something about me” (#509), that “during the F2F sessions it became clear that the counselor reads the Web content” (#25), that “I had the idea that it is used on the other side” (#53), and that “you knew there is someone behind it” (#34). In turn, three patients reported that “you didn’t know who has written the content” (#15), that “computer did not talk to you” (#12, #14), and that “you did not get the feeling that there is a human being on the other side” (#12).

Evocation

For the Web sessions, the patients reported several negative comparisons, such as “Web was like handling a machine, because you are not sitting opposite to each other” (#106), Web sessions were like “bookkeeping” (#53, #34, #14), like “a manual” (#53), like “filling in tax forms” (#10), and like “paper” (#27).

Situation

For the usage situation, mostly the technical context had a negative impact on the UX. Especially the Web sessions depended on the technical factors, which were criticized. Furthermore, referring to the task context of BSCT in general, some patients reported not having enough time for the treatment. Both the physical and the social context were described as mostly positive.

Technical

For the technical situation, the patients referred to the Web sessions, criticizing by saying that Web “did not work on iPad” (#34, #10, #25, #75). Although the patients had been informed at start of the treatment that the software for the Web session could not be used on tablet computers, they would have preferred to use tablets because the “Tablet is always on, Laptop
not" (#34, #75, #14, #25) and tablet “is more comfortable” (#10), or because they (#10, #25) moved from laptop to tablet during BSCT. Furthermore, for the use of computers for the Web sessions, the patients criticized by saying that they “had to start up the laptop, which takes time” (#106, #34, #14).

**Task**

Referring to tasks, patients reported not to have enough time for the BSCT “because of other tasks” (#509) or “because of family tasks” (#106), or to feel “sometimes stressed—sometimes relaxed” (#27).

**Physical**

For the **F2F sessions**, the patients reported little about the physical usage situation, mentioning only “that I live close to the hospital” (#25) and “that the treatment took place in the old building, which was not a nice place” (#34, #27) (Note: Between the patients treatment and the interviews the department moved to a new building).

For the **Web sessions**, the patients shared more information about the physical usage situation reporting that they did the Web sessions at “my own home office” (#25, #509), in a “hobby room upstairs, which is a nice place” (#10), “upstairs, where it is quite hot in the summer” (#14), “with the laptop at the dining table with wife and children around me” (#53), “in the kitchen” (#106), and “with laptop lying on the bed in the sleeping room” (#509).

**Social**

For the social situation during **BSCT in general**, most patients reported feeling supported by the family, saying that everyone “supported” (#53, #25) and “complimented” (#53), that “family motivated stopping” (#106) and “nearly no one in our family smokes” (#14), that “my partner stimulated” (#509, #10), “offered incentives” (#14, #53), “accompanied” (#14), “gave feedback on better health conditions” (#53) and “does not smoke” (#509), and that “children supported” (#27), “children were positive about quitting” (#53) and “my son also quit” (#14). One patient said he (#25) “lives alone” and “did not tell his partner did not support,” “questioned the Web sessions,” and broke “the agreement to smoke outside only.”

For friends and colleagues, the patients reported that “none of my friends smoke” (#10), “no one smokes inside” (#14), and that “colleagues also have positive experiences with cessation treatment” (#53). Furthermore, one patient emphasized that he “stimulates others to quit smoking” (#10).

**Consequences**

Overall, **BSCT in general** had a positive **appeal**, while emotions (eg, “satisfaction”) varied. Again, there was clear distinction between the **F2F sessions** and the **Web sessions**. Similar to the emotional consequences, the behavioral consequences (adherence, quitting) also varied, ultimately resulting in diverse combinations of consequential appeal, emotions, and behavior.

**Appeal**

For six patients (#106, #53, #27, #75, #14, #25), BSCT in general, appealed to be “good.” The patients reported that BSCT was a “mix of talking and reading” (#14) and it “offered variety” (#75). The “shared information both F2F and Web was fine” (#106) and “Web only would not have been so easy” (#53). F2F sessions and Web sessions were “quite different” (#34); “sometime F2F was better—sometimes Web was better” (#14) and “Web was an extension of F2F” (#53). One patient (#27) emphasized the medical treatment saying “Champix was good.”

The **F2F sessions** mostly appealed to be “good.” The patients reported that the F2F sessions were “fine” (#509) or “finer than web” (#106) and that the F2F sessions were “most important” (#53) or “most important at treatment start” (#34). One patient (#12) emphasized “that only F2F touches your heart” and that he would go for F2F “100% in all facets.” However, one patient (#27) said that the F2F sessions were “whiny.” For the counselors, one patient (#27) described her counselor as ‘nice,” while another patient (#34) said that his counselor had a “stiff posture” and that she was “annoying,” “pedantic” and “cumbersome.”

For the **Web sessions**, the majority of patients reported a negative appeal, saying that the Web sessions “yielded nothing” (#509, #75, #14), were “a lot” (#509, #27), “cumbersome” (#106), “boring” (#34, #27), “tiring” (#27), “nonsense” (#12, #10), and “dead” (#10). However, one patient (#75) said that “Web was nice” while others—also referring to positive appeal—reported that the Web sessions could be done “comfortable at home” (#34) and that Web was “a serious matter” (#25), although she would not go for “Web only.”

**Emotion**

Emotional consequences varied—some patients were satisfied with BSCT in general, some not. Again, there was a distinction between F2F sessions and Web sessions, but not as clear as for the appeal.

While two patients (#34, #25) said that they were not satisfied with BSCT in general, three patients reported to be satisfied (#27, #10) or “thankful” (#106). Furthermore, referring to negative emotions about BSCT in general, patients reported “feeling abandoned, left alone” (#12), “tension and the need to relax physically” (#75), and “contradictions between quitting smoking and weight reduction” (#27). One patient said that the F2F sessions and Web sessions stimulated “the same moods” (#25). The mood during the F2F sessions was “good” (#53, #27), while Web sessions were experienced as “unpleasant” (#27) and “making me nervous” (#34). One patient reported to feel “guilty because I did not stick to appointments” (#27).

**Behavior**

During the interviews, three patients (#14, #53, #25) reported that they adhered to BSCT in general, doing both the F2F sessions and the Web sessions. One of them (#14) said he “could have stopped after four sessions” because he was “sure not to need it in the future.” However, he continued BSCT “to do the counselors and researchers a favor.” Five patients (#106, #34, #27, #10, #25) reported that they found the Web sessions...
“sloppy.” Furthermore, one patient (#27) mentioned that she “forgot about some of her sessions.”

Based on the auxiliary data (Table 2), medium adherence to $\text{BSCT in general}$ (range 0-18, higher number indicate higher adherence) was 6.5 (IQR 5.50-11.75). Based on a 60% threshold for both the $\text{F2F sessions}$ and the $\text{Web sessions}$ [15], three patients (#14, #53, #106) were classified as adherent to BSCT in general. One patient (#75) was classified as adherent to the Web sessions but not to the F2F sessions, while another patient (#25)—one of the patients who reported to be adherent to BSCT in general during the interview—was classified as adherent to the F2F sessions but not to the Web sessions. Five patients (#509, #34, #27, #12, #10) were classified as nonadherent, because they neither adhered to the F2F sessions nor to the Web sessions.

Based on the interviews and the auxiliary data, four patients (#10, #14, #106, #53) reported successful quitting. One (#106) mentioned that “I had no problems because I had medication (Champix)” and “I threw away my last shags.” The other one (#53) mentioned that he told himself “Never again!” and “Enough!” (Basta!), and that “he saved money for the holidays with his family.” Two patients (#75, #509) reported that they reduced smoking during BSCT.

**Combinations of Consequential Appeal, Emotions, and Behavior**

The variety of consequential appeals, emotions, and behavior could be summarized in three types of combinations: “positive,” “negative,” and “mixed” consequences.

Three patients (#14, #53, #106) experienced “positive” consequences. BSCT appealed to be good and they felt “satisfied”/“thankful,” adhered to the treatment and quit smoking.

On the contrary, another three patients (#12, #34, #509) experienced “negative” consequences: The Web sessions appealed negative (“nonsense,” “boring,” and “yielded nothing”) and BSCT in general resulted in negative emotions (abandoned/not satisfied). Ultimately, they did not adhere to the treatment and did not quit smoking.

Mixed consequences: Three (#25, #27, #75) of the four remaining patients did not quit smoking, while one (#10) did. Interestingly, BSCT in general appealed “good” to the nonquitters (#25, #27, #75) while—for the quitter (#10) at least, the Web sessions appealed to be “nonsense.” Although two of the nonquitters (#25, #75) reported negative emotions (“tension”/“not satisfied”), these two patients at least partly adhered to BSCT (#25 adherent to F2F sessions; #75 adherent to Web sessions). In turn, the third nonquitter (#27) reported positive emotions (“satisfied”) but did not adhere at all.

To the remaining quitter (#10), although the Web sessions appealed to be “nonsense” and he did not adhere to BSCT in general, he reported positive emotions (“satisfied”) and ultimately quit smoking.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This study aimed to provide insight in the UX of a blended treatment. In the light of this study, the expectation that the strength of one mode of delivery can compensate for the weaknesses of the other in blended treatment, can be partially supported because the F2F sessions compensated for the weaknesses of the Web sessions so that BSCT in general was mostly experienced positively.

Our study described the UX of a BSCT using Hassenzahl’s key elements of UX from a user’s perspective [23,24]. Overall, BSCT in general appeared to be a mostly positively experienced service. Patients had a positive-pragmatic standard and neutral-open expectation toward BSCT in general at treatment start, and the pragmatic attributes of the F2F session were mostly perceived as positive while the pragmatic attributes of the Web sessions were perceived as both positive and negative. For the hedonic attributes, there seems to be a difference between the F2F and Web sessions. Specifically, the hedonic attributes of the Web sessions were experienced mostly negative while the hedonic attributes of the F2F sessions were mostly positive. For the usage situation, the physical and social context was experienced positively while the task and technical context was experienced negatively. Nevertheless, the consequential appeal of BSCT in general was positive. However, the consequential emotions and behavior varied, ultimately resulting in diverse combinations of consequential appeal, emotions, and behavior (positive, negative, and mixed).

Although patients’ pretreatment expectations toward BSCT were neutral and the Web sessions appealed negative, overall BSCT in general appeared to be positively experienced afterwards. This is in line with an evaluation study (n=7) by Kooistra et al [14] of a blended cognitive behavioral treatment for major depression. However, our study provides a more differentiated insight in why the Web sessions were appraised negatively. Applying Hassenzahl’s distinction between pragmatic and hedonic attributes [23], our findings suggest that while patients experienced the pragmatic attributes (usability, utility) of the Web sessions in general as more positive, the negative hedonic attributes (stimulation, identification, and evocation) of the Web sessions led to a combination of negative consequences, such as negative appeal, negative emotions, and low adherence.

Interestingly, although the hedonic gap made the Web sessions appeal negatively, the overall BSCT was experienced positively. This could support the assumption that in blended treatment the strength of one mode (ie, F2F) may compensate for the weaknesses of the other (ie, Web) [4,5]. This is further supported by our findings about relatedness and identification, which are in line with a qualitative study (n=14) by Wilhelmsen et al (2013) [22] on the internet-based cognitive behavioral therapy for depression supported by short F2F consultations. Three of our patients that adhered to BSCT and ultimately quit smoking showed rather low identification with the Web sessions but had positive appeal and emotions toward BSCT in general, especially...
toward the F2F sessions. This positive overall appraisal may have cancelled out the negative appeal of the Web sessions.

We mainly found that the F2F sessions compensated for the weaknesses of the Web sessions. Yet three patients reported that the Web sessions influenced their personal contact with the counselor positively. Although the Web sessions mostly had a low identification and a negative appeal, the Web sessions supported the F2F sessions because these patients felt more related to the counselor. However, even though the Web sessions may have supported the F2F sessions, it should be noted that none of the patients indicated that the Web sessions compensated for the F2F sessions. It remains undecided if this is because there was no need for compensation as the F2F sessions were overall positive, or that the Web sessions were not able to compensate. It should also be taken into account that the routine care in the hospital was not Web based, the patients were of older age, and did not have an affinity for the internet (although they reported to have sufficient internet skills), and the patients’ preferences for modes of delivery were not taken into account as they were not free to choose for BSCT because they were included in a randomized controlled trial. These factors may additionally explain the low positive impact of the Web sessions.

The emotional and behavioral consequences varied, ultimately resulting in three types of combinations of appeal, emotions (eg, satisfaction), and behavior (adherence, quitting): “positive,” “negative,” and “mixed.” These types can be used to work on UX profiles that can support further development of blended care and improve the matching between the treatment and patient [3].

### Implication for Future Research and Clinical Practice

Further work needs to be done to investigate how the integration of F2F and Web treatments can be carried out to ultimately increase the effectiveness and efficiency of a blended treatment. This study provides a hint to explore this question by emphasizing the relevance of hedonic attributes in the UX. Even if the UX was predominantly positive because the hedonistic gap in the area of the Web sessions was compensated relatively easily by the F2F sessions, this does not mean that BSCT cannot be further improved to increase adherence and long-term abstinence. Hedonism could be a starting point for this. Further research on the following questions could be useful:

Could the hedonistic gap in the Web sessions be not only due to the mode of delivery, but also the concrete content of the Web sessions? Perhaps, it was precisely the interventions that the patients experienced as nonhedonistic, which were the part of the Web sessions. This was neither explicitly considered in the treatment design nor asked for in detail in the interviews. However, this might have been the case because more standard exercises and messages could be offered on the Web more easily. A stronger involvement of patients in the early design stages of the Web sessions may help to prevent the hedonistic gap.

May hedonism play a less prominent role in the health care context than in the other domains? Patients tend to approach a health problem with a pragmatic-neutral expectation, such as “What’s important is that it works. As long as it helps, I can also accept that it is unpleasant.” Consequently, hedonistic aspects, such as fun, enjoyment, pleasure, and aesthetics may not be expected in the first place, and therefore, may not be missed. Moreover, this may be compensated relatively easily by positive experiences with the counselors. However, if hedonism was less important in health care, it would contradict our conclusion that it should receive more attention.

Could both scientific research and clinical practice use insights from persuasive systems design [36,37], “nudging” [38] and “funology” [23,24] to address the hedonic gap, which may negatively influence smoking cessation patients who are usually a highly motivated target group [39]? Persuasive design features, such as primary task support (eg, tailoring, personalization), dialogue support (eg, rewards, liking), credibility support (eg, real-world feel), social support (eg, normative influence, competition), and hedonic aspects (eg, fun, enjoyment, pleasure, and aesthetics) may play a role in sustaining patients’ motivation to adhere to the treatment and quit smoking.

How do the apparent character and the consequential appeal and emotions relate to the quitting behavior? On the one hand, apparently a negative appeal (ie, missing hedonic attributes) may lead to consequential combination of negative appeal, emotions, and behavior (ie, neither adhere nor quit). On the other hand, it is also possible to distinguish between diverse episodic UXs ultimately leading to a cumulative UX [20], for example, a motivated patient may start with a positive UX but after failing to quit or relapsing, the patient’s standards and expectations may change during the treatment, which can then lead to a negative appeal and ultimately to a cumulative negative UX. The cumulative UX would then not be the result of a linear process as in the model of Hassenzahl (Figure 1). Rather, in a circular process, consequences (ie, quitting), apparent character, expectations, and standards would influence each other.

### Strengths and Limitations

The data and model used in this study provided a rich insight into the UX of a blended treatment for smoking cessation in an ambulant clinical setting. Though this study yielded valuable knowledge for the understanding and improvement of BSCT and the matching of patients and treatment, limitations should be noted when interpreting the findings. First, the sample of patients used in this study was a purposive sample that was intended to represent the heterogeneity of the patients of an outpatient cessation clinic. Hence, it is uncertain, if the rather small sample (n=10) is representative of the population referring to characteristics, such as sex, age, internet skills, or educational level, and if the thematic saturation was reached with this sample size. It should also be considered that patients did not choose BSCT on their own but were randomly assigned to it because they participated in a randomized controlled trial. However, the high degree of consensus in the findings may indicate generalization of our main conclusions. Second, the interviews were conducted retrospectively. Conducting additional interviews at treatment start and during treatment could have offered a more valid insight in the process of patients’ UX construction (eg, for the standards, expectations, and apparent character). Third, the software that was used for the Web sessions was developed around 2005, which may have led to
technical incommodities (eg, Web software is “Flash”-based and nonresponsive; not mobile device–compatible), which may have negatively impacted the UX. This assumption is based on the fact that patients often stated that they would have liked to do the Web sessions on their mobile device. We assume that a newer mobile device–compatible software with similarly good pragmatic attributes as the previous Flash-software could have also improved the hedonistic attributes and thus have led to more positive consequences. Fourth, the interviews were conducted with the first patients that followed the new blended version of the smoking cessation treatment. At that time, the treatment still had some teething problems, such as being new for the originally F2F counselors. We did not integrate the counselors’ views on the uptake of BSCT, and therefore, we cannot compensate for bias through inadequate treatment fidelity. Fifth, as long-term abstinence is the goal of a smoking cessation treatment, prolonged follow-up analysis of patients’ UX could reveal a different picture. For example, some patients may continue using the Web-based modality and benefit from this at a later stage, resulting in a UX that would be more in favor of the Web-based treatment. Conversely, relapse to smoking at a later stage may lead to a negative adjustment of the UX of the blended treatment. Sixth, we could not elaborate further on which specific parts of the Web sessions were experienced positively or negatively as we did not ask for these in detail in the interviews. Seventh, the study interventions are selected and combined by the researchers and treatment developers without considering the individual patients who ultimately followed the treatment. This resulted in a rather inflexible approach of blending (five Web-based sessions and five F2F sessions in a fixed sequence and with equivalent content) to allow for comparisons with the F2F treatment as usual in the randomized controlled trial (LiveSmokefree study) [8]. This inflexible approach is due to the research design and may limit the potential of blending. In daily practice, the blending of Web-based and F2F interventions may lead to a flexible exchangeability of all intervention components, which would foster a treatment that is highly tailored to the patient’s needs and abilities and could lead to a different UX.

Conclusions

This study provides insight into the key elements of the UX of a blended treatment for smoking cessation and supports the expectation that in a blended treatment, one mode of delivery may compensate for the weaknesses of the other. However, in this certain setting, this could be mainly achieved in only one way: F2F sessions compensated for the weaknesses of the Web sessions. As a practical conclusion, this may mean that the Web sessions supported by the strength of the F2F sessions, offer an interesting approach for further improving the blended treatment in this specific context. Our theoretical findings reflect the relevance of the aspects of hedonism, such as fun, joy, or happiness in UX [23], which were not mentioned in relation to the Web sessions and only scarcely mentioned in relation to the F2F sessions. Future research should further investigate the role of hedonistic aspects in the blended treatment and if increased enjoyment of the blended treatment could increase the treatment adherence and ultimately its effectiveness.
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Abstract

Background: Aging military veterans are an important and growing population who are at an elevated risk for developing mild cognitive impairment (MCI) and Alzheimer dementia, which emerge insidiously and progress gradually. Traditional clinic-based assessments are administered infrequently, making these visits less ideal to capture the earliest signals of cognitive and daily functioning decline in older adults.

Objective: This study aimed to evaluate the feasibility of a novel ecologically valid assessment approach that integrates passive in-home and mobile technologies to assess instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) that are not well captured by clinic-based assessment methods in an aging military veteran sample.

Methods: Participants included 30 community-dwelling military veterans, classified as healthy controls (mean age 72.8, SD 4.9 years; n=15) or MCI (mean age 74.3, SD 6.0 years; n=15) using the Clinical Dementia Rating Scale. Participants were in relatively good health (mean modified Cumulative Illness Rating Scale score 23.1, SD 2.9) without evidence of depression (mean Geriatrics Depression Scale score 1.3, SD 1.6) or anxiety (mean generalized anxiety disorder questionnaire 1.3, SD 1.3) on self-report measures. Participants were clinically assessed at baseline and 12 months later with health and daily function questionnaires and neuropsychological testing. Daily computer use, medication taking, and physical activity and sleep data were collected via passive computer monitoring software, an instrumented pillbox, and a fitness tracker watch in participants’ environments for 12 months between clinical study visits.

Results: Enrollment began in October 2018 and continued until the study groups were filled in January 2019. A total of 201 people called to participate following public posting and focused mailings. Most common exclusionary criteria included nonveteran status 11.4% (23/201), living too far from the study site 9.4% (19/201), and having exclusionary health concerns 17.9% (36/201). Five people have withdrawn from the study: 2 with unanticipated health conditions, 2 living in a vacation home for more than half of the year, and 1 who saw no direct benefit from the research study. At baseline, MCI participants had lower Montreal Cognitive Assessment (P<.001) and higher Functional Activities Questionnaire (P=.04) scores than healthy controls. Over seven months, research personnel visited participants’ homes a total of 73 times for technology maintenance. Technology maintenance visits were more prevalent for MCI participants (P=.04) than healthy controls.
Conclusions: Installation and longitudinal deployment of a passive in-home IADL monitoring platform with an older adult military veteran sample was feasible. Knowledge gained from this pilot study will be used to help develop acceptable and effective home-based assessment tools that can be used to passively monitor cognition and daily functioning in older adult samples.

KEYWORDS: aging; mild cognitive impairment; activities of daily living; technology

Introduction

Background

By year 2050, the number of people living with dementia is projected to triple to 115 million as the world’s aging population continues to grow rapidly [1,2]. There will be an increased demand for health care institutions and researchers to respond and develop preventative strategies to address the growing needs of the aging population. An important subgroup of the larger aging population is aging military veterans. Aging military veterans are at an elevated risk for developing dementia because of their unique military histories (eg, traumatic brain injury and posttraumatic stress disorder) [3-6] and their increased incidence of vascular risk factors (eg, diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia) [7-9]. In 2017, the prevalence of Alzheimer disease (AD) among US military veterans was 750,000, an increase of 166% from 2014 [10]. On average, the expense related to lifetime dementia care is US $350,174 (in 2018) per person, which is US $150,303 more than the expense for those without dementia [11]. As neurodegenerative disorders such as AD progress slowly and over a long period of time [12], early detection of dementia is crucial and has the potential to reduce the number of individuals and caregivers affected by the disease [10]. Identifying individuals with mild cognitive impairment (MCI), which often represents the prodromal stage of several neurodegenerative diseases (including AD) [13], could lead to targeted interventions that ultimately improve daily function and independence.

Although basic activities of daily living such as bathing, grooming, and eating are affected later in the course of neurodegenerative diseases after cognitive impairment has progressed and significantly impacted daily functions, subtle difficulties performing instrumental activities of daily living (IADLs) are present earlier in the course of disease. These IADLs are behavioral signs that may signal the progression from normal aging to MCI providing the opportunity for early detection and intervention [14-19]. IADLs are cognitively complex daily activities that require multiple constituent cognitive processes to perform accurately and efficiently and that are crucial for independent living. Examples of IADLs include managing medications and finances, driving a motor vehicle, and using every day technology such as computers and mobile phones [20]. However, early detection measures for MCI currently face many challenges and fail to identify change in real time because of infrequent episodic clinic visits [21]. The sensitivity and specificity of cognitive screeners used to detect impaired cognition has an unacceptable proportion of false positives and negatives and fails to approximate a patient’s real-world difficulties. In addition, patient self-report and collateral information can be biased or unreliable because of worry, stress, or forgetfulness [21,22]. Therefore, a comprehensive neuropsychological battery has been considered the standard for clarifying the nature and extent of someone’s cognitive deficits [23]. Unfortunately, these neuropsychological evaluations are time-consuming, expensive, do not provide a clear appraisal of one’s functional performance, and are not widely accessible to older adults who face socioeconomic and geographic barriers to specialty care services.

An alternative assessment approach to capture changes in cognitive status is the unobtrusive collection of continuous activity data over long periods of time [21,22]. Real-world assessment technologies have allowed researchers to continuously monitor cognitively demanding functional activities in one’s home environment to identify abnormal activity patterns predictive of MCI [22,24,25]. Everyday consumer devices (eg, medication pillbox, and home computer) are being used to continuously observe cognitively challenging IADLs. This offers a practical, low cost, and noninvasive approach to assessing changes in one’s daily functioning [19,26].

This Study and Objectives

Despite a growing interest in the use of real-world assessment approaches to detect early signs of MCI, there are still many gaps in the current literature. This paper has described a 12-month pilot study, Promote Independent Aging (PRIA) is among the first to deploy unobtrusive sensor-based assessment technologies in the homes of aging military veterans in the community. PRIA partners with the Oregon Center for Aging and Technology (ORCATECH) [21] and the Collaborative Aging Research using Technology (CART) initiative [27], utilizing components of the ORCATECH-CART in-home and mobile sensor assessment platform and infrastructure to identify and monitor meaningful changes in routine daily activities that are affected by MCI, such as computer use, medication taking, physical activity, and sleep.

In this paper, we have described the sample of participants recruited into the study, the clinical assessment procedures, and the in-home sensor-based assessment platform and monitoring of the activity measures (outcome variables) in the study. We have discussed our experiences with feasibility (eg, recruitment, retention, installation, and in-home technology maintenance visits) of the in-home monitoring technologies. Finally, we have concluded with a discussion about future directions, limitations, and clinical implications of this research.

https://formative.jmir.org/2020/6/e16371
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Methods

Study Participants
Participants were 30 community-dwelling older adult military veterans. Of this group, 15 were classified as healthy controls and 15 were classified as MCI using established clinical and research measures. All participants were recruited from the Minneapolis–Saint Paul, Minnesota metropolitan area, and gave written informed consent before participating in study activities. The protocol was approved by the Minneapolis Veterans Affairs Health Care System’s (MVAHCSs) institutional review board (IRB #4748-A). Enrollment began in October 2018 and continued on a rolling basis until January 2019. Participants were compensated US $40 per month over the course of 12 months. See Textbox 1 for participant inclusion criteria.

Textbox 1. Promote Independent Aging inclusion criteria.

- Aged 65 years or older
- Live within 30 miles of the Minneapolis Veterans Affairs Health Care System
- Live independently in their home (living with a companion or spouse was allowed but not as a caregiver)
- Take at least one medication daily and willing to use the instrumented study pillbox
- Have a home internet connection
- Own a computer and use it at least once per week
- Relatively healthy for age (no poorly controlled or unstable medical conditions or major neurological disorders)
- Absence of moderate to severe depression (Geriatric Depression Scale score-15≥7) [28]
- Absence of moderate to severe anxiety (Generalized anxiety disorder-7 questionnaire score>5) [29]
- No impaired global cognition (Montreal Cognitive Assessment sex, age, and education adjusted z-scores<−2) [30]
- Do not meet criteria for dementia (having a global Clinical Dementia Rating Scale score of less than or equal to 0.5 indicating no major impairment in daily functioning) [31]

Clinical Assessment Procedures
Participants were assessed at the MVAHCS Geriatric Research, Education and Clinical Center at baseline and 12 months. Research staff met with participants as well as their study informant (usually a spouse, close family member, or friend) during the baseline and final study visit. A battery of standardized neuropsychological tests, health assessments, and daily function questionnaires (eg, Functional Activities Questionnaire [32]) was administered (see Table 1), with a subset of this assessment battery from the Uniform Data Set of the National Alzheimer’s Disease Coordinating Center [33] in addition to other well-validated measures used in prospective National Institute on Aging (NIA)-funded longitudinal aging cohort studies. Health assessments consisted of a review of medical histories, medication lists, and completion of the Modified Cumulative Illness Rating Scale (MCIRS) [34,35]. The neuropsychological examination included the following battery of well-established and validated tests assessing multiple cognitive domains: attention and processing speed (Number Span Forward, Trail Making Part A, Stroop Color Naming, Stroop Word Reading) [33,36,37], working memory (Number Span Backward) [33], Memory (Craft Story Recall; Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer’s Disease delayed recall and recognition; and Benson Complex Figure Delayed Recall) [38-40], language (Multilingual Naming Test and Category Fluency) [39,41,42], executive functioning (Stroop Color-Word; Verbal Fluency; Trail Making Part B) [33,36,37], and visuospatial construction (Benson Complex Figure Copy) [40].
Table 1. Promote Independent Aging study visit information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assessment</th>
<th>Baseline visit</th>
<th>Final study visit (month 12)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consent and authorization forms</td>
<td>+a</td>
<td>N/A b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demographics form</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomic and employment form</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical assessment form</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobility form</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal and family health history</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Cumulative Illness Rating Scale [33,34]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical Activity Scale for the Elderly [43]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index [44]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Older Americans Resources and Services activities of daily living and IADL [45]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyday Cognition Questionnaire self and informant [46,47]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Activities Questionnaire [31]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clinical Dementia Rating self and informant [30]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Habits form</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive status form</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal Cognitive Assessment [29]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuropsychological examination (see text)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized anxiety disorder 7-item [28]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geriatric Depression Scale-15 item [27]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of California, Los Angeles Loneliness Scale [48]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lubben Social Network Scale [49,50]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAND 36-Item Health Survey [51]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a+: measure is administered.

bN/A: not applicable.

cIADL: instrumental activities of daily living.

In-Home Activity Monitoring Platform and Installation

Daily activity data were collected using a well-established unobtrusive in-home activity assessment system installed in the home of each study participant. The in-home assessment platform is developed and managed by the ORCATECH [21]. ORCATECH is a National Institutes of Health (NIH)/NIA–funded research center that develops, implements, and supports leading-edge technologies for clinical research. The specific devices used in the study were chosen because they are included in the NIA-funded ORCATECH in-home technology assessment platform and are compatible with the ORCATECH technology infrastructure. This research platform is currently widely deployed across the United States as part of the VA and NIH CART initiative. In this study, the ORCATECH platform installation occurred within 4 weeks of the participant’s baseline study visit and took place at the participant’s home. Aside from the brief Web-based surveys, the devices used in this study gathered information from participants passively and did not require training or new learning. The pillbox used in the study was a standard 7-day pillbox familiar to participants and did not require formal instruction. Participants were current computer users at study entry, and no training was required for using their personal computers or completing web-based surveys. The activity tracker watch required no training, as it was worn like a regular watch. The passive nature of the data collection is critical to feasibility and long-term retention because of low participant effort and burden. Study devices (such as, pillbox, watch, and computer software, described in detail in the following sections) were purchased and maintained by ORCATECH and installed by VA research personnel. VA and ORCATECH research personnel monitored technology through the ORCATECH Management Console interface on a weekly basis to ensure that all devices were working properly. In the event of technical difficulty, research personnel repaired or replaced technology within 1 to 2 weeks. At the end of the 12 months, ORCATECH study devices were removed from participants’ homes.

Hub Computer (Raspberry Pi 3 Model B, Pencoad, Wales)

The hub computer [52] received and transferred all deidentified sensor data collected at the participant’s home (medication taking and fitness tracker) via a secure virtual private network.
(VPN) connection to the secure ORCATECH research server. The hub computer, which is placed unobtrusively in the home, broadcasts a wireless network in the participant’s home, acts as a client to a wireless or wired router, and checks in with the ORCATECH server to ensure that the in-home monitoring devices are up to date and properly identified. The in-home activity data were sent from the hub computer to the ORCATECH server on a continuous basis and was deleted from the device afterwards.

**Medication Tracking Pillbox (TimerCap iSort, Moorpark, CA)**

The pillbox [53] recorded timestamps of when the lids of the 7-day pillbox (one lid for each day of the week) were opened or closed and transmitted the information to the hub computer via Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE). The pillbox recorded whether or not the compartment was opened (and closed) and the time or times of day that it was opened. If the pillbox did not have a connection to the hub computer, data were cached locally to the device until the next successful connection. The pillbox caches 2 to 3 weeks of data. Data were transmitted securely to servers at ORCATECH via a VPN, and pillboxes were linked to participant ID numbers.

**Wrist-Worn Fitness Tracker (Nokia Steel, Issy-les-Moulineaux, France)**

The wrist-worn wearable device [54] collected physical activity data (ie, steps taken and time spent sleeping) and transmitted information to the hub computer via BLE. This device communicates data acquired several times a day to the hub computer. If the wearable device was not able to connect to the hub computer, data were cached locally to the device until the next successful connection. The wearable device caches 3 weeks of data. Data were transmitted securely to servers at ORCATECH via a VPN.

**Computer Use Monitoring Software (Worktime Corporate, Woodbridge, Ontario)**

Computer use monitoring software was installed on participants’ own computers by VA research personnel. This commercially available software collected information about number and duration of computer sessions such as log-in/log-off times, active/idle times, and time spent on types of applications (internet and documents). Advanced Encryption Standard encrypted data (FIPS 140-2 compliant) was transmitted to ORCATECH servers via Transmission Control Protocol connection. Document, names, and Web URLs were excluded from monitoring. Worktime Corporate [55] does not record keystrokes, passwords, emails, chats, document content, or screen content. This computer software is only compatible with Windows 7, 8, 8.1, and 10. The computer software is not compatible with Mac operating system; 8 participants with Mac computers did not have Worktime Corporate installed on their personal computers. Thus, 8 participants did not have computer metrics measured in this study.

**Web-Based Health Update Questionnaire (5-10 Min Per Week)**

Participants received a brief, weekly Web-based 13-item health questionnaire (see Multimedia Appendix 1) that asked questions about events and behaviors that could affect in-home monitoring activity patterns (eg, medication changes, falls, injuries, health changes, emergency room visits, depression, changes to living space, vacations, and visitors) [21,56]. This survey was administered via the Qualtrics Survey Platform [57] and sent through email every Monday at 9 AM (Central Time [CT]). If a participant failed to complete the survey by Wednesday of each week, another survey was sent automatically on Wednesday at 9 AM (CT). If the participant failed to complete the follow-up survey by Thursday or Friday of each week, phone calls were made to each participant to ensure data capture and quality.

**Survey for Memory Attention and Reaction Time (5-10 Min Per Month)**

Participants received a monthly Web-based memory test (see Multimedia Appendix 2) called the Survey for Memory Attention and Reaction Time (SMART) [58], which included four short cognitive tasks (including versions of the Trail Making Test B and the Stroop Color-Word Interference tasks). The SMART survey was administered via the Qualtrics Survey Platform and was sent on the last Monday of each month at 9 AM (CT). If a participant failed to complete the survey by Wednesday of each week, another survey was sent automatically on Wednesday at 9 AM (CT). If the participant failed to complete the follow-up survey by Thursday or Friday of each week, phone calls were made to each participant to ensure data capture and quality.

**Statistical Analyses**

Recruitment and retention numbers, baseline demographic and clinical characteristics, and common technological difficulties are presented for the overall cohort as well as by study group (MCI vs intact cognition). Differences between the two study groups were assessed using 2-tailed t tests or the Wilcoxon rank sum test for continuous variables (depending on the distribution) or by using the Pearson chi-square test or Fisher exact test for categorical variables (depending on cell size). All summaries and analyses were performed using SPSS version 24.

**Results**

**Participant, Recruitment, and Retention**

PRIA research personnel received 201 calls to participate. A total of 150 people were screened by research personnel. People were not screened either because they did not return research personnel phone calls or because people called after study slots were filled. Of the 150 screened, the most common exclusion criteria included nonveteran status (17/150, 11.3%), living too far from the study site (14/150, 9.3%), and having exclusionary physical or mental health concerns (27/150, 18.0%). Of those enrolled, 35 participants had the full clinical assessment, and 32 participants had the research technology platform installed in their home. On average, the MCI group had 185.3 (SD 27.1; n=15) days of follow-up (range 113-213) and the cognitively
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intact group had 150.9 (SD 33.8; n=15) days of follow-up in a 7-month monitoring period (range 63-205).

Following baseline evaluation, 5 participants withdrew from the study. Specifically, 2 participants withdrew before installation of the technology because they were away from the metropolitan area for half of the year without an internet connection, and 1 participant withdrew because they saw no direct benefit from this research study. Two participants withdrew following technology installation because of unanticipated acute medical events. A summary of demographic and clinical characteristics of the final sample (N=30) is presented in Table 2.

Table 2. Participant baseline demographics and clinical characteristics (N=30).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Mild cognitive impairment (n=15)</th>
<th>Healthy controls (n=15)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age at baseline (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>73.5 (5.4)</td>
<td>74.3 (6.0)</td>
<td>72.8 (4.9)</td>
<td>.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex (male), n (%)</td>
<td>28 (93)</td>
<td>14 (93)</td>
<td>14 (93)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (white), n (%)</td>
<td>30 (100)</td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
<td>15 (100)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>14.9 (2.0)</td>
<td>14.9 (2.3)</td>
<td>15.0 (1.9)</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal Cognitive Assessment [29], mean (SD)</td>
<td>24.5 (2.3)</td>
<td>22.9 (1.8)</td>
<td>26.1 (1.5)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geriatric Depression Scale [27], mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.3 (1.3)</td>
<td>1.5 (1.5)</td>
<td>1.1 (1.1)</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalized anxiety disorder [28], mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.3 (1.6)</td>
<td>1.7 (1.7)</td>
<td>0.9 (1.4)</td>
<td>.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional Activities Questionnaire [31], mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.0 (1.6)</td>
<td>1.6 (1.8)</td>
<td>0.4 (1.1)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modified Cumulative Illness Rating Scale [33,34], mean (SD)</td>
<td>23.1 (2.9)</td>
<td>24.0 (3.3)</td>
<td>22.1 (2.2)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburg Sleep Quality Index [44], mean (SD)</td>
<td>5.7 (3.2)</td>
<td>6.5 (3.7)</td>
<td>5.0 (2.4)</td>
<td>.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Everyday Cognition Questionnaire (ECog) informant [18,46,47], mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.3)</td>
<td>1.3 (0.4)</td>
<td>1.2 (0.3)</td>
<td>.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECog participant [18,46,47], mean (SD)</td>
<td>157.8 (57.9)</td>
<td>172.3 (66.5)</td>
<td>143.3 (45.5)</td>
<td>.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Health comorbidities (positive for the condition), n (%)

| Common Technical Difficulties
| Atarial fibrillation | 4 (13) | 4 (27) | 0 (0) | .03 |
| Diabetes            | 5 (17) | 2 (13) | 3 (20) | .62 |
| Hypertension        | 19 (63) | 12 (80) | 7 (47) | .06 |
| Hypercholesterolemia | 24 (80) | 13 (87) | 11 (73) | .36 |
| Sleep apnea         | 17 (57) | 9 (60) | 8 (53) | .71 |

aN/A: not applicable.

Common Technical Difficulties

**Hub Computer (Raspberry Pi 3 Model B)**

The most common technical difficulty associated with the hub computer was the loss of connection to the hub computer, requiring research personnel to update the hub computer remotely. However, sometimes these updates needed to be done manually. For example, an unexpected license expiration lead to a temporary VPN handshake failure, which affected all 30 participants and delayed data capture for some participants up to 1 month. This VPN handshake failure could not be fixed remotely, and research personnel were required to update the hub computer manually across all 30 homes. Over a 7-month monitoring period, 13% (4/30) of participants in the entire sample required two or more in-home technology maintenance visits to repair the hub computer; all 4 were MCI participants, P=.10 (see Table 3).
The most common technical difficulties associated with the
Medication Tracking Pillbox (TimerCap iSort)

The most common technical difficulties associated with the
Wrist-Worn Fitness Tracker Watch (Nokia Steel)

The most common technical difficulties associated with the
Computer Use Monitoring Software (Worktime Corporate)

The most common technical difficulties associated with the

Table 3. Technology device repairs and reminder phone calls over a 7-month monitoring period (N=30).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Total sample</th>
<th>Mild cognitive impairment (n=15)</th>
<th>Healthy controls (n=15)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total device repair visits, mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.4 (1.7)</td>
<td>3.1 (1.9)</td>
<td>1.8 (1.2)</td>
<td>.04*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants requiring &gt;2 hub computer visit, n (%)</td>
<td>4 (13)</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants requiring &gt;1 pillbox visit, n (%)</td>
<td>7 (23)</td>
<td>6 (40)</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
<td>.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants requiring &gt;1 watch visit, n (%)</td>
<td>8 (27)</td>
<td>5 (33)</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants requiring &gt;1 worktime visit, n (%)</td>
<td>11 (37)</td>
<td>6 (40)</td>
<td>5 (33)</td>
<td>&gt;.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reminder phone calls, mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.7 (2.9)</td>
<td>2.9 (3.2)</td>
<td>2.5 (2.8)</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants requiring &gt;1 Web-based health questionnaire reminder call, n (%)</td>
<td>19 (63)</td>
<td>12 (80)</td>
<td>7 (47)</td>
<td>.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants requiring &gt;1 Survey for Memory Attention and Reaction Time survey reminder call, n (%)</td>
<td>18 (60)</td>
<td>8 (53)</td>
<td>10 (67)</td>
<td>.71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Group comparisons were made using independent t tests for continuous variables or Fisher exact tests (2-tailed) for categorical variables.

Source: Seelye et al (page number not for citation purposes)
Discussion

Principal Findings

The results in this study demonstrate the feasibility of engaging older adult military veterans in an observational research study using in-home IADL monitoring technology. Recruitment was successful as evidenced by a high number of phone calls received from older adults to participate and study enrollment completed within 6 months. Retention was high; 86% (26/30) of individuals who were initially consented were retained 7 months into the study follow-up period. Five military veterans dropped out from the study; only one dropped out because of study-specific concerns. The 2 individuals who withdrew because of unanticipated medical events expressed interest in remaining in the study and continue contributing. Furthermore, frequency of in-home technology maintenance visits was relatively low across the sample given the duration of monitoring follow-up, as shown in Table 3. Overall, technology maintenance visits were more prevalent for MCI participants (P=.04) than healthy controls, although reminder telephone calls to complete Web-based surveys were not (P=.67). One possible explanation for this finding is that when the devices (eg, watch and pillbox) in the study lost internet connection with the hub computer because of software or firmware updates, healthy control participants were better able to successfully troubleshoot and problem solve technological difficulties remotely over the phone with research staff compared with MCI participants, preventing research staff from making additional trips to repair devices. In contrast, because of their MCIs, MCI participants may have been less successful in understanding and retaining complex instructions over the phone and organizing and executing device repairs or resets requiring multiple steps without in-person assistance. Troubleshooting device and internet connection issues is a cognitively complex task that requires executive functions, memory, language, visual spatial abilities, and processing speed. Compared with the devices used in the study, the Web-based surveys required less troubleshooting by participants. In general, once participants initiated taking the Web-based surveys by clicking a link in their email, the survey software program worked well. Our results indicate/suggest that the sample of MCI participants remembered to take the Web-based surveys as reliably as healthy controls, but they had more difficulty carrying out cognitively complex tasks with higher executive demands such as troubleshooting device resets and repairs as well as healthy controls.

Various factors could be related to the high rates of retention and participants’ motivation to participate in this kind of research. First, real-world assessment research allows for rapport and relationship-building between research staff and study participants from the onset of the study. Real-world assessment research requires the installation of technology in the participants’ home, as compared with scenario-based assessment research where the interaction occurs in a clinic-based setting [24]. Research staff are welcomed into the homes of aging military veterans and able to develop fulfilling relationships with research participants. Real-world assessment research also facilitates a deeper understanding about a person’s needs and daily functioning compared with conducting a clinical interview in a clinic-based setting. Developing this unique rapport/relationship with research participants started at the baseline study visit where research staff met with study participants and their study informant (usually a spouse, close family member, or friend). The information acquired from the participant and informant during the study visit created a holistic picture of each participant, allowing research personnel to generate a multifaceted view of each person. Measures such as the CDR [31] and PASE [43] include questions about the participant’s hobbies, physical activities, family, and about recent events that happen in their lives. These questions allowed research personnel to connect to the study informant and the study participant and develop trust and familiarity before they entered the participant’s home.

Strengths and Limitations

The overall experience with the ORCATECH platform was positive. Research technical staff were able to learn quickly how to install and troubleshoot technology, and research participants were generally receptive to the technology. However, as is common when working with diverse technologies, there were some limitations particularly with commercially available devices and software integrated into the ORCATECH platform. For example, 8 older adults in our study have macOS-based computers so Worktime Corporate [55] could not be installed, thus preventing usage data capture. Furthermore, as Worktime Corporate can only be installed on traditional computers, we failed to capture information on participant’s mobile phones or tablets. In future studies, monitoring software should be developed that is compatible across all platforms, operating systems, and devices so that all data are captured. Other limitations include the durability of the commercially available devices used in the study. The pillboxes had limited durability, which required research personnel to replace pillbox lids and pillboxes frequently. Furthermore, watches had to be replaced because of broken watch faces (3/30, 10% of participants over a span of 7 months). In contrast, across other ORCATECH studies (including CART) involving over 200 primarily nonveteran, female aging participants, 2.0% (5/250) participants have broken the face of their watch over a span of multiple years. Other limitations included the homogeneity of our sample (30/30, 100% white; 28/30, 93% male), non-inclusion of military veterans who lived outside of the metropolitan area (eg, rural populations), and noninclusion of military veterans who lived in another home during the winter (snow birds). This study was funded by the Veterans Health Administration, which required recruitment of military veterans only. The older adult military veteran population in Minnesota,
where the study was conducted, is largely represented by white men [59]. Future studies will expand recruitment to nonveteran samples that are more heterogeneous and balanced regarding gender and race. Despite the homogeneity of our cohort, there was diversity within this sample regarding the cohort’s varying health comorbidities (mean MCIRS score 23.1, SD 2.9) and educational attainment. Duration of education ranged from 9 to 18 years (mean education 14.9, SD 2.0). Other in-home technology and aging studies report higher educational levels and lower MCIRS levels in their cohorts; thus, this research helps to increase our knowledge about the feasibility of in-home technologies in a wider array of older adults [16,19,21].

Future Directions and Conclusions

Future analyses will establish which sensor monitored IADL variables best discriminate between MCI and healthy controls and will explore trajectories of IADL functioning in MCI and healthy controls. Few studies [22,60] discuss the acceptability of the technology used over time, especially from the participant’s perspective. Future directions will include deployment of an in-home monitoring technology perception survey to the military veterans in this cohort. This survey will allow us to capture participants’ perceptions about the in-home technology they have been using in the study as well as their perceptions about how they would want to use in-home monitoring technology in the future. Furthermore, very few studies [24] have explored ethics related to in-home monitoring technology which is important to discuss to implement these technologies in people’s homes. This survey will explore ethical issues associated with real-world assessment research such as privacy, security concerns, and who should have access to the data. This will give us a better idea of how comfortable older adult military veterans feel with the usage of their activity data in the future. Other future directions include using this technology to extend beyond IADL and cognitive assessment to help identify people at risk for acute medical events (stroke and infections). This research study also was able to install technology and monitor a participant’s activity in a rehabilitation center following an unanticipated medical event (data not shown), demonstrating the flexibility of the methodology. Future studies should investigate the feasibility of incorporating these methodologies in a variety of health care settings outside of the home, including inpatient medical facilities when higher levels of care for individuals are temporarily required. Future studies using activity monitoring technologies to detect and monitor cognitive decline should aim to increase inclusion of individuals who are typically underrepresented in aging and dementia research such as younger older adults, people of color, adults living in rural communities, and individuals with low socioeconomic status.

Knowledge gained from this pilot study will be used to help develop acceptable and effective home-based assessment tools that can be used within the VA system to monitor cognition and daily functioning in aging military veterans. The results and lessons provided by this study have importantly been incorporated into improving the national CART initiative platform, which has now been deployed to diverse cohorts of older adults including rural-residing military veterans.
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Abstract

Background: Heavy drinking (HD) is far more common among smokers compared with nonsmokers and interferes with successful smoking cessation. Alcohol-focused smoking cessation interventions delivered by counselors have shown promise, but digital versions of these interventions—which could have far greater population reach—have not yet been tested.

Objective: This pilot randomized controlled trial aimed to examine the feasibility, acceptability, and effect sizes of an automated digital smoking cessation program that specifically addresses HD using an interactive web-based intervention with an optional text messaging component.

Methods: Participants (83/119, 69.7% female; 98/119, 82.4% white; mean age 38.0 years) were daily smokers recruited on the web from a free automated digital smoking cessation program (BecomeAnEX.org, EX) who met the criteria for HD: women drinking 8+ drinks/week or 4+ drinks on any day and men drinking 15+ drinks/week or 5+ drinks on any day. Participants were randomized to receive EX with standard content (EX-S) or an EX with additional content specific to HD (EX-HD). Outcomes were assessed by web-based surveys at 1 and 6 months.

Results: Participants reported high satisfaction with the website and the optional text messaging component. Total engagement with both EX-S and EX-HD was modest, with participants visiting the website a median of 2 times, and 52.9% of the participants enrolled to receive text messages. Participants in both the conditions showed substantial, significant reductions in drinking across 6 months of follow-up, with no condition effects observed. Although smoking outcomes tended to favor EX-HD, the condition effects were small and nonsignificant. A significantly smaller proportion of participants in EX-HD reported having a lapse back to smoking when drinking alcohol (7/58, 16%) compared with those in EX-S (18/61, 41%; $\chi^2 = 6.2; P = .01$).

Conclusions: This is the first trial to examine a digital smoking cessation program tailored to HD smokers. The results provide some initial evidence that delivering such a program is feasible and may reduce the risk of alcohol-involved smoking lapses. However, increasing engagement in this and other web-based interventions is a crucial challenge to address in future work.

Trial Registration: ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03068611; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03068611

\textsuperscript{(JMIR Form Res 2020;4(6):e7570) doi:10.2196/formative.7570}
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Introduction

Background

Cigarette smokers have substantially higher rates of alcohol consumption than nonsmokers [1,2], and both observational [3,4] and clinical studies [5-8] find that greater alcohol use predicts a reduced odds of smoking cessation. Alcohol use is a common smoking relapse precipitant [9,10], with over one-third of heavy drinkers reporting alcohol use at the time of a smoking lapse, often in combination with being around other people who are smoking and with experiencing positive affect [11,12]. Laboratory-based experiments show that alcohol has a direct pharmacologic effect on increasing the urge to smoke, which is beyond the effects of alcohol-related cues (ie, beyond the learned association between drinking and smoking) [13]. This increase in the urge to smoke accounts, in part, for alcohol’s effect on smoking. Heavy drinking (HD) is associated with a substantially greater risk of smoking lapse compared with moderate drinking [11]. Experimental research indicates that this effect of HD is not due to dose-dependent effects of alcohol on the urge to smoke and may instead reflect changes in regulatory control due to intoxication [13].

Given the deleterious impact of alcohol use on smoking cessation, a number of behavioral interventions have been developed specifically to address HD among HD smokers who are seeking smoking cessation treatment. In the first trial of its kind, Kahler et al [14] found that a smoking cessation treatment designed to motivate reduction of alcohol consumption and mitigate the risk of alcohol-involved smoking lapses resulted in significantly reduced alcohol consumption over 6 months, with small positive effects on smoking cessation compared with standard cessation treatment. Toll et al [15] incorporated a brief intervention to reduce alcohol use in HD smokers calling a state quitline, which resulted in significantly higher rates of smoking abstinence at 7 months compared with standard quitline counseling, with a trend toward reduced HD. In a pilot efficacy trial, Ames et al [16] found that an integrated smoking and alcohol intervention, compared with a smoking-only intervention, resulted in somewhat greater cigarette smoking abstinence and significantly reduced alcohol use among treatment completers. Finally, Correa-Fernandez et al [17] found that a combined alcohol and smoking intervention did not significantly improve smoking cessation outcomes compared with a smoking-only intervention but significantly reduced drinking in those who successfully quit smoking. Together, these studies highlight the potential value of interventions that simultaneously address smoking and HD and the positive public health impact such combined interventions may have if they have sufficient population reach.

Internet-based smoking cessation interventions have great potential to reduce smoking rates at the population level, given their demonstrated reach and effectiveness. In 2017, 36% of US smokers searched the web for information about quitting smoking [18], and hundreds of thousands register on web-based cessation programs each year [18,19]. Evidence-based internet interventions deliver the core components of cessation treatment through engaging, multimodal formats, oftentimes free of charge; are scalable and cost-efficient; and yield quit rates comparable with in-person and phone-based interventions [20,21]. However, across smoking cessation websites, alcohol is only minimally addressed [22,23]. Given that one-fourth to one-third of smokers seeking cessation services are heavy drinkers [5,24,25], enhancing internet-based smoking cessation interventions with alcohol-related content could have a substantial population impact.

Objectives

Despite the potential promise and importance of addressing HD in smoking cessation treatment, models for incorporating an HD intervention into digital smoking cessation programs have not yet been developed. The objective of this study was to examine the feasibility and acceptability of a digital smoking cessation program that was developed to address HD specifically. HD smokers were randomly assigned to either a standard publicly available program or a modified version of the program that addressed HD in depth. Feasibility was assessed by recruitment rates, and acceptability was assessed by examining engagement and satisfaction with the elements of the program. Preliminary effect sizes were obtained on smoking and alcohol use outcomes at 1 and 6 months postrandomization with the hypothesis that addressing HD in depth would lead to less alcohol use and more smoking abstinence than the standard program. Reduced odds of alcohol-involved lapses were examined as a putative mechanism of action for the HD intervention.

Methods

Participants and Procedure

This pilot trial used a 2-group randomized control design. All procedures were approved by the Brown University Institutional Review Board, and the study was registered on ClinicalTrials.gov (NCT03068611). Participants were 119 newly registered users on BecomeAnEX.org (EX), a digital smoking cessation program developed and managed by Truth Initiative—a nonprofit public health organization in the United States dedicated to ending cigarette smoking (formerly the American Legacy Foundation). EX was developed in collaboration with the Mayo Clinic Nicotine Dependence Center aligning with the tobacco clinical practice guidelines [26] and first went on the web in 2008. Study recruitment for this project was conducted over 7 weeks (from May 10, 2017, to July 3, 2017).

New registered users on EX were eligible for the study if they met the following inclusion criteria: (1) current daily smoker, (2) met the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) criteria for the past month (≥1 occasion in the past month for women and 15+ drinks/week or ≥1 occasion in the past month for ≥15 drinks/week or ≥4 drinks on ≥1 occasion in the past month for ≥15 drinks/week or ≥4 drinks on ≥1 occasion in the past month for ≥15 drinks/week).
men), (3) ≥18 years old, (4) willing to provide contact information, (5) no prior use of the EX website, and (6) US residence based on Internet Protocol (IP) address. Individuals were ineligible if they reported a history of severe alcohol withdrawal symptoms because we did not wish to recommend abstaining from alcohol to participants for whom unsupervised alcohol withdrawal could be dangerous.

All procedures were conducted on the web. Recruitment information asked new registered users about their interest in participating in a research study to develop and test a version of BecomeAnEX that is designed specifically for smokers who drink alcohol. Interested individuals, then, completed the study eligibility screening questions. Those screened as eligible then read and electronically signed a web-based informed consent document that described study procedures, including the saliva collection procedure at follow-ups for those reporting smoking abstinence. Next, they verified their email address and completed the baseline survey. Individuals who were ineligible, who did not complete the consent, or who did not verify their email were directed to the standard EX (EX-S) program but were not enrolled in the study. Participants were compensated US $20 via an Amazon gift card code for their time completing the baseline survey.

**Randomization**

Eligible participants were assigned on a 1:1 basis by a computer algorithm to either EX with standard content (EX-S) or EX with additional content specific to HD (EX-HD). To ensure a balance of potentially key background factors, block randomization was conducted within 8 blocks formed by a $2 \times 2 \times 2$ matrix of the following factors: sex (male and female), age ($\leq$30 years old and $>30$ years old), and frequency of HD (<weekly and ≥weekly). The age cutoff of 30 years was chosen to ensure that both conditions had a very similar number of participants who would be classified as young adults, for whom the use of mobile technology and the context of alcohol consumption may be different when compared with older adults. Those randomized had access only to their respective treatment condition.

**Follow-Ups**

At 1 and 6 months postrandomization, all participants were sent an email to complete a follow-up survey. Those who did not complete the survey within 10 days of the initial email were called by study staff. Participants were compensated US $30 for the 1-month and US $50 for the 6-month follow-up via an Amazon gift card code.

**Intervention Content**

**Website**

Primary elements of the EX-S site are summarized in Table 1. A My Quit Plan page displayed a checklist for users that showed if each of the site’s core components had been completed and provided the recommended next steps. The EX-HD website included all elements of EX-S and additional pages addressing alcohol use (Table 1), aligning with our previous counselor-delivered interventions [14,15] and including content mirroring and linking to NIAAA’s Rethinking Drinking website [27]. A Managing Alcohol Use tab was added to My Quit Plan in EX-HD so that participants could view and print their alcohol change plan. Participants were given no specific guidance about how often to use the website, consistent with how EX is used by the public. Participants had access to the website throughout their participation in the study and retained that access as registered users after study participation concluded.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Elements in EX-Standard</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Quit Date</td>
<td>A tool for participants to select a quit smoking date, which is recommended to occur within 2 weeks from registration.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) Cigarette Tracker</td>
<td>An interactive exercise to help participants identify the time of day and triggers for smoking by tracking cigarette use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Beat Your Smoking Triggers</td>
<td>An interactive exercise to help participants formulate strategies to dissociate cigarettes from smoking triggers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Build Your Support System</td>
<td>An interactive exercise for participants to identify helpful supporters to improve their efforts to quit as well as unsupportive people in their life they may need to avoid while quitting.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Choose a Quit Smoking Aid</td>
<td>A strategic planning exercise where participants indicate their plan for pharmacotherapy use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) EX Community</td>
<td>A large web-based social network of current and former smokers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Educational Content</td>
<td>Didactic, multimodal content that addresses strategies to prepare for quit day, cope with slips, and prevent relapse. It includes videos about tobacco addiction and pharmacotherapy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Additional elements in EX-Heavy Drinker</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(1) Alcohol and Quitting Smoking</td>
<td>A content page on the risk of smoking relapse associated with heavy alcohol use.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) What’s Your Drinking Pattern</td>
<td>An interactive exercise that provides personalized normative feedback on drinking using gender-based national US drinking norms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) Risks of Heavy Drinking</td>
<td>Content page on NIAAA(^b) guidelines for low-risk drinking and interactive effects of smoking and HD(^c) on head and neck cancer risk.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) Managing Drinking</td>
<td>An interactive exercise for participants to evaluate the importance of changing drinking while quitting smoking and articulate their own reasons for change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5) Benefits of Changing Drinking</td>
<td>An interactive exercise where participants endorse which benefits they might experience if they stopped or cut down on drinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6) Make a Plan to Manage Drinking</td>
<td>An interactive exercise for setting goals regarding drinking during the quit smoking attempt (eg, stop drinking for a specified time after quitting and set a maximum daily alcohol consumption limit) and making plans to minimize the risk of smoking when drinking (eg, drinking only with people who do not smoke or in places where smoking is not allowed).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7) Strategies for Limiting Drinking</td>
<td>An interactive exercise where participants select strategies they could use for limiting drinking such as practicing drink refusal skills and self-monitoring drinking.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8) Alcohol and Staying Quit</td>
<td>A content page highlighting the ongoing risk of smoking relapse associated with drinking alcohol.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Participants were randomized to either EX with standard content (EX-S) or EX with additional content specific to HD (EX-HD). Those who were randomized to EX-HD received all EX-S content as well as the EX-HD content. Individuals received only the intervention web pages to which they were randomized each time they logged into the website.

\(^b\)NIAAA: National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.

\(^c\)HD: heavy drinking.

**Text Messaging**

The EX text message program used was consistent with empirically supported text messaging smoking cessation programs in both frequency of texting and duration of the program [28]. Users signed up for text messaging during registration and had to reply OK to an initial message to complete text message enrollment; they could unenroll at any time by texting STOP. Messages encouraged interaction with the program through yes/no, true/false, and multiple-choice questions and provided quitting advice, positive reinforcement, reminders to avoid smoking triggers, information about nicotine and nicotine withdrawal, and tailored support around a set quit date.

Text messaging was the same intensity in both conditions. Participants received 2 messages/day before their selected quit date, 3-5 messages/day for 2 weeks starting on their quit date, and then 1-2 messages/day through 6 weeks past the quit date; the maximum number of messages they could receive was 128. Only 1 EX-S text message directly addressed alcohol use. In the EX-HD program, 24 of the EX-S messages (18.8%) were replaced with an alcohol-focused message. These texts were developed through an iterative process that involved extracting key content from previous alcohol-focused smoking interventions [12,14,15] and adapting it for a short messaging format consistent with the messages used in the EX-S text messaging program. Messages were piloted with a sample of 12 participants who gave feedback on content and tone. These texts provided information about the effect of HD on health and quitting smoking (eg, “For smokers who drink regularly, more than 35% of slips back to smoking happen when they are drinking alcohol”), encouraged and reinforced reductions in
drinking (eg, “Great! You’re showing your commitment to your health; consider the benefits of drinking less and record them here”), provided links to alcohol-focused content on EX-HD, and reminded participants to anticipate situations in which they might drink (eg, “Any events coming up this week where you might be around alcohol? Reply with Y or N”).

Measures

Baseline Data

At baseline, demographic information was collected about sex, age, race/ethnicity, education, employment, income, and marital status. Cigarette dependence was assessed using the Fagerström Test for Cigarette Dependence [29], and the perceived importance of quitting smoking was assessed with a single-item scale (0=not at all important to 10=extremely important) [14]. Severity of alcohol problem was assessed at baseline using the short inventory of problems [30]. Participants were asked about the importance of cutting down or stopping drinking while quitting smoking using a single-item scale (0=not at all important to 10=extremely important) and if they planned to cut down or stop drinking while quitting smoking (0=no, 1=possibly, 2=probably, and 3=definitely) [14].

Website Utilization

Utilization data from the 6 months following randomization were extracted from the EX database, including number of website visits and pages viewed. Utilization of EX-S content was assessed by tracking if participants completed each of the 7 core EX activities, and utilization of EX-HD content was assessed by tracking completion of the 8 HD activities.

Satisfaction With and Perceptions of the Program

At 1 month, satisfaction with the overall program was assessed using the 8-item client satisfaction questionnaire (CSQ-8) [31], which assesses satisfaction with provided services on a 1 to 4 scale, where higher scores indicate higher levels of satisfaction (alpha=.92). In addition, all participants provided single-item ratings of specific aspects of the program, including rating their overall experience with the website (1=poor to 5=excellent) and the extent to which the website made them consider how alcohol might affect their quitting (1=Did not use, 2=Not at all, 3=A little, 4=Moderately, and 5=Very much/a lot). Those who enrolled in text messaging were asked about their overall experience with the text messaging program (1=poor to 5=excellent) and if it helped them quit smoking and manage their drinking, respectively, (from 1=completely disagree to 5=strongly agree). They also rated if the number of text messages on alcohol was 1=too few, 2=just right, or 3=too many.

Smoking Outcomes

At baseline and follow-up, cigarette use was assessed using a daily report of smoking behavior over the past 7 days [32]. The primary smoking outcome was a self-reported 7-day abstinence from smoking cigarettes and other combustible tobacco products at 1 and 6 months [33]. Continuous abstinence was a secondary smoking outcome, defined as having made a quit attempt with no reported slips at both the 1- and 6-month follow-ups [33]. Participants reporting smoking abstinence at 6 months were invited to provide a saliva sample by mail via a Salimetrics collection kit to biochemically verify smoking status [34,35]. Participants were paid US $25 for returning the kit within 48 hours of receipt. Abstinence was confirmed with a cotinine concentration of <15 ng/mL.

Alcohol Outcomes

At baseline and follow-up, participants reported past 30-day drinking, including the number of days they drank 4+ drinks (for women)/5+ drinks (for men), and provided a daily report of drinking over the past 7 days [32]. The primary alcohol outcome was the number of HD days in the past 30 days at 1 and 6 months, with the 30-day window chosen to capture variability in this more uncommon behavior. The secondary outcome was the total number of drinks consumed in the past 7 days at those follow-ups. Although this 7-day assessment window is narrower than that used for inclusion in the study, this secondary outcome may provide a better estimate of total drinking as it is based on day-level reporting rather than using a quantity-frequency estimate.

Smoking Lapses

A series of questions were used to assess the perceptions of the causes of initial smoking lapses following previous work in the area [11,12]. At follow-up, participants were asked if they had made a quit attempt since enrolling. Those reporting a quit attempt were asked if they had smoked since that attempt, and if so, “What was the major cause of your smoking?,” where drinking alcohol was 1 of the 10 response options, including don’t know and other. Those selecting drinking alcohol were classified as having an alcohol-involved lapse.

Analysis Plan

All analyses were conducted using SAS 9.4 [36]. We first examined the number of participants passing study milestones (eg, screening, consent, baseline, and follow-up) and the baseline characteristics of the sample. The acceptability of EX-HD was examined by comparing EX-S and EX-HD on website and text message utilization and program satisfaction using t tests and nonparametric tests. In exploratory analyses, we also examined if baseline characteristics predicted engagement metrics. The preliminary efficacy of EX-HD was examined by comparing smoking and alcohol use outcomes using t tests and chi-square tests. We used chi-square analyses to test if EX-HD reduced the odds of alcohol-involved smoking lapses compared with EX-S. In exploratory analyses, we examined if engagement metrics were associated with perceptions of the program. We also conducted generalized estimating equations (GEE) covarying age, sex, and baseline frequency of HD (ie, the variables included in the randomization scheme) to examine if treatment effects across 1 and 6 months were moderated by gender, motivation to change (ie, perceived importance of quitting smoking and reducing drinking, respectively), level of website engagement, and text messaging enrollment. An alpha level of .05 was used for all analyses, without adjustment for multiple testing, because the primary purpose of the analyses was to identify patterns of results that might inform future modifications and improvement of the EX-HD program.
**Results**

**Feasibility**

Figure 1 shows the Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials diagram of participant flow through study milestones. During the recruitment period, there were a total of 816 newly registered EX users with US IP addresses, who each received an invitation to participate in the study. Of these, 57.9% (473/816) completed screening, and 38.3% of those were screened as eligible. A third (34.3%) of participants who were screened as eligible were not enrolled in the study because they did not complete the consent process, did not confirm their contact information via email, or did not complete the baseline survey, leaving 119 enrolled participants, with 61 randomized to EX-S and 58 to EX-HD.

Overall, 14.6% of all new US users of EX during the recruitment window participated in the study.

Table 2 shows the demographic and clinical characteristics of the enrolled participants overall and by condition. Follow-up rates were 72.3% at 1 month and 52.9% at 6 months. There were no significant differences in demographics, baseline clinical variables, or intervention condition between follow-up completers and noncompleters. At the 6-month follow-up, 14% (17/119) of participants reported 7-day abstinence from smoking and nicotine and were sent a saliva collection kit. Of these, 42% (7/17) returned the kit, with 4 having abstinence confirmed by testing. Three participants reported smoking in the past week at the time they returned the sample, of whom 2 were over the cutoff of 15 ng/mL.

**Figure 1.** A Consolidated Standards of Reporting Trials diagram showing participant flow. EX-HD: BecomeAnEX with additional content specific to heavy drinking; EX-S: BecomeAnEX with standard content.
Table 2. Baseline demographic and clinical characteristics for the entire sample and by treatment condition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Overall (N=119)</th>
<th>EX-S&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt; (n=61)</th>
<th>EX-HD&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt; (n=58)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Female gender, n (%)</td>
<td>83 (69.7)</td>
<td>42 (69)</td>
<td>41 (71)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>38.0 (11.8)</td>
<td>38.6 (12.9)</td>
<td>37.1 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>98 (82.4)</td>
<td>50 (82)</td>
<td>48 (83)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>13 (10.9)</td>
<td>6 (10)</td>
<td>7 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native American</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pacific Islander</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple races</td>
<td>6 (5.0)</td>
<td>5 (8)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>1 (0.8)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>4 (3.4)</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than high school</td>
<td>7 (5.9)</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school</td>
<td>20 (16.8)</td>
<td>8 (13)</td>
<td>12 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college/tech/business</td>
<td>66 (55.5)</td>
<td>37 (61)</td>
<td>29 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College graduate or higher</td>
<td>26 (21.8)</td>
<td>12 (20)</td>
<td>14 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>21 (17.6)</td>
<td>9 (15)</td>
<td>12 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed part/full time</td>
<td>84 (70.6)</td>
<td>48 (79)</td>
<td>36 (62)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>14 (11.8)</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
<td>10 (17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Income, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than US $30,000</td>
<td>52 (43.7)</td>
<td>28 (46)</td>
<td>24 (41)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US $30,000-US $59,999</td>
<td>32 (26.9)</td>
<td>18 (29)</td>
<td>14 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US $60,000-US $89,999</td>
<td>18 (15.1)</td>
<td>6 (10)</td>
<td>12 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US $90,000 or more</td>
<td>17 (14.3)</td>
<td>9 (15)</td>
<td>8 (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married or cohabiting</td>
<td>47 (39.5)</td>
<td>26 (43)</td>
<td>21 (36)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single (never married)</td>
<td>36 (30.3)</td>
<td>17 (28)</td>
<td>19 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widow/separated/divorced</td>
<td>36 (30.3)</td>
<td>18 (29)</td>
<td>18 (31)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Clinical characteristics, mean (SD)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigarettes per day in past 7 days</td>
<td>17.1 (9.1)</td>
<td>15.9 (74)</td>
<td>18.4 (10.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FTCD&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt; total score</td>
<td>5.1 (2.3)</td>
<td>4.9 (2.3)</td>
<td>5.3 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIP&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt; total score</td>
<td>9.8 (10.1)</td>
<td>10.1 (9.7)</td>
<td>9.5 (10.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HD&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt; days</td>
<td>6.9 (6.8)</td>
<td>7.3 (7.2)</td>
<td>6.6 (6.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of drinks in the past 7 days</td>
<td>16.0 (12.8)</td>
<td>14.2 (11.7)</td>
<td>17.8 (13.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of quitting smoking&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>9.1 (1.6)</td>
<td>9.2 (1.5)</td>
<td>9.1 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Importance of reducing drinking&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>6.5 (3.6)</td>
<td>7.1 (3.5)</td>
<td>5.9 (3.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Intent to change drinking, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>9 (7.6)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td>6 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possibly</td>
<td>29 (24.4)</td>
<td>13 (21)</td>
<td>16 (28)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Websites Engagement and Acceptability

Website engagement, as operationalized by site visits, total page views, pages viewed per visit, total minutes on the site, and completion of EX-S activities are shown in Table 3 and were similar by condition. Just under half of the participants (48.7%) completed <1 EX activity. Just over two-thirds (42/61, 69%) of the participants set a quit date at least once through the website, with 13% (8/61) setting a quit date more than once. The median time spent on the site was 8 min in both conditions, with just over a quarter of participants spending more than 25 min on the site.

Among those assigned to EX-HD, 74% (43/58) of participants did not complete any EX-HD activities and 12% (7/58) completed more than half (Table 3). Exploratory analyses of the clinical factors in Table 2 that might be related to engagement with EX-HD indicated that 35% (6/17) of those who reported they would probably change their drinking completed more than half of EX-HD exercises compared with 0% (0/6), 6% (1/16), and 0% (0/19) of those reporting no, possibly, or definitely, respectively ($\chi^2=12.6; P=.006$). Other smoking and drinking characteristics were not significantly associated with high EX-HD website engagement.

With respect to acceptability, participants in both the conditions rated the overall experience with the website very similarly, with means between good and very good (Table 3). Contrary to expectations, participants in the both conditions provided similar ratings about how much the website made them consider the impact of alcohol on their quit efforts, with means near the anchor of moderately. In an exploratory analysis within the EX-HD condition, ratings on this item were significantly higher among those who had completed at least one EX-HD activity (mean 4.67, SD 0.71) compared with those who had not (mean 3.58, SD 1.39; $t_{38}=2.25; P=.03$).
Table 3. Website engagement and acceptability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th></th>
<th>P valuec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EX-Sb (control)</td>
<td>EX-HDb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sample size, n</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>N/Aad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of visits, median (IQR)</td>
<td>2 (1-3)</td>
<td>2 (1-3)</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of pages viewed, median (IQR)</td>
<td>17 (6-31)</td>
<td>13 (4-33)</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pages viewed per visit, median (IQR)</td>
<td>6.7 (3.3-11.3)</td>
<td>5.6 (3.0-11.3)</td>
<td>.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minutes on website, median (IQR)</td>
<td>8.1 (3.3-25.9)</td>
<td>8.1 (1.3-27.7)</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX-S activities completed, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set a quit date</td>
<td>42 (69)</td>
<td>39 (67)</td>
<td>.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of activities completed, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No exercises</td>
<td>13 (21)</td>
<td>15 (26)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 exercise</td>
<td>17 (28)</td>
<td>13 (22)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 exercises</td>
<td>15 (25)</td>
<td>15 (26)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 exercises</td>
<td>8 (13)</td>
<td>6 (10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+ exercises</td>
<td>8 (13)</td>
<td>9 (15)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EX-HD activities completed, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No exercises</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>43 (74)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 exercise</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>5 (9)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 exercises</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 exercises</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4+ exercises</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>7 (12)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported website satisfaction</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total respondents, n (%),</td>
<td>45 (74)</td>
<td>40 (69)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall experience, mean (SD)e</td>
<td>3.87 (0.97)</td>
<td>3.75 (0.95)</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caused reflection on alcohol usef, mean (SD)</td>
<td>3.91 (1.14)</td>
<td>3.82 (1.33)</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aEX-S: EX-standard.
bEX-HD: EX-heavy drinker.
cP values were determined using t tests for continuous variables, chi-square tests for categorical variables, and Wilcoxon rank sum tests for non-normal variables.
dN/A: not applicable.
eResponse scale is 1-5 (1=Poor, 2=Fair, 3=Good, 4=Very Good, and 5=Excellent).
fResponse scale 1-5 (1=Did not use, 2=Not at all, 3=A little, 4=Moderately, and 5=Very much/a lot).

Text Messaging Engagement and Acceptability

Table 4 also shows text messaging engagement and acceptability. With respect to text messaging engagement, participants in EX-HD were significantly more likely to unenroll from text messaging compared with those in EX-S. However, the number of messages sent or received did not differ significantly by condition. Participants in EX-S and EX-HD rated the overall experience with the texting program very similarly, with means between good and very good. Likewise, they rated the helpfulness of the program very similarly. With regard to whether the text program helped them manage drinking while quitting smoking, those in EX-HD rated this item numerically higher (closer to the somewhat agree anchor), although this difference was not statistically significant. Regarding the number of alcohol-focused texts, participants in EX-HD rated these as slightly over just right, whereas those in EX-S rated them as slightly under just right, a difference which was significant.
Table 4. Text messaging engagement and acceptability.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>P value&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EX-S&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>EX-HD&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text message enrollment, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never signed up</td>
<td>16 (26)</td>
<td>16 (28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signed up/no initiation</td>
<td>15 (25)</td>
<td>9 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully enrolled</td>
<td>30 (49)</td>
<td>33 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unenrollment rate, n (%)</td>
<td>3 (13)&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>14 (42)&lt;sup&gt;e&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messaging frequency, median (IQR)&lt;sup&gt;f&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages received by participant</td>
<td>116 (36-142)</td>
<td>86 (27-153)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Messages sent from participant</td>
<td>13 (3-26)</td>
<td>9 (3-14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Text messaging acceptability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total respondents, n (%)</td>
<td>25 (41)</td>
<td>22 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall experience, mean (SD)&lt;sup&gt;h&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>3.64 (1.00)</td>
<td>3.86 (1.25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpful with quitting smoking&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>3.84 (1.10)</td>
<td>3.86 (1.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helpful with managing drinking&lt;sup&gt;i&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>2.96 (1.34)</td>
<td>3.64 (1.14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of alcohol-related messages&lt;sup&gt;j&lt;/sup&gt;, mean (SD)</td>
<td>1.89 (0.67)</td>
<td>2.32 (0.57)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>EX-S: EX-standard.
<sup>b</sup>EX-HD: EX-heavy drinker.
<sup>c</sup>P values were determined using t tests for continuous variables, chi-square tests for categorical variables, and Wilcoxon rank sum tests for non-normal variables.
<sup>d</sup>N=30.
<sup>e</sup>N=33.
<sup>f</sup>Of participants who were fully enrolled in the text messaging program, including those who were unenrolled.
<sup>g</sup>N/A: not applicable.
<sup>h</sup>Response scale is 1-5 (1=Poor, 2=Fair, 3=Good, 4=Very Good, 5=Excellent).
<sup>i</sup>Response scale is 1-5 (1=Completely disagree, 2=Somewhat disagree, 3=Neither agree nor disagree, 4=Somewhat agree, 5=Strongly agree).
<sup>j</sup>Response scale is 1-3 (1=Too few, 2=Just right, 3=Too many).

Overall Program Satisfaction

CSQ-8 ratings were very similar between EX-S (mean 3.14, SD 0.59) and EX-HD (mean 3.07, SD 0.63; t<sub>83</sub>=0.57; P=.57).

Alcohol Use Outcomes

Primary drinking outcomes (means and SDs) and between-group effect sizes are shown in Table 5. The number of drinks per week and percent HD days showed significant reductions from baseline to both 1-month and 6-month follow-up, regardless of condition (Ps<.05). However, there was no clear pattern of differential reductions in drinking by condition, and between-group effect sizes were small.
Table 5. Summary of alcohol use and smoking outcomes at baseline and at each follow-up.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>EX-S (^a) (n=61)</th>
<th>EX-HD (^b) (n=58)</th>
<th>Effect size(^c)</th>
<th>(P) value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Drinking outcomes\(^d\), mean (SD)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of HD(^e) days in the past 30 days</th>
<th>Baseline (EX-S=61, EX-HD=58)</th>
<th>7.3 (7.2)</th>
<th>6.6 (6.4)</th>
<th>−0.01</th>
<th>.94</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 month (EX-S=45, EX-HD=40)</td>
<td>2.9 (4.7)</td>
<td>4.4 (6.3)</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 months (EX-S=30, EX-HD=33)</td>
<td>2.6 (3.5)</td>
<td>3.8 (6.7)</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Total number of drinks in the past 7 days\(^f\)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Baseline (EX-S=61, EX-HD=58)</th>
<th>14.2 (11.7)</th>
<th>17.8 (13.7)</th>
<th>0.26</th>
<th>.16</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 month (EX-S=45, EX-HD=41)</td>
<td>10.6 (12.1)</td>
<td>8.8 (10.1)</td>
<td>−0.23</td>
<td>.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 months (EX-S=30, EX-HD=33)</td>
<td>8.1 (8.2)</td>
<td>7.7 (10.1)</td>
<td>−0.14</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Smoking outcomes\(^g\)**

**Smoking abstinence, n (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1 month (past 7 days)</th>
<th>10 (16)</th>
<th>10 (17)</th>
<th>0.02</th>
<th>.90</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 months (past 7 days)</td>
<td>9 (15)</td>
<td>11 (19)</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6 months—biochemically verified</td>
<td>1 (2)</td>
<td>3 (5)</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>.36(^h)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous abstinence(^i)</td>
<td>2 (3)</td>
<td>5 (9)</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>.22(^h)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Smoking lapse behavior, n (%)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Reporting any lapse(^d)</th>
<th>77 (89)</th>
<th>73 (84)</th>
<th>−0.14</th>
<th>.51</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reporting alcohol-involved lapse(^d)</td>
<td>18 (41)</td>
<td>7 (16)</td>
<td>−0.56</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)EX-S: EX-standard.

\(^b\)EX-HD: EX-heavy drinker.

\(^c\)Effect size is expressed as Cohen \(d\) for continuous data and Cohen \(h\) for dichotomous outcomes.

\(^d\)\(P\) values and effect sizes are calculated using \(t\) tests on log-transformed data due to positive skewness and kurtosis.

\(^e\)HD: heavy drinking.

\(^f\)Obtained from a 7-day timeline follow-up.

\(^g\)Denominator is all 119 participants with those participants with missing data on smoking status considered as smoking. Abstinence was defined as self-reported abstinence from all combustible tobacco products.

\(^h\)\(P\) values were calculated using Fisher exact tests rather than chi-square tests due to small cell sizes.

\(^i\)Continuous abstinence was defined as those who made a quit attempt and reported no slips for 6 months.

Smoking Outcomes

Smoking outcomes are shown in Table 5. The effect sizes were small and not statistically significant.

Alcohol-Involved Lapses

A total of 90 participants (EX-S: n=46 and EX-HD: n=44) completed a 1-month or 6-month smoking lapse survey. Of those 90, 87 (97%) made a quit smoking attempt since enrollment. Although the percentage of participants reporting a lapse was similar across conditions (Table 4), EX-HD participants were significantly less likely to report having an alcohol-involved lapse.

Moderators, Engagement, and Outcomes: Exploratory Analyses

**Moderators**

For all smoking and alcohol use outcomes reported above, exploratory analyses indicated no significant interactions between gender and treatment condition, \(P\)s>.45. Likewise, neither perceived importance of quitting smoking nor perceived importance of cutting down on drinking while quitting smoking interacted with treatment condition significantly, \(P\)s>.45.

**Engagement**

Due to the non-normal distribution of website utilization metrics (ie, site visits, pages viewed, and EX-S activities completed), we dichotomized each using a median split and summed them to create a 0-3 ordinal scale, where higher scores reflected greater engagement. Website engagement was not significantly correlated with overall program satisfaction as assessed by the
CSQ-8 ($r_{65}=0.16; P=.15$). In GEE models, greater website engagement was associated with significantly higher odds of smoking abstinence (odds ratio 1.72, 95% CI 1.20-2.49; $P=.003$) but was not significantly associated with either drinking outcome. Text messaging enrollment was not significantly correlated with website engagement ($r_{119}=0.10; P=.29$), or with overall program satisfaction ($r_{65}=0.07; P=.55$). Text messaging enrollment was not significantly associated with smoking or drinking outcomes, and the effect of treatment conditions on smoking and drinking outcomes did not differ based on the level of website engagement or text messaging enrollment, $P>.40$.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This pilot randomized controlled trial was built on a well-established evidence-based smoking cessation website to address HD in the context of smoking cessation, incorporating key elements of our previously tested person-delivered approaches for addressing HD in smoking cessation. The findings provided strong support for the feasibility of recruiting participants who are HD smokers enrolled in a publicly available digital smoking cessation program. Almost 60% of invited individuals agreed to be screened, a rate higher than that in a previous study from this website [37]. In general, registrants on EX who elect to be screened for research tend to be heavier smokers and more motivated to quit compared with those who do not screen [37]. Of those who screened, almost 40% were eligible, with the vast majority subsequently enrolled in the trial; such screening and enrollment rates compare favorably with other studies on web-based smoking cessation programs [38,39]. Participants recruited from EX tended to be female, although HD is more common in men [4]. Thisgender imbalance likely reflects that women are more likely to look for health information on the web [40]. There was a rapid rate of recruitment in this trial, with 119 participants successfully enrolled in only 7 weeks. This is notable given that HD smokers have represented a small minority of participants in other clinical trials of web-based cessation interventions [39] and have been largely ignored in cessation studies. The results demonstrate that it would be feasible to conduct a large-scale trial of EX-HD recruiting solely from BecomeAnEX.

Follow-up rates ranged from just over 70% at 1 month to just over 50% at 6 months, similar to other trials of web-based smoking cessation programs [21], where the risk of bias is relatively low given roughly equal follow-up rates by condition. Additional methods to enhance completion of follow-up assessment, such as offering an additional bonus incentive for survey completion within 24 hours [39] or providing more frequent brief communications from the study between follow-up visits, would be important to utilize in a future trial. Consistent with prior research [41,42], there were large discrepancies between self-reported and biochemically verified smoking abstinence due to missing data rather than misreported smoking status. We agree with previous recommendations on the verification of smoking status, which suggest that using biochemical verification in large-scale web-based cessation trials is of limited value and is not feasible [43].

Overall, satisfaction with website content was high regardless of the treatment condition. However, although about two-thirds of participants set a quit date over the web, engagement with the website was low, with a median of 2 visits to the website, consistent with 2 large-scale trials on internet cessation, one of which was recruited from BecomeAnEX [39,44]. The lack of differences by condition in website engagement suggests that the additional alcohol content in EX-HD did not hinder engagement. However, only one-quarter of the participants in EX-HD completed a web-based activity specific to EX-HD. Given that website engagement was related to better smoking outcomes across conditions—echoing a recent study among smokers from EX with an alcohol use disorder [45]—testing ways to increase exposure to and engagement with website content remains a high priority. Identifying strategies to boost engagement with digital health behavior change programs has been noted as a priority for the field [46]. Tailoring the website experience to users’ preferences may be one means of enhancing engagement. Indeed, among those assigned to EX-HD, exploratory analyses indicated that those who were strongly considering—but not definitely—changing their drinking while quitting smoking were the most likely to engage with the alcohol-related content. Future iterations of EX-HD could assess interest in changing drinking in an initial assessment and then provide more or less alcohol content based on user intentions. Such tailored and dynamic interventions may enhance engagement. Regardless of further efforts to enhance program engagement, future clinical trials of EX-HD should determine sample size requirements, accounting for the fact that only one-quarter of participants will have meaningful interaction with the intervention content, substantially reducing the potential effect size for EX-HD.

About half of the participants were enrolled in text messaging. Those in EX-HD were more likely to unenroll from text messaging. EX-HD participants tended to want fewer alcohol-focused messages, and those in EX-S tended to want more, which could account for the greater rate of unenrollment by EX-HD participants. Participants receiving text messaging in EX-HD, compared with those in EX-S, rated the messaging program as more helpful for managing drinking, although the effect did not reach the .05 significance level. Future text messaging interventions will need to balance the potential for overmessaging on alcohol use while ensuring that texts address alcohol in sufficient depth, perhaps by allowing some user choice over content. Again, allowing for user tailoring of text messaging content and frequency may obviate concerns about oversaturating users with content that they do not consider relevant. In this trial, participants signed up for text messaging before they knew that they would participate in a study of alcohol-focused intervention, and therefore, they did not sign up knowing that they would receive a substantial number of alcohol-related texts. Given that almost 1 in 5 messages were alcohol-focused, a more optimum proportion would likely be lower than that and could be tailored based on user preference. EX-HD did not result in greater reductions in drinking compared with EX-S. However, reductions in drinking seen in both conditions in this study were larger than those reported in most cessation trials [12,14,17,47], on the order of about 50%.
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reductions in both HD days and drinks per week. Such changes could represent regression to the mean given that participants had to meet certain thresholds for drinking immediately before participation. However, they also could reflect the fact that over two-thirds of participants reported that they probably or definitely intended to cut down on drinking when trying to quit smoking. Before receiving either intervention, participants believed that changing their drinking habits when quitting smoking was quite important, with a mean of over 6 on a 0-10 measure of importance.

Although reductions in drinking were similar across conditions, EX-HD resulted in significantly reduced odds of alcohol-related smoking lapses compared with EX-S, mirroring results of an initial trial testing an in-person smoking cessation program targeting HD smokers [14]. These outcomes may reflect a heightened awareness of the risk of alcohol-related smoking lapses caused by either web or text messaging content. That this effect emerged was somewhat surprising, given the low exposure to alcohol-related content overall. Given that smoking lapses for HD smokers often occur in the context of drinking, such an effect may be important in improving smoking outcomes.

For all smoking outcomes, effect sizes were small, and none approached significance. Smoking outcomes were similar to those reported in a recent trial of smokers from EX [48], with abstinence rates ranging from 15% to 19% at 1- and 6-month follow-ups. The relatively small effect sizes align with those found in a study of quitline counseling with HD smokers, which showed a statistically significant 3.2% difference that favored the HD intervention [15]. A small effect size in the context of a website that reaches thousands of smokers each month could have a meaningful impact on public health with no added costs beyond the website development.

Limitations

The primary limitations of this pilot study include its modest sample size and follow-up rates, which make it inappropriate to draw conclusions about its efficacy and potential impact. The sample size also limits the degree of depth to which we can understand factors that might have impacted engagement and satisfaction with EX-HD content. When examining factors that might relate, for example, to the utilization of text messaging, the number of participants who opted into text messaging (n=63) makes in-depth analyses impractical. Likewise, because there was modest engagement in the website content, it was not possible to examine experimental outcomes among those who had substantial contact with intervention content. The lack of biochemical validation of the primary smoking outcomes is also a limitation that is common in many trials of web-based cessation programs.

Recruitment was done from the available pool of newly registered users of EX. Therefore, the sample was limited to those with computer literacy and access and reflected the demographics of EX users, who tend to be white women with relatively high education, demographics that are roughly consistent with other web-based cessation trials [20]. A more diverse sample could be achieved in a full-scale randomized controlled trial of EX-HD by deactivating the recruitment of overrepresented groups once targets for those groups are reached [37]. In addition, publicity for digital smoking cessation programs may need to be targeted to websites and social media outlets where minority smokers are more represented. Engaging smokers from underrepresented groups in the development of campaigns to promote digital cessation programs is likely to improve the reach of these programs and is an important area for future research and practice.

Conclusions

HD has been highlighted as an important predictor of smoking relapse and cessation failure, but it is rarely addressed in web-based smoking cessation platforms. As such, enhancing proven web-based cessation interventions with alcohol-related content is critical to leveraging the potential public health impact of a broad reach treatment modality for heavy drinkers who smoke. In our study, many new HD registrants to a digital smoking cessation program are willing to participate in a trial focused on smoking cessation targeting HD. EX-HD is acceptable and may be useful in reducing alcohol-involved smoking lapses. The feasibility and acceptability of EX-HD, coupled with a modest initial indication of its clinical promise, warrants testing its effects on both drinking and smoking outcomes in a fully powered large-scale clinical trial. A critical next step in intervention development efforts is to focus on methods for increasing exposure to and engagement with intervention content, including tailoring user experiences to their interest and intention in changing drinking.
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Low-Burden Mobile Monitoring, Intervention, and Real-Time Analysis Using the Wear-IT Framework: Example and Usability Study

Abstract

Background: Mobile health (mHealth) methods often rely on active input from participants, for example, in the form of self-report questionnaires delivered via web or smartphone, to measure health and behavioral indicators and deliver interventions in everyday life settings. For short-term studies or interventions, these techniques are deployed intensively, causing nontrivial participant burden. For cases where the goal is long-term maintenance, limited infrastructure exists to balance information needs with participant constraints. Yet, the increasing precision of passive sensors such as wearable physiology monitors, smartphone-based location history, and internet-of-things devices, in combination with statistical feature selection and adaptive interventions, have begun to make such things possible.

Objective: In this paper, we introduced Wear-IT, a smartphone app and cloud framework intended to begin addressing current limitations by allowing researchers to leverage commodity electronics and real-time decision making to optimize the amount of useful data collected while minimizing participant burden.

Methods: The Wear-IT framework uses real-time decision making to find more optimal tradeoffs between the utility of data collected and the burden placed on participants. Wear-IT integrates a variety of consumer-grade sensors and provides adaptive, personalized, and low-burden monitoring and intervention. Proof of concept examples are illustrated using artificial data. The results of qualitative interviews with users are provided.

Results: Participants provided positive feedback about the ease of use of studies conducted using the Wear-IT framework. Users expressed positivity about their overall experience with the framework and its utility for balancing burden and excitement about future studies that real-time processing will enable.

Conclusions: The Wear-IT framework uses a combination of passive monitoring, real-time processing, and adaptive assessment and intervention to provide a balance between high-quality data collection and low participant burden. The framework presents an opportunity to deploy adaptive assessment and intervention designs that use real-time processing and provides a platform to study and overcome the challenges of long-term mHealth intervention.

(JMIR Form Res 2020;4(6):e16072) doi:10.2196/16072
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Introduction

Background

One of the primary strengths of the mobile health (mHealth [1]) movement is its ability to deliver intervention and assessment where and when it is needed and to remain passive, imposing a minimal burden on the participant at other times. For example, ecological momentary interventions [2] and just-in-time adaptive interventions (JITAI [3]) are developed to deliver targeted, adaptive interventions to participants only when needed. This process minimizes the burden on the participants, removing an important barrier to engaging participants in interventions over extended periods and making it possible to efficiently target otherwise difficult long-term goals of maintenance, growth, and rare event prevention. Specifically, mHealth analyses and interventions have targeted maintenance goals such as sustained weight loss [4], treatment for chronic conditions such as generalized anxiety disorder [5], long-term processes such as drug addiction recovery [6], and protective and growth processes to promote thriving [7].

Another related strength of mHealth interventions is the ability to collect data about participants nearly continuously with minimal interruption to their everyday lives [8]. The success of these approaches depends on the ability to predict vulnerable states from these data by modeling the dynamic interactions of static and transient factors. As a wide array of behavioral and physiological data can only be collected via self-reports [9], repeated structured surveys remain the dominant data source [10].

Self-report surveys provide rich and valuable data, but they come at a nontrivial cost in terms of participant burden and dropout. A meta-analysis reported an average adherence level of 78% in children and adolescents [11], but variability is high depending on population, measurement, and engagement approaches. Although some recent examples show response rates over 90% [12], others report dropout of over half the sample [13]. Clearly related to this dropout is the balance between burden and incentive or engagement.

Although simple incentives such as participant payments may suffice for short-term studies, these do not scale to long-term interventions. Alternative approaches to improve engagement have used individualized feedback and visualization [14], badges [15], self-tracking [16], or self-experimentation [17]. Participant burden can be reduced, for example, via passive sensing tools [18]. Methods also exist to balance data cost with burden, for example, by reducing survey size through feature selection [19] or by modeling adherence propensity [20]. Research is still needed to optimize the interaction between participant and technology to maximize engagement and minimize burden while ensuring data quality.

Objectives

In this paper, we introduced the Wear-IT framework [21], a software system designed to study and overcome the challenges of long-term engagement in mHealth settings. Wear-IT uses a combination of passive and active sensors, novel computational architecture, visualization for individual feedback and self-monitoring, and real-time responsiveness to optimize participant and technology interaction. These tools allow the development of mHealth solutions for measurement and intervention to deliver treatment, derive scientific inferences, and promote individual thriving through lifelong engagement in mHealth apps.

Methods

Wear-IT

The Wear-IT framework [21] is a combination of web interfaces, cloud tools, and smartphone apps designed to carefully balance the data needs of researchers, medical doctors, and clinicians with the burden placed on participants. The overarching goal of the framework is to provide a testbed and deployment tool for the rapid iteration of novel approaches to measurement and intervention to understand human psychology, behavior, and health in real time. Wear-IT is currently deployed in targeted studies; a more general release is planned soon.

Approach

Wear-IT’s general philosophy has been the distinctive focus on balancing the information received by a data source against the demands on the participant. The initial focus of the Wear-IT project is on increasing engagement and reducing the impact of the tools that are most likely to disrupt and interfere with the everyday lives of participants: structured surveys.

Wear-IT runs on participants’ own smartphones (iOS or Android), avoiding the inconvenience of carrying an additional device and providing benefits for, for example, passive collection of phone usage data. As a result, power, network, drive space, and central processing unit (CPU) must be managed as limited resources and balanced, alongside participant burden, attention, and disengagement, against information gain.

Wear-IT concentrates on the following five primary themes to optimize the interaction between participant and technology: (1) intelligent and responsive scheduling to minimize interruption to daily life, (2) adaptive questionnaire design to reduce response time and effort, (3) custom question types to improve response precision, (4) individualized modeling to adapt to each participant, and (5) individualized visualization and feedback to improve intrinsic motivation and promote self-care and self-experimentation.

The Wear-IT framework follows a typical mobile app architecture consisting of four primary components: a smartphone app and sensor monitoring service; a web service for survey management, application programming interface (API) integration, and data collection; a cloud-based storage and computation service for real-time processing; and a visualization generation and delivery engine.

Smartphone App

Wear-IT has been developed from the ground up to target the tradeoff between resource load and data collected. The smartphone app, therefore, accesses a combination of passive and active sensing tools and is designed to integrate and manage the results of those sensors in real time following a model inspired by concepts from the field of edge computing [22].
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In our approach, lightweight models run continuously at the edge of the cloud—that is, directly on the smartphone or interface device. These models provide efficient real-time responsiveness when network is unavailable but are constrained to have minimal impact on device resources. Heavier computation (eg, individualized model parameter estimation) occurs on the cloud, and the results are used to update the lightweight models.

For example, the app might constantly read streaming data from a wrist-based heart rate sensor and deliver a stressor questionnaire every time some indicator (say, heart rate variability, HRV) crossed a threshold. Later, data would be delivered to a cloud server and combined with historical data to make updated predictions and update or adjust the threshold for that individual. Wear-IT thus delivers real-time, network-independent responsiveness using up-to-date data models without draining resources on the participant’s smartphone.

As a smartphone-native app, Wear-IT allows researchers and clinicians to develop, test, and deliver questions in formats that are less burdensome or more efficient than traditional approaches. For example, Figure 1 shows examples of three nontraditional survey question types: a two-dimensional core affect rating space [23] (similar to the core affect grid in the study by Meers et al [24]), a multimedia recording prompt to collect affective selfies or video diaries [25], and an intuitive time picking question.

Figure 1. Three example questions from the Wear-IT framework. From left to right: core affect grid, affective video prompt, and time-picker.

Web Server and App Architecture

Wear-IT is designed to allow researchers to quickly create independent studies that customize how surveys and other interventions are delivered to the participants and to control how, when, where, and by what device(s) other data are collected. Researchers define the content of the study’s surveys and provide a set of rules defining the conditions that trigger their delivery to the participant. Study rules also define what types of passive data are collected from the participant’s smartphone and how those data are used. These rules are delivered from a central web server to participant devices in the form of JSON-encoded attributes from a RESTful web API and then interpreted by the Wear-IT smartphone app on the wearer’s device. This configuration mimics typical mobile content delivery methods and effectively decouples survey content from survey presentation, allowing for a more robust delivery mechanism. Updates to the Wear-IT app for new versions of mobile operating systems (OSs) or new devices (eg, tablets, wearables that run apps, or internet-of-things [IoT] platforms) require only that an appropriate app be built for that device using that meets the modular requirements of the web service. Thus, Wear-IT is able to adapt to a wide variety of commercially available consumer electronic devices owned by participants.

As of the time of writing, Wear-IT has successfully drawn data from devices manufactured by Google, Apple, Garmin, Oura, Fossil, and Empatica; development and testing are still in progress for devices from Fitbit and other third-party devices running Android’s WearOS.

The web server is responsible for distributing survey definitions and other study-dependent information, including managing the rules for how and when the smartphone app delivers surveys and other interventions and the limits of customization for those rules. The app then interprets those rules within the mobile context of individual participants. For example, a study might allocate a time frame for an end-of-the-day survey to be delivered but might allow the participant to customize (within...
the app) the latest possible survey time to correspond with their usual bedtime. In another study, interventions might be triggered when the participant enters a geographic region of interest but also depend on the participant’s physiological markers, for example, if heart rate is higher than a person-specific threshold. The app is responsible for monitoring the specific conditions, given the hardware configuration available, and delivering the survey. That is, the app might rely on OS-provided geofencing capability to determine when the participant entered the appropriate region or might be required to periodically measure GPS location and compute entry itself. Survey rules also provide specifications about cases where the signal is not available. For example, if a participant opted out of location tracking, they might be removed from the study or might face altered rules for survey delivery that focus on different predictors. The modular balance between server and app and the ability to adapt to different situations makes Wear-IT a versatile platform for data collection and intervention delivery.

The overall architecture of the Wear-IT program is centered around data collection items of different types, called item types, which are collected into data collection events. These events include any case where participant data are recorded, including timed surveys, passive collection events, or participant-triggered one-button labeling responses. Conceptually, a common scheduling process can be used to organize regular passive collection, random or semirandom, according to triggered events or through some combination of those characteristics. For example, a study might request GPS or Bluetooth-based proximity every 5 min, deliver four surveys per day such that one appears in each of the morning, midday, afternoon, and evening, and trigger additional surveys if a participant reports a craving for alcohol or enters an area indicated as a likely place for a drink. The server architecture converts these conceptual arguments into a common JSON format; the app on each smartphone platform is responsible for implementing the specific requests.

Note that not all data sources are available on every platform. For example, at the time of writing, limitations on beacon libraries reduce the ability of devices running recent versions of iOS to respond to the proximity of other iPhones or to respond to the usage of different app types; by contrast, these services are available on most Android devices. Researchers and clinicians must, therefore, balance the importance of these data streams against the burden of providing participants with an additional smartphone and the data privacy cost of collecting such data.

Wearable, Passive, and Emplaceable Data Collection Devices

The Wear-IT framework can integrate with a variety of sensors and devices, including wearables, passive smartphone sensors, and emplaced IoT devices such as Bluetooth low energy (BLE) beacons or digital home assistants. At the time of writing, most ongoing studies rely on smartphone-based self-report or self-recording alongside passive tracking of one or more of activity, sleep, heart rate or HRV, stress, smartphone app usage, text messages, location, and proximity to other participants or emplaced objects. It is worth noting, however, that the Wear-IT framework is designed to rapidly incorporate additional measures. For example, several of the Garmin devices we have tested include pulse oximetry. Although this data stream is in theory already available for users of the Wear-IT framework, we have not yet identified a use case for that data stream and so its use within the system remains essentially unapplied and untested.

Wearable Physiological Monitors

Wear-IT is capable of integrating with a number of consumer-grade off-the-shelf wearable devices that participants may already own and use daily, such as Fitbit, Garmin, Apple, or Android Wear watches. Although these commercially available wearables may not provide scientific-quality data, they can reduce the cost of data collection and lower participant burden by using socially acceptable devices that participants may already own and use. The individualized modeling approach [12] taken by Wear-IT’s responsive assessment engine is designed to make it possible to tune the differences in predictive power of the device’s data results. Note that consumer devices come with their own drawbacks, including differences in real-time access, privacy, and precision. When validated data collection is necessary, Wear-IT is also able to integrate data from scientific wearables (eg, the Empatica E4 device [26]).

Wear-IT’s approach to integration attempts to meet each device according to its own capabilities and affordances as developed by its manufacturer. As a framework for research, we have designed Wear-IT so that it accesses each tool in a modular fashion, such that common data streams can be harmonized across different devices. In practice, each device has different limitations and a different means of access. For example, the Empatica E4 wristband has a released software development kit for real-time monitoring that permits Wear-IT to directly interpret real-time data about movement, electrodermal activity, skin temperature, and heart rate. By contrast, the Oura ring [27] currently has no published direct access. Although the ring’s smaller form factor and longer battery life are benefits, data must first be uploaded to the Oura servers and then downloaded to Wear-IT servers via OAuth2-authenticated API calls authorized by the participant in the app. As a result, the Oura ring’s data cannot be used to trigger just-in-time interventions. It might, however, be used to adapt an exercise intervention to account for the previous night’s sleep, where the Empatica’s shorter battery life might make such adaptation difficult. Another tradeoff is at the level of control. Some devices running Android’s WearOS, such as many Fossil smartwatches [28], may be able to actively trade off data density with battery life by explicitly controlling sampling frequency using an on-device companion app, which may also provide wrist-based controls. For other devices, such as Garmin watches, Wear-IT relies on the manufacturer’s proprietary smartphone app to collect data from the device and transmit it to a web server; again, the Wear-IT server accesses the data regularly via OAuth2-authenticated API calls. As Wear-IT accesses these devices indirectly, it is not possible to guarantee real-time access to data, although, in general, data are accessible within a short period (eg, a few hours). This later access may be sufficient for cases where, for example, the evening survey is altered based on a person’s daytime location or their peak stress level.
throughout the day, but may not be sufficient to trigger a mindfulness intervention in response to a stress event. These types of tradeoffs must be managed individually on a per-device basis.

In theory, common data types should yield identical results regardless of the device that makes up the source of the data. In practice, however, there are nontrivial differences in the precision, frequency, and preprocessing pipelines applied to data from different devices. Although the goal of Wear-IT is to seamlessly integrate with an array of devices, at present, data integration is performed on a case-by-case basis. In cases where scientific goals require specific data quality or where integration is difficult for other reasons, devices may need to be provided to participants to ensure consistency or equivalence or limits may need to be applied to the types of data collected based on available sensors.

**Passive Smartphone Sensors**

Owing to their always-on and often-connected nature, smartphones provide a convenient way to gather data that can be used to make automated inferences about the participant’s context with little or no burden and a high degree of accuracy. Modern phone-based data sources such as GPS location, proximity to other participants, and phone usage can be collected through efficient on-phone APIs that have minimal impact on battery life or CPU. Note that some collection, such as raw accelerometry, may come with costs (eg, drive space) that may also need to be balanced.

**Emplaced Devices**

Not all devices that have therapeutic importance are wearable in nature. With the increasing availability of IoT devices, researchers have begun to use motion recording [29] and passive sensors such as BLE beacons [30] to provide vital sensor streams for research and clinical applications. Although most of these sensors must be handled with custom analysis, a few provide clear applications. For example, BLE beacons can provide quick identification of distance to other phones and locations, for example, to identify engagement with a 12-step program or to trigger assessment when a participant enters an area that may constitute a potential relapse trigger. IoT devices such as the Amazon Echo also may provide easy forms of interaction with the participant, whereas tools such as Bluetooth scales or bed-based weight monitors [31] can measure other important health characteristics with minimal participant burden. Again, the specific implementation of these various tools may depend on the specific application and use case. At present, the Wear-IT app framework has limited but increasing ability to interface with emplaced measurement devices.

**Real-Time Adaptation for Responsive Assessment and Intervention**

In addition to assembling information for later analysis, the large quantity of passive data collected by the Wear-IT framework is intended to serve as a basis for real-time decision making, for both the framework internally and for clinicians working with the participant. Specifically, Wear-IT aims to leverage low-burden data to determine when and how to collect data that exacts a higher participant burden. Wear-IT’s computing architecture provides passive monitoring with high responsivity and can integrate the results of this monitoring with other active data collection to decide when and how to request new information.

For example, in the beginning of addiction recovery, regular tracking of craving, affect, and sleep are helpful; an intensive assessment strategy may be needed to keep the patient on task. After several years of recovery, however, the patient may only rarely encounter states of high craving and risk, most of which are tied to encounters with, for example, contexts that trigger memories of substance use, such as places of previous high usage [32]. Constant four times a day Ecological Momentary Assessment (EMA) monitoring of craving state at this point would be needlessly burdensome. Instead, Wear-IT is designed to collect passive data to predict risk states and to use it to adapt assessment timing and intensity to match that risk. For example, an additional craving assessment might be delivered when the participant returns to a high-risk area (eg, a bar) and shows signs of physiological stress. The combined active and passive data can then be used to deliver interventions (eg, a mindfulness intervention and an evening recommendation to attend a 12-step meeting). Of particular note, these events and risk states may frequently occur where network access is limited, especially for rural participants.

To promote this type of adaptive responding, Wear-IT provides *contextually driven prompts*: assessments or interventions triggered based on a tree of decision rules. Typically, assessments delivered via contextual prompts are costly in terms of some finite resources such as participant burden, burnout, or test-retest reliability; risks such as disclosure, regulatory concerns, or privacy violations; or technical limitations such as battery, storage, or processing. Rules may combine transformations of contextual factors extracted from the continuous data stream, such as time of day, location, or proximity to other participants, with prior active or passive data and parameters of heavier computations from the cloud server. One simplified but common example might be an EMA data collection (costly in terms of participant burden), which is triggered by a randomized timer. More intricate collections are restricted by decision rules using arbitrary combinations of continuous or periodic data. For example, the app might request information about a location once the participant has visited the same place for a length of time that is determined by a predictive model from the cloud and adjusted regularly as updated estimates become available (eg, following an approach such as MIDDLE [33]). Simple linear models such as logistic regression or even support vector machine–based classification can be implemented in this same decision tree–like framework by simply replacing the single value (eg, heart rate is higher than 100) with a formula-based combination of values. For example, a survey might trigger when the weighted sum $B_1 \times \text{HeartRate} + B_2 \times \text{HRV}$ is higher than a threshold $T$, where $B_1$, $B_2$, and $T$ have been determined by fitting a logistic regression or support vector machine. Ongoing research has begun to incorporate more advanced models, such as Bayesian sequential updating models [34], vector autoregressive models [35], and automated feature selection results [19] into this process.
although integrating these more intricate tools into Wear-IT is still a work in process.

In brief, these models are kept relatively lightweight by using sequential updating methods whenever possible, by relying on existing OS-level functions when available (eg, for GPS), and by tuning the temporal precision of modeling whenever possible. For example, the rule set provided in Figure 2 uses a preselected set of identified geofences—that is, areas of the map that have been precomputed as spaces of interest. Rather than call upon constant GPS tracking (high in battery cost) and performing comparisons in the app itself, Wear-IT can rely on existing OS processes to add geofencing. As the OS manufacturers customize this process to the phone hardware already, we benefit immediately from the result. In this particular case, HRV is also a condition of triggered feedback. As the study more generally records HRV at regular intervals (eg, every time heart rate is sampled), the most recent version can be cached in the app for quick lookup when it is required. If the most recent sample is not sufficiently current, a new sample can be requested via Bluetooth (given availability). This type of active triggering would allow both the wearable and app to remain in a mostly passive state and reduce cost in terms of battery while still remaining responsive and contextually aware.

**Figure 2.** A hypothetical example of a decision tree for triggering different interventions. HRV: heart rate variability.

To provide an example, a responsive intervention (costly in participant burden) in recovery from substance use disorder might monitor proximity to areas where a participant previously reported high cravings (eg, bars or areas they previously used drugs [32]). When in proximity to those areas, the app might begin to monitor HRV from a wearable as a symptom of stress [36], and trigger an intervention if a threshold is crossed. An example of such a decision tree is shown in Figure 2. Notice that the threshold cutoff is not a fixed quantity: this might be changed for each individual and updated weekly from the server to reflect changes in baseline HRV. As another example, automated audio recording [37] (costly in terms of disclosure risk) for a client in addiction recovery might be suppressed when the participant was in a location used for private group therapy.

**Evaluation Approach**

We provide two approaches to evaluation of the Wear-IT framework. First, we present a case study of visualization and feedback as a proof of concept and to demonstrate the types of processes to add geofencing. As the OS manufacturers customize this process to the phone hardware already, we benefit immediately from the result. In this particular case, HRV is also a condition of triggered feedback. As the study more generally records HRV at regular intervals (eg, every time heart rate is sampled), the most recent version can be cached in the app for quick lookup when it is required. If the most recent sample is not sufficiently current, a new sample can be requested via Bluetooth (given availability). This type of active triggering would allow both the wearable and app to remain in a mostly passive state and reduce cost in terms of battery while still remaining responsive and contextually aware.

**Results**

**Visualization and Feedback**

Individualized visualization and feedback have been shown to be effective both as a means of engagement [15] and treatment [14]. Although these visualizations must be tailored to the specific study or treatment, a variety of tools are available to display different types of data, such as those displayed in Figure 3. Note that these data are provided for demonstration purposes only and are modified from a true dataset to protect privacy. These do not represent research data and should not be used to draw generalizable inferences; rather they are intended only to display the types of visualizations in use.
In the top left, a multiline comparison shows a psychological state (here craving, but potentially affect, anxiety, or some other psychological state of interest) across time. The current day (today) is compared with other similar days (average Thursday) and all days overall (average day). Top right shows an averaged facial expression of all emotional expressions (eg, based on selfies) recorded over the course of the week. The bottom two panels show affect (left: both valence and arousal) distributed across location and in response to different interactors over the week (right: closer nodes to the center indicate longer times spent). Together, these tools allow participants to examine the influences on their lives (eg, persons, places, and times). For example, the lower right area of the map indicates an area in which the participant experienced common negative affect; approaching this location might be the right time to deliver an intervention. In the lower left area, persons P2 and P5 on the network plot are persons who induce negative affect; the participant might seek out coping strategies to improve their relationship with these two people or learn to avoid them whenever possible. Similarly, rules might be added to Wear-IT to deliver appropriate JITAs to assist the participant in applying appropriate coping strategies when they found themselves in such a location or near a given individual.

**Qualitative Interview**

In total, 3 faculty members and 2 graduate students agreed to provide feedback in a qualitative interview to relate their experiences using the Wear-IT framework. Note that the resulting data are for product evaluation, and not a part of a formal study. It is not intended to be used for generalizable inference but rather to provide evaluation of the framework in its status as of early 2020. Some researchers additionally reported anonymous quotations from participants engaged in their studies—these data were collected under institutional review board (IRB) approval for those studies using Wear-IT. For clarity, we use the term users, meaning researchers using the Wear-IT framework, and participants to indicate participants in their studies.

None of the users or participants whose comments are described here were part of the development team or authors on this paper. Overall, users were highly positive about the ease with which the platform allowed them to pilot, test, update, and deploy new data collection instruments (eg, to adjust survey questions). Participants, too, reported the platform was easy to use. One participant volunteered that they always felt comfortable responding to the prompts provided.

A primary theme across the interviews was the benefit of real-time processing and adaptive responding, including real-time visualizations. A particular point of interest was the ability to create adaptive assessments, although the lack of established best practices for this type of deployment limited ease of use for these more intricate cases. For example, one user on the one hand applauded the ability to deliver adaptive assessments based on proximity triggers but on the other expressed concerns about the complexity required to specify these rule sets (eg, how long must a participant be near a target before they are considered to be close).
Although most participants were not informed about the adaptive nature of scheduling, they also highlighted the benefits of adaptive assessment. Users highlighted that their participants were satisfied with the timing of survey assessments, with one participant expressing that they never had to worry about remembering to answer the surveys in question. Although we did not formally evaluate it, we hope that this results in reductions in data misspelling in the future.

A second theme that emerged from interviews was excitement about the opportunities that the Wear-IT framework provided them in the design of future studies. Most discussion around this topic focused on the benefits of integrating social and behavioral context into upcoming assessments, the burden reduction inherent in context-responsive assessment or intervention delivery, and the benefits of triggered assessments, especially for cases where substantive questions were related to social interaction or to activities related to real-world locations (eg, recovery communities).

Discussion

Principal Findings

The Wear-IT framework provides a new approach to combining passive and active sensing using real-time processing. Although other approaches provide mobile frameworks for survey scheduling and delivery (eg, Ohmage [38,39] and Effortless Assessment of Risk States [40]) and passive data collection, and some tools include the ability to trigger deployment of assessments based on simple decision rules (eg, Sensus [41]), Wear-IT expands on this same primary goal by providing a deeper integration of real-time processing from the outset. The use of arbitrarily complex decision rules to trigger assessment or intervention delivery enables contextual markers more intricate than simple boundary conditions. As real-time processing of contextual information is used by more scientists, we expect that the challenges of specifying these more complex deployments will be simplified by a reduction to common practice. Wear-IT also integrates with a newer wave of wearable devices, such as the Oura ring, to provide new options for data collection that may more easily fit into participants’ lifestyles.

Participant Privacy

The large amount of data collected by the Wear-IT project raises serious concerns about participant privacy and data security. Wear-IT is designed to be as private as possible while maintaining scientific precision and verifiability. At present, we follow specific guidelines to ensure this type of privacy. First, we protect participant confidentiality by leaving the Wear-IT app in a white labeled state whenever possible. The Wear-IT app provides a relatively consistent look and feel across studies in which it is deployed. This allows us to provide surveys and perform data collection without alerting incidental users of the phone to the potential goals of the study. That is, a participant using Wear-IT as a part of a study on addiction recovery will not give away the reason for their participation simply because they use the app itself. Second, we limit data collection to only that data that are required and limit the data available on the phone itself to those elements that are immediately necessary. All scientific data collection must be approved by an IRB to ensure scientific oversight, and any data storage follows the latest security standards and meets all appropriate regulations (eg, applicable requirements of the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act or the European General Data Protection Regulation in Europe). Third, we provide users with as much capability to customize data collection as reasonably possible. This is generally done by requesting permissions for each type of data to be used (eg, GPS and proximity), and by providing users with preferences inside the app that allow them to disable each type of data collection as needed. Of course, limiting GPS data collection may reduce the ability of the app to respond to location-based cues. Hybrid approaches, where they do not conflict with scientific or clinical goals, may also be possible. For example, it is possible to provide users with a map of their GPS-recorded travels for the day and allow them to remove specific locations or routes before their data are uploaded to the server, although this may conflict with real-time responsiveness goals. Again, our goal is to balance participant risks and burden with the scientific and clinical goals of each project. Note that in some cases, it may even be possible to generate responses to data without uploading it.

Finally, no matter how many security precautions are taken, there is some risk that data are disclosed. Although we take as many precautions as possible to reduce this risk, it must still be recognized and balanced against gains. As a result, we consider the risk of disclosure to be another specific type of burden that must be balanced with the others. That is, just as there is burden on the user incurred by taking the time to respond to a survey, there is burden in the risk of disclosure incurred storing the result on the server. We follow the same principals in balancing this cost as we do the other types of cost (eg, technical costs such as battery life and psychological costs such as questionnaire burden). As with the others, we use a combination of context-sensitive adaptation, specific instructions, and real-time processing to limit the identifiability of data whenever possible.

As an example of this last approach, consider a study in which participants record daily video diaries, which are then processed to understand a participant’s affective state. This type of data collection involves a variety of privacy risks. First, facial expression video of the participant themselves contains sensitive information about their identity, and there is some risk of the participant disclosing information that is more sensitive than they wish to share or information that might be overhead by others nearby. Second, the background behind the person’s face includes potentially identifying location information. Third, it is possible that other people in the area might also be recorded, possibly without their express knowledge or permission. As with other cases, it is important to balance the value of the data against the risk and cost to the participant. A variety of options exist to manage this type of risk. For example, if we know the specific information we want to collect from the video, for example, affective state variables, all three concerns could be mitigated by applying facial expression tracking to the video on the phone and sending only a processed stream of coded affective signals (eg, happy and sad) or a version cropped only to the participant’s face, in lieu of raw video. This might carry additional burden in the form of processor time and battery life.
in exchange for greater privacy protection. In cases where this is not possible, video recording might be triggered via geofencing so that it is requested only when the user was in their home or via beacon proximity when they were in, for example, a private area of a recovery community. In this case, the generalizability of the experiences recorded might be limited in exchange for greater privacy protection. If the clinical or scientific needs still do not allow this type of adaptation, instructions might simply be provided, asking the participant to check their surroundings and seek out a space that limits those risks in which they can answer the questions. In any of these cases, participants should be provided with the opportunity to review the video after they record it and to delete it before upload if desired.

The rise of mHealth methodology has provided a large number of new tools and processes for scientific data collection and clinical intervention. The combination of passive and active sensing approaches available to these tools makes them perfect choices to balance the informational needs of scientific inquiry and adaptive intervention with the challenges related to participant engagement and burden to target the long-term requirements of treating chronic and long timescale processes. However, mHealth tools are rarely designed to collect data or deliver interventions for these long-term projects. In this paper, we presented the Wear-IT framework, an app framework designed to leverage real-time processing of active and passive measurement to optimally balance resources, engagement, and data quality for clinical intervention and scientific inquiry.
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Abstract

Background: Over the past several years, the emergence of mobile mental health apps has increased as a potential solution for populations who may face logistical and social barriers to traditional service delivery, including individuals connected to the military.

Objective: The goal of the #Here4U App – Military Version is to provide evidence-informed mental health support to members of Canada’s military community, leveraging artificial intelligence in the form of IBM Canada’s Watson Assistant to carry on unique text-based conversations with users, identify presenting mental health concerns, and refer users to self-help resources or recommend professional health care where appropriate.

Methods: As the availability and use of mental health apps has increased, so too has the list of recommendations and guidelines for efficacious development. We describe the development and testing conducted between 2018 and 2020 and assess the quality of the #Here4U App against 16 criteria for rigorous mental health app development, as identified by Bakker and colleagues in 2016.

Results: The #Here4U App – Military Version met the majority of Bakker and colleagues’ criteria, with those unmet considered not applicable to this particular product or out of scope for research conducted to date. Notably, a formal evaluation of the efficacy of the app is a major priority moving forward.

Conclusions: The #Here4U App – Military Version is a promising new mental health e-solution for members of the Canadian Armed Forces community, filling many of the gaps left by traditional service delivery.

(JMIR Form Res 2020;4(6):e18890) doi:10.2196/18890
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Introduction

Background
Recent advances in and increased access to technology have created opportunities to shift mental health support services away from traditional person-delivered models toward those that are more technologically based, including those that may be provided through smartphone apps. The ease of use and availability of these apps are ideal for populations who may face logistical or social barriers to traditional service delivery, including members of the Canadian Armed Forces (CAF). Military life is characterized by frequent relocations and family absences, and increased risk for illness, injury, and death [1]. Research has also identified how military life can affect health and well-being, including increased risk for mental health difficulties and challenges with accessing health care services [2-4]. These events have been shown to impact all members of the community, including personnel [3,5,6], veterans [7], and their family members [8-10]. Despite the prevalence of mental health challenges faced by members of the CAF community, traditional mental health care continues to be underused. Commonly cited barriers include a preference for self-management [11], fear of impact on one’s military career...
perceived stigma [12], and structural barriers such as living in remote locations and being frequently relocated [5]. As a result, a technology-based solution may better serve members of the military community. The #Here4U App – Military Version (hereafter, #Here4U) is an app designed to provide evidence-informed mental health support to members of the CAF community, including serving personnel, veterans, and their adult family members. #Here4U uses artificial intelligence (AI) in the form of IBM’s Watson Assistant to carry on unique text-based conversations with users, identify presenting mental health concerns, and refer users to self-help resources or recommend professional health care where appropriate. Users are invited to converse with the chatbot and select their end point (i.e., self-help solution) from several options, facilitating a user-directed experience. Options include (1) tip sheets, which provide the user with brief mental health education on the selected topic; (2) use of validated screening tools, which provide the user with a self-assessment of the severity of psychological distress they may be experiencing; (3) information on how to contact local supports, including counsellors, psychologists, and psychiatrists; (4) frequently asked questions (FAQs) about common mental disorders, offered as downloadable PDF; and (5) self-help resources, ranging from cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) education and activities to simple at-home exercises such as tactical breathing, meditation, and progressive muscle relaxation. The beta version of #Here4U has been designed to serve members of the CAF, veterans, and adult military family members, with plans to expand the app’s applicability to additional target groups in the future. Figure 1 demonstrates the functionality of the app, using a flowchart design. The #Here4U app was developed as an interdisciplinary project, in partnership with IBM Canada, the Queen’s University Centre for Advanced Computing, Kingston, ON, Canada, and the Queen’s University Health Services and Policy Research Institute. In addition to the research team, subject matter experts were engaged throughout the development process to share their experiences regarding common presenting mental health concerns among members of the CAF community, review resources provided by the app, and provide professional input and guidance on conversational flows. Subject matter experts included social workers, physicians (specializing in family medicine and psychiatry), psychologists, first responders, military family health researchers, child and youth workers, and members of the CAF community (active members, military spouses, family of adult military members, and veterans).
Objective
As the availability and use of mental health apps has increased, so too has the list of recommendations for efficacious development. In 2016, Bakker and colleagues published a set of 16 evidence-based recommendations to support the development of rigorous apps [13]. Our objective is to demonstrate the rigorous development and testing processes undertaken between 2018 and 2020 to produce the beta version of the #Here4U app and, in doing so, evaluate the degree to which the app complies with each of the criteria laid out by Bakker and colleagues.

Methods
Development of the App
The first year of development included background research to inform the content of the app, in addition to the initial development of conversational flows. First, we undertook a preliminary study to determine the most common presenting mental health challenges within the CAF community, as well as to derive particular language and slang used in the community to discuss mental health–related challenges. This was necessary to train IBM’s Watson Assistant (IBM Corporation) to be able to recognize and interpret specific vernacular used within the community. We conducted a combination of online surveys (n=12), focus groups (n=17), and individual interviews (n=14) to achieve the goals of this phase of development, the results of which are described in detail elsewhere (available from the authors upon request). Ultimately, we identified 3 presenting concerns as the primary areas of focus: generalized anxiety, depression, and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). We also identified several secondary concerns as priorities for later development (eg, substance use and addictive behaviors, general stress, difficulties related to sleep).

Next, we drew up initial logic trees to map likely conversational flows. These were then coded into the back end of the AI by members of the computing team. We initially designed...
conversational flows for secondary concerns to be more streamlined (ie, to program the AI to recognize the concern expressed and immediately offer potential resources), whereas flows for primary concerns were more intricate. From here, we selected useful, efficacious end points for these conversations with input from subject matter experts (eg, validated screening tools, evidence-based self-help resources and activity recommendations, tip sheets to facilitate improved mental health education).

**Beta Testing**

During the second year of development, we used a snowball sampling method to gather participants to test the beta version of the app. Participants were a mix of subject matter experts involved in app development, attendees at the Canadian Institute for Military and Veteran Health Research Forum in 2019, members of the CAF community (eg, active members, veterans, military family members, staff at Military Family Resource Centres, mental health professionals working within the military community), and personal contacts of members of the research team who were connected to military research in some way (n=93). Users were asked to engage in conversations with the app, submit their comments regarding usability and suggestions for improvement, and identify any problems with the conversation dialogue. For example, testers identified instances in which the AI misunderstood a term or comment, or drew incorrect conclusions, such as placing the user into a conversational flow for anxiety when they were expressing concerns related to depression. This allowed us to refine and expand the AI’s vocabulary, as well as to observe areas in need of improvement or expansion in the app. We made changes to the app in response to tester feedback using a waterfall approach, whereby we corrected conversational flows after receiving feedback from each tester.

**Assessment of Rigorous Development**

Finally, prior to conducting a formal evaluation of the app, we sought to assess whether we had met expectations regarding the recommendations for rigorous app development. We referred to Bakker and colleagues’ 16 criteria, outlining the degree to which the #Here4U app met (or did not meet) each of these criteria, emphasizing relevant features and functions of the app in doing so.

**Ethics**

All stages of research conducted to support the development of the #Here4U app were approved by the Queen’s University Health Sciences and Affiliated Teaching Hospitals Research Ethics Board. The research project was also approved by the Canadian Department of National Defence/CAF Social Science Research Review Board in accordance with Defense Administrative Orders & Directives 5062-0 and 5062-1 (#1172/18F).

**Results**

In this section, we address each of the 16 criteria put forward by Bakker and colleagues, highlighting where the #Here4U app met expectations and where selected criteria were not applicable.

**Recommendation 1: Cognitive Behavioral Therapy Based**

CBT is a common therapeutic approach used to treat several mental illnesses, such as anxiety and depression, designed to help individuals develop more adaptive methods of thinking and processing emotions and behavior [14]. The #Here4U app met this recommended criterion by providing users with CBT-based self-help resources, in the form of exercises and self-help workbooks. Users are also invited to access psychoeducational resources regarding the purpose and principles of CBT, including what the cognitive behavioral model looks like, and how to challenge problematic thinking by using tools such as recognizing cognitive distortions, decatastrophizing, and reframing.

**Recommendation 2: Address Both Anxiety and Low Mood**

The #Here4U app met this criterion by addressing 3 major mental health concerns common among the CAF community: anxiety, depression, and PTSD. We selected these concerns after primary research conducted among members of the CAF community revealed these to be the most common mental health concerns. User-led conversational flows and self-help resources are provided for each of these areas of concern, in addition to validated screening measures for assessing degree of distress [15-17]. The app is also equipped to manage multiple presenting concerns at a given time, using a “loop-back” function. For example, anxiety, depression, and PTSD are often comorbid conditions, among both the general population [18] and the military population [19]. If a user were to express concerns associated with more than one mental health concern in a single conversation, the Here4U app would initially direct the conversation toward the first concern, later returning—or looping back—to discuss additional challenges. In the event that a user expresses both primary and secondary concerns, the app was designed to prioritize primary concerns (eg, depression, anxiety, and PTSD), prior to returning to address secondary concerns. Figure 2 depicts the loop-back function. The ability to address multiple concerns during a single conversation ensures that users receive the most complete mental health information, in addition to eliminating the need to juggle multiple apps or multiple sessions to address different concerns.
Recommendation 3: Designed for Use by Nonclinical Populations

The #Here4U app was specifically designed for use among nonclinical populations (ie, individuals who do not have a clinical diagnosis for a mental health disorder), with the app intended to be broadly applicable to a variety of individuals within the CAF community. While some of the screening tools contained in the app can be used to determine a clinical diagnosis when administered by a mental health professional (eg, the Patient Health Questionnaire-9), they are explicitly used here as measures of severity [16,17]. Apps that provide users with a likelihood of a clinical diagnosis have the potential to be harmful where users may be tempted to self-diagnose a mental illness when they may simply be experiencing low levels of distress [20]. Rather than providing a diagnosis or treatment, the #Here4U app was intended as an upstream measure (eg, with focus laid on mental health promotion and mental illness prevention). While the app can assist with directing users who may be experiencing more serious levels of psychological distress to a mental health professional for additional enquiry, the resources offered within the app were designed to provide users with the education to self-manage nonclinical, low levels of distress.

Recommendation 4: Automated Tailoring

The #Here4U app achieved automated tailoring through the use of IBM’s Watson Assistant AI agent, which is capable of interpreting user concerns (eg, referred to technically as entities, or key words, and intents, or key phrases) and connecting users to the most appropriate conversational flow. With this function, users do not have to sort through menu items to locate the information that is most relevant or useful to them.
As previously noted, the #Here4U app was designed to respond to 3 primary mental health concerns (anxiety, depression, and PTSD), each with its own end point solutions offered, rather than using a one-size-fits-all approach. Secondary conversational flows within the app allow for even more detailed tailoring. For example, changes in appetite and sleep are commonly linked to depression and anxiety among members of the CAF community [21,22], while experiencing chronic stress or pain can similarly lead to mental health difficulties [23,24]. Additionally, substance use and addictive behaviors are often adopted as negative coping mechanisms [25-27]. Many members of the CAF community have reported experiencing family-related challenges, such as frequent absences, child rearing, supporting an injured family member, and frequent relocations. In addition to primary concerns, the #Here4U app also offers brief conversational flows that provide resources for users experiencing any of these secondary concerns.

**Recommendation 5: Reporting of Thoughts, Feelings, or Behaviors**

While the #Here4U app does not track or store user information (see recommendation 12), this criterion was met by providing users with self-help resources that encourage the reporting of thoughts, emotions, and behaviors to improve awareness of changes in one’s mental health. For example, one option for users expressing concerns related to low mood is to begin using a daily gratitude journal, where users are invited to record three “good things” that happen every day. Users expressing challenges associated with stress management are provided with step-by-step guidelines on how to use progressive muscle relaxation as a stress reduction technique. All self-help resources provided through the app have been extracted or adapted from established programs (eg, Anxiety Canada) and have been reviewed by mental health professionals.

**Recommendation 6: Recommend Activities**

Many activities offered through the #Here4U app focus on mood improvement, such as encouraging users to engage in hobbies, leisure time, and physical activity and to spend time in nature. Behavioral activation is encouraged through CBT-based activities, including goal setting, cognitive distortion reframing, and decatastrophizing. Finally, users are invited to develop coping skills through improving their understanding of the importance of having a strong social support system and the adoption of coping activities such as progressive muscle relaxation, meditation, and tactical breathing.

**Recommendation 7: Mental Health Information**

The #Here4U app met this criterion by providing users with psychoeducation by offering tip sheets for anxiety, depression, and PTSD, as well as more detailed FAQ documents that cover areas such as common symptoms, treatments, and how to help someone else who may be struggling. General education on CBT techniques for improving and managing mental health is also provided as an option for users. All materials were developed using evidence-based, reputable resources and have been reviewed by mental health professionals to ensure accuracy of information.

**Recommendation 8: Real-Time Engagement**

The #Here4U app capitalizes on the real-time capabilities of mobile devices by encouraging users to engage with the recommended self-help activities and resources immediately upon accessing them. Within the app, users can complete screening tests, which provides them with an idea of the degree to which they may be experiencing psychological distress, using an interactive, question-and-answer format (Figure 3). While these screening tests do not provide users with a diagnosis due to the risks outlined in recommendation 3, the app can also link users to the Psychology Today search engine to help them find a psychologist or counsellor in their local area [28] or to the Calian Military Family Health Portal [29], where users can get help finding a family physician. Finally, the 24/7 availability of the app encourages users to reach out and access resources in real time whenever they experience a change in their mental health.
Recommendation 9: Activities Explicitly Linked to Specific Reported Mood Problems

With its tailoring capabilities, combined with the ability to address multiple presenting issues in a single session, the #Here4U app links reported mood challenges to relevant activities, rather than using a one-size-fits-all approach. While there is some overlap between concerns (e.g., CBT educational materials are provided for all users), a user experiencing symptoms of depression would be directed toward activities and self-help resources specifically designed to address low mood. Bakker and colleagues argued that linking activities in this way can improve engagement and encourage habit-forming use of the app [13].

Recommendation 10: Encourage Nontechnology-Based Activities

The #Here4U app met this criterion by encouraging users to engage in a selection of nontechnology-based activities to improve their mental health (e.g., engaging in regular physical activity, healthy nutrition, or self-care hobbies or spending time in nature). All of these recommended activities have been linked to reducing stress and improving low mood and anxiety [30-33].

Recommendation 11: Gamification and Intrinsic Motivation to Engage

Gamification, or the use of game-based mechanics to improve users’ engagement, learning, and problem solving, can help to counteract problems related to lack of motivation and improve goal setting [13]. Currently, the #Here4U app does not contain any elements of gamification, but this may be an area for future development. Based on data derived from focus groups and interviews, gamification is a feature that potential users may find beneficial with respect to encouraging ongoing engagement with the app.

Recommendation 12: Log of Past App Use

During the first phase of research for the project, we consulted members of the CAF community and subject matter experts (e.g., psychologists, counsellors, social workers) to determine, among other things, common barriers to using a mental health app. The most commonly cited barriers were the need for
privacy and confidentiality, most often driven by concerns regarding the potential for mental illness stigma resulting in damage to one’s military reputation or career. For military families using the app, there was the concern that any kind of mental health challenge or family difficulty would reflect poorly on the military member. As a result of these findings, we made an informed decision to not implement any feature that would track app history. Bakker and colleagues mainly referred to this recommendation as a component of gamification, where users can track their progress week over week [13]. As the #Here4U app does not contain elements of gamification, logging past app use in this manner was not applicable.

Recommendation 13: Reminders to Engage
Though evidence suggests that providing users with reminders to engage (also known as push notifications) can help to improve and maintain engagement, too many reminders can also have the opposite effect, resulting in disengagement [13]. Given that users of the #Here4U app will be discussing sensitive topics related to mental health and emotional well-being, combined with the associated stigma within the military community [12] and a preexisting reluctance to seek help [3,5], we made an informed decision to not implement any push notifications.

Recommendation 14: Simple and Intuitive Interface and Interactions
The #Here4U app was designed to provide users with a sleek and simple interface. The app itself is driven by IBM’s Watson Assistant AI, which carries on text-based conversations with users to determine areas of concern and suggest potential self-care resources and other solutions. All components of the app, including tip sheets and FAQs to drive mental health education, self-help resources, and other activities, are offered within a single interface. Conversations and access to self-help resources are user led, meaning that users choose how in-depth to go with content.

Recommendation 15: Links to Crisis Support Services
Because the #Here4U app was not intended for use as a crisis service, it was imperative to ensure that the AI had the ability to accurately recognize expressions related to self-harm and suicidality. In this case, users are reminded that the app is not equipped to assist with acute mental health crises and are directed to contact Crisis Services Canada, their primary health care provider, or local hospital.

Recommendation 16: Experimental Trials to Establish Efficacy
To date, no evaluation work has been conducted on the efficacy of the #Here4U app, and this is therefore a major priority moving forward.

Discussion
Principal Findings
To our knowledge, the #Here4U app met more of Bakker and colleagues’ recommended criteria than any other available app targeting the mental health of military communities. Only 1 relevant criterion was not met: recommendation 16, to conduct experimental trials to establish efficacy of the app. While an evaluation study was out of scope for the development phase of the project, it is a recognizable gap for the #Here4U app and is therefore a major priority moving forward. Two other criteria were unmet, as they were not applicable to this project: recommendations 12 and 13, to maintain a log of past app use and to remind users to engage, respectively. Due to the sensitivity of the subject matter to be discussed within the app, combined with existing research regarding mental health–related stigma within the military community [12] and a preexisting reluctance to seek help [3,5], we made an informed decision early on to not implement any push notifications or information tracking within the #Here4U app.

Conclusion
Although not all criteria were met by the #Here4U app, Bakker and colleagues rightly noted that it may not be possible to design mental health apps that meet all suggested criteria. It is important to note, however, that those criteria that fall within the strongest ranks of evidence as determined by Bakker and colleagues (eg, recommendations 1–8) were all met by the #Here4U app [13].

Moving forward, an experimental evaluation study should be conducted to determine the efficacy of the app and user experiences more formally. The evaluation should incorporate assessments for effectiveness of the app in connecting users with mental health education and useful self-help resources, user interface performance and usability, and general user experience. Overall, the #Here4U app may be a promising new mental health e-solution for members of the CAF community, filling many of the gaps left by traditional service delivery.
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Abstract

Background: The natural integration of mobile phones into the daily routines of families provides novel opportunities to study and support family functioning and the quality of interactions between family members in real time.

Objective: This study aimed to examine user experiences of feasibility, acceptability, and reactivity (ie, changes in awareness and behaviors) of using a smartphone app for self-monitoring of family functioning with 36 participants across 15 family dyads and triads of young adolescents aged 10 to 14 years and their parents.

Methods: Participants were recruited from 2 family wellness centers in a middle-to-upper income shopping area and a low-income school site. Participants were instructed and prompted by alarms to complete ecological momentary assessments (EMAs) by using a smartphone app over 2 weeks 4 times daily (upon waking in the morning, afternoon, early evening, and end of day at bedtime). The domains assessed included parental monitoring and positive parenting, parent involvement and discipline, parent-child conflict and resolution, positive interactions and support, positive and negative affect, sleep, stress, family meals, and general child and family functioning. Qualitative interviews assessed user experiences generally and with prompts for positive and negative feedback.

Results: The participants were primarily white and Latino of mixed-income- and education levels. Children were aged 10 to 14 years, and parents had a mean age of 45 years (range 37-50). EMA response rates were high (95% to over 100%), likely because of cash incentives for EMA completion, engaging content per user feedback, and motivated sample from recruitment sites focused on social-emotional programs for family wellness. Some participants responded for up to 19 days, consistent with some user experience interview feedback of desires to continue participation for up to 3 or 4 weeks. Over 80% (25/31) of participants reported increased awareness of their families’ daily routines and functioning of their families. Most also reported positive behavior changes in the following domains: decision making, parental monitoring, quantity and quality of time together, communication, self-regulation of stress and conflict, discipline, and sleep.
Conclusions: The results of this study support the feasibility and acceptability of using smartphone EMA by young adolescents and parents for assessing and self-monitoring family daily routines and interactions. The findings also suggest that smartphone self-monitoring may be a useful tool to support improvement in family functioning through functions of reflection on antecedents and consequences of situations, prompting positive and negative alternatives, seed goals, and reinforcement by self-tracking for self-correction and self-rewards. Future studies should include larger samples with more diverse and higher-risk populations, longer study durations, the inclusion of passive phone sensors and peripheral biometric devices, and integration with counseling and parenting interventions and programs.

(JMIR Form Res 2020;4(6):e15777) doi:10.2196/15777
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Introduction

Background

Research demonstrates that family processes in daily routines and settings have significant impacts on children’s development and well-being [1–4]. The feelings, actions, and interpersonal interactions of individuals are structured by daily routines that influence the household and family. Thus, family routines provide a bridge between individual and systemic levels of the multilevel family system [3,4]. Key factors in daily family routines include parent-child communication and family interactions. Lack of parent-child communication has been associated with low life satisfaction for adolescents [5,6]. In contrast, parent-child conflict and perceived lack of support have been associated with negative psychological, social, and health risks for children (ie, depression) [7,8]. Conversely, positive family interactions have been linked to decreases in internalizing emotional distress [9,10]. Emotional states such as affect, conflict, and stress can also be transmitted between parents and their children [9,11,12]. Family stress can also negatively impact peer relationships of adolescents and school domains [13]. Fostering positive interactions, communication, support, and conflict resolution within families may better protect families from maladaptive outcomes such as depression, behavioral and school problems, lower self-esteem, and poor social skills [8].

Engaging families in therapeutic activities addressing family processes in real time during daily routines is a persistent challenge in interventions and research [14]. The broad proliferation of mobile phones creates novel opportunities for interventions and research modalities that are integrated into daily routines and are widely scalable. Self-monitoring is one strategy that can be easily implemented via smartphones. Early research on self-monitoring recognized reactivity to self-assessments as a means to support self-regulation and behavior change through feedback and goal-setting processes [15–18]. One form of self-monitoring is daily diaries and ecological momentary assessment (EMA). EMAs are repeated self-reports conducted multiple times throughout a day to assess behaviors, attitudes, states, and experiences in real time, in the natural environments of subjects [19]. EMA has greater ecological validity, fewer recall biases compared with observational or global questionnaire methods, and the capacity to elucidate within- and between-person processes and temporal dynamics [19]. For example, utilizing EMA in family interventions can allow researchers to examine the relationships between intrapersonal processes (ie, mood), interpersonal processes (ie, supportive or hostile exchanges), and broad family-level contexts (ie, family conflict, cohesion) that may address more complex and nuanced questions about sequential processes that influence behavior and affect in the daily lives of individuals [20].

EMA and diary methods have been used to study family experience in daily routines across multiple domains such as parent-child interactions [8], family relationships [21], family conflict [13], and stress [10,22]. Notably, the intensive nature of daily diaries and EMA may result in reactivity (ie, changes in awareness and behavior, particularly in populations motivated to change [19,23]). This is a methodological nuisance of basic behavioral research but presents a potential opportunity for self-monitoring as an ecological momentary intervention [23]. The little research done previously on reactivity has favored minimizing reactivity and its related effects [19], including in family research [24]. In general, EMA and diary research does not address reactivity routinely or robustly [23]. Most important to family research, EMA allows for real-time collection of data from multiple informants (ie, multiple family members) who often share the same natural environments, while also experiencing similar events (ie, family meals, arguments) [20]. Using EMA as an assessment tool in families allows different perceptions of the same experiences and the ability to identify discrepancies in perception.

Objectives

This paper examines the user experiences of families on feasibility, acceptability, and perceived benefits of self-monitoring and reactivity to smartphone EMA and daily diaries for assessment, self-monitoring, and as a potential tool for intervention to seed and support behavior change.

Methods

Sample and Recruitment

This study enrolled 36 participants across 15 families consisting of 15 children in 9 family dyads (all mother and child) and 6 family triads (mother, father, and child). The child participants included 6 boys and 9 girls aged between 10 and 14 years. Participants were recruited through a family wellness center’s e-mail newsletter and website. The family wellness centers, funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, provided social and emotional learning and physical activities in a
metropolitan US community at a shopping area marketplace-based site (average income of US $67,000), and at a middle school located in a low-income neighborhood (average income of US $27,000) serving primarily Central American and Korean immigrant populations. Over one-third (n=6) of participant families came from the low-income site, 5 of which were Latino. Only 1 family from the middle-income site was Latino, whereas the rest were white, Asian, or African American. Prospective participants were informed that this was a pilot study to develop and test a smartphone app designed to enrich our understanding of ways to improve daily family routines and well-being.

Families who called the study contact were screened for the following eligibility criteria: parent and child coresided for some portion of the 2-week study period, at least one parent agreed to participate, the child was aged 10 to 14 years and gave assent to participate, and participants were fluent in English. Families with multiple children had the option to enroll again to participate with another child in the family (2 families exercised this option). Participants signed informed consent forms according to the university’s institutional review board–approved protocols.

**Procedures**

After consent at an in-person meeting, participants were issued a smartphone (Samsung Galaxy S) for the study on which they completed EMA and daily diary surveys 4 times per day for 2 weeks. The study coordinator gave participants a brief training on how to use the smartphone and a step-by-step instructional manual on how to use the smartphone app platform to complete EMA surveys. All participants were given the study coordinator’s phone number in case they had questions or experienced any difficulties while using the smartphone. At the end of the EMA period, qualitative interviews lasting approximately 40 min assessed the user experiences of parents and children, reactions to using the smartphone app, the obtrusiveness of the monitoring, any technical problems they encountered, relevance and usefulness of the EMA and diary questions, and perceived effects of study participation on them and their family. The semistructured interview guide first queried for general feedback and experiences, followed by prompts for “what was useful or helpful?” then “what was not helpful, or annoying?” and finally, suggestions for changes or improvements to the protocol and app. Participants also completed web-based questionnaires on demographic characteristics and family functioning at the start and end of their study participation. Participants received gift cards valued up to US $150 for completion of the different components of the study.

EMA and diary data were collected using Ohmage, an open-source mobile survey app supported by a web platform that supports the collection, storage, analysis, and visualization of EMA or self-monitoring data streams. Ohmage is a feature-rich and extensible platform that facilitates the collection of multidimensional, heterogeneous, and complex personal data streams. The software was programmed using time-based reminders to display question sequences and response choices on the smartphone screen. EMA survey responses were automatically timestamped, geotagged, and linked to the participant’s assigned study identifier used as their login ID. Web interfaces were available for researchers to access and view participant data. The Ohmage user interface was designed based on feedback from behavioral and technology researchers focusing on group participants and end users of the system [25].

Participants were prompted to respond 4 times daily to EMA/diary surveys on the following domains: parental monitoring and positive parenting, parent involvement and discipline, parent-child conflict and resolution, positive interactions and support, positive and negative affect, sleep, stress, family meals, and general child and family functioning. Although many family assessment tools are widely available to researchers, clinicians, and families, none directly measure daily routines in real time. EMA/diary domains were chosen based on feedback from behavioral and technology researchers focusing on group participants and end users of the system [25].

The timing of the EMA vibration/ring prompts was scheduled by the participants and the study coordinator at times convenient for their individual schedules as follows: (1) morning upon awakening, (2) before school/work, (3) between the end of the school or work day and dinner, and (4) before bedtime. Upon hearing the reminder, participants were instructed to stop their current activity and complete a short (less than 5 min) EMA. Families received 1 phone call on the third day of the EMA period from the study coordinator to inquire about technical problems with the smartphone and app and answer any other study questions.
Table 1. Smartphone ecological momentary assessment and daily diary measures, sources, and schedule.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domains</th>
<th>Measures and sources (parent and child, unless noted)</th>
<th>Schedule</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>Number of hours and subjective quality (1=very poor, 5=very well)</td>
<td>Wake-up only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
<td>Single rating of current stress level (1=not, 5=very)</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affect and mood</td>
<td>Positive and negative affect schedule [30] and personal affect measure [31]</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring/positive parenting</td>
<td>Stattin and Kerr parental monitoring questionnaire [32,33]</td>
<td>3 × (not wake-up)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent involvement and inconsistent discipline</td>
<td>Alabama parenting questionnaire [34,35]</td>
<td>3 × (not wake-up)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parent-child conflict</td>
<td>Issues checklist [36,37] and network of relationships inventory (child) [38]</td>
<td>3 × (not wake-up) end of day only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict resolution</td>
<td>Conflict tactics scale, resolution subscale [39]</td>
<td>3 × (not wake-up)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive interactions</td>
<td>Network of relationship inventory, companionship subscale [40]</td>
<td>End of day only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family meals</td>
<td>Who do you eat with and doing other activities?</td>
<td>End of day only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall functioning</td>
<td>Outcome rating scale and child outcome rating scale [41]</td>
<td>End of day only</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Analysis

Descriptive analyses for demographic characteristics were conducted using simple frequency distribution statistics in Stata 15.1 (StataCorp). The qualitative user-experience interviews were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim. Of the 36 participants, 31 had audio recorded interviews available for transcription (5 audio files were inadvertently erased before transcription), and transcripts were redacted to remove personal identifying information and uploaded to the Dedoose web-based mixed methods analysis platform (version 4.5.91, Sociocultural Research Consultants 2013). A grounded theory inductive approach was used to code the data to identify key themes that emerged from the data [42,43]. The coding scheme was developed by the lead anthropologist with 2 research assistants. The research assistants engaged in initial discussion around substantive codes emerging from the data and analytic categories that evolved into tangible themes; the generated codes were organized into broader, more conceptual themes. The lead anthropologist reviewed all themes identified by the research assistants for the discrepant cases. The codes were shared with the research team and revised over several iterations. Codes and excerpts were retained for analysis when there was agreement between the coders and authors.

Results

Children were on average aged 12 years (SD 1.44), mothers were 46.25 years (SD 3.81), and fathers were 40.33 years (SD 3.51). Approximately half were white (n=20), one-third were Latino (n=11), 9% (3/35) were Asian, and 3% (1/35) were black. Tables 2 and 3 present more demographic results for children and parents, respectively. Response rates were high overall, including some participants who completed more EMAs than scheduled (prompted), either by reporting for more than 14 days or reporting more on some days to compensate for missed EMAs (typically for the previous day). Overall, the response rate excluding more than 4 EMAs in a day and more than fourteen days of reporting (ie, the on-time and per protocol response rate) was 96.2% (1941/2016), with children slightly lower at 95.1% (799/840) and parents slightly higher at 97.1% (1142/1176). Overall, 69% (25/36) of the participants had 100% or greater response rates; 60% of the children and 76% of the parents. The lowest response rate among children was 70% (39/56) and 79% (44/56) among parents. A total of 6 parents and 3 children responded for 16 to 19 days. In terms of missed EMAs, children tended to miss the morning and noontime EMAs, whereas parents tended to miss the late afternoon/early evening EMAs followed by the morning EMAs. Qualitative results from the analysis of user-experience interviews are presented below based on 2 broad code themes and several subthemes that emerged from the data. The first broad code theme was feasibility, acceptability, and suggestions for the future, with the subcodes desire for feedback, seasonality, technical problems/challenges, survey burden, timing and frequency (weekends and duration), and global/recall web surveys. The second broad code theme was self-reflection, awareness, and seeds of change, with the subcodes decision making, parental monitoring, quality and quantity of time spent together, communication, self-regulation of stress and conflict, discipline, rewards and punishments, and sleep.
Table 2. Demographic characteristics of children at baseline (N=15).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Participants, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Grade</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>10 (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino or Hispanic</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Native American</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian or Pacific Islander</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3. Demographic characteristics of parents at baseline (N=20).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Participants</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age (years), mean (range)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informed</td>
<td>45 (37-50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>14 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>18 (90)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with a partner</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>10 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latino or Hispanic</td>
<td>7 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African-American</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian or Pacific Islander</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Highest level of education, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11th grade</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12th grade</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-year trade, college, or university</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-year trade, college, or university</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4-year trade, college, or university</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate education</td>
<td>9 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total family income (before taxes or other deductions; US $), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000 to 29,999</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30,000 to 49,999</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50,000 to 69,999</td>
<td>4 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70,000 to 89,999</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90,000 to 99,999</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100,000 and over</td>
<td>8 (40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>How difficult is it for you to live on your total household income right now?, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not at all difficult</td>
<td>9 (45)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A little difficult</td>
<td>6 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Somewhat difficult</td>
<td>3 (15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Very difficult</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Do you have a spouse or partner with whom you share parenting responsibilities (for this child)?, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>19 (95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Feasibility, Acceptability, and Suggestions for the Future

Participants found the smartphone self-monitoring feasible and acceptable and provided feedback for changes and improvements. Most participants reported enjoying their participation in the study:

> Oh, it was, it was a really nice experience... it’s like not every day you can talk to somebody about all the stuff they ask you in the app, in the surveys. Yeah... it was kind of a little fun to do 'cause I was like okay, just waiting to do it, you know? I’ve [sic] taken another kind of like testy thing. I always liked taking them and I hardly took 'em, so this was like, “Finally. Yay! I can do another one.” [male child (14 years), family 5]

The same participant also noted the convenience of smartphone surveys in comparison to web-based surveys on a computer:

> I think it’s better, kind of, to take the phone surveys because it’s kind of way more convenient for people that are busy, 'cause they're shorter and you can take 'em wherever, anywhere you go. ...Web surveys, you have to be on a computer, and you have to have time. And, so it may not be useful or good for people with a busy schedule. [male child, 14 years, family 5]

Technical Problems and Challenges

Participants reported a few minor technical problems associated with the mobile phone, such as slow uploading of data or having to power the phone off and on to upload data. Some participants reported problems with the app freezing or force closing when they were trying to complete a survey. A few participants reported that they were not receiving reminders (alarms) to complete the surveys after a period.

Seasonality

Some participants noted that the survey questions needed to be geared toward the time of year. For example, for a number of participants who participated during the summer school break, questions about school and homework were inappropriate:

> There were parts that didn’t seem to apply because it seemed like the survey was sort of designed to assess children when they’re in school. So, since it’s summer, sometimes, you know, the questions didn’t seem to apply, and then particularly with the, the final assessment, there was a lot of stuff about school. So, some things we didn’t know how to respond to... [mother, family 6]

Survey Burden: Timing and Frequency

With regard to the smartphone EMA, 10 participants reported finding the end of day bedtime survey burdensome because it was long, and several noted being tired:

> The only thing that I would say is, I thought the evening one was really long. And, I think that the evening one should have been short. I think the length should have switched...[the] afternoon could have been the longer one, and the evening one could have been shorter, because I... I took it at like ten or whatever, and I was already really tired and I didn’t really want to take a really long survey. [male child, 13 years, family 8]

Some noted the value of the longer end of the day survey. For example, one mother noted the end of the day survey allowed her to reflect on her day:

> Yeah, I mean, obviously, the last one of the day was longer, so that was the only thing. Like if I wasn’t taking it at a decent hour, and I was super tired... that was the only, the only thing about that. But, I mean, I think that’s when you have to have the long one because that’s when you’re really reflecting on everything that happened that day. [mother, family 8]

Some participants also felt that there were just too many surveys to do each day:

> Well, I think having to answer four times a day was too much. I would have preferred like breakfast, lunch and dinner. The wake up and the, you know, so that was a little annoying, just a little bit. And then, after so many days, it was like, “Oh my God. Did I do this?” [mother, family 5]

Some participants noted the value of multiple surveys over the course of the day for transient states as a means of checking in and reflecting:

> I think it was good timing 'cause, you know, in the morning, when you wake up, you have a different mood, and then in the afternoon, you have a different, and then you have different like every two hours or three. [female child, 12 years, family 13]

Weekends

A few participants noted that it was difficult to complete surveys on weekends when daily activities and schedules are less routine:

> I know that some days, it was more of a challenge to complete them kind of in the actual set time, especially on the weekends is really hard because by not being sort of on that same schedule. [mother, family 1]

Duration

Most participants found the 2-week study period a good time period:

> No, I think that's perfect [two weeks]. I think that was really, that was really good. It, it was just long enough to where it became a habit and you're makin’ sure you aren’t forgetting it. And then, but then towards the, near the end, you can just tell for, lookin' forward to just bein' finished 'cause it does become a burden... [father, family 1]

However, a few participants suggested a longer duration, particularly to support behavior change:

> I, to be honest with you, I found myself wanting to continue....Two weeks would be a minimum. A month would be a maximum. You know, for me in my
imaginary world - three weeks would be ideal, just because it, it gives you that, that first week - it was more about, “Hey,” at least for me, it was like, “Okay, Let’s just follow the behavior.” The second week, it was like, “Okay, How am I gonna improve the behavior.” But now, I don’t have a chance to see if, to implement it, and to see how, how it’s going. So, I was like, “Hey, okay. We have to give the phones back, alright.” (laughter) So, that, that left, that left me wanting more. [mother, family 2]

Probably about a week longer, but any more than that, I think it would have gotten like really repetitive and the answers would have all been the same. [female child, 13 years, family 7]

Desire for Feedback

Participants noted that they would have liked the feedback from their participation in the study to know the findings from the survey and how these could help them and their families improve their relationships. Parents were very interested in getting more feedback from the study to improve their parenting skills and strategies. For example:

I think, eventually, if this was gonna be something more, intervention oriented, it would be interesting, that kind of assessment, even if it’s something like, sort of the average, an average for the family and, and how that changes depending on, sleep or, I don’t know. Changes in communication. I’m kind of more interested in just our overall picture as a family. And, where we need to improve...and I could sort of pick up on that based on the things that we were being asked. [mother, family 6]

Self-Reflection, Awareness, and Seeds of Change

Over 80% (25/31) of the participants reported increased awareness of their relationship dynamics with their child/parent, their own behavior, or their communication styles. Of the 5 participants who did not report changes in awareness of their family routines, 4 were children. For many participants, study participation provided novel opportunities to reflect on their family routines in general:

I thought it was a very good exercise in terms of just self-reflection on things you do every day... you get on automatic pilot sometimes. You don’t stop and really consider, “How, how did that go?” (laughter) So, I like that aspect because it sort of forced me to check in with myself and see how things were going. [mother, family 1]

It’s basically somethin’ out of the ordinary, (laughter) to kind of express your feelings throughout the day. …But, to me, it was a productive kind of thing because, when you’re thinkin’ about what’s goin’ on for the day, you were able to reply too. I thought I was just holding it in, letting it out, you know, at the end of the week or somethin’. [father, family 5]

One child noted increased awareness of his lack of contribution to household chores from 1 of the question prompts:

This question in particular, “I’m not as responsible as I should be.” I answered that, “I’m like, “You know what? I, I think I agree with that.” And, that made me feel kind of bad. So, from, from that point on I started doing, now I unload the dishwasher. [male child, 12 years, family 11]

These themes of reflection-seeding behavior change are represented throughout participants’ feedback on their experiences in more specific domains (described below).

Decision Making

Several parents reflected on decision making in the family as a result of self-monitoring. For example, I noted:

Well, it made me think about how we decide is this something we’re gonna give [daughter] input into? Or, is this something we just decide because, you know, we’re the parents? It kind of made me think, sometimes do we give her too much input? (laughter) [mother, family 10]

I see. You were becoming aware of how family decisions were…? [interviewer]

Yeah, how family decisions were made I really wish my husband could have taken it. It would be good for him too. And, it was just kind of interesting to think about… [mother, family 10]

Parental Monitoring

Children, in particular, described increased awareness of parental monitoring. For example, 1 child noted:

I realized my mom stays out of my life and I stay out of hers. (laughter). ‘Cause, I don’t, I tell my mom some things....And, she never really asks what I’m doing. Like she, she pretty much knows like “he was outside,” or “he was on the computer.” She doesn’t know specifically what I’m doing, but she’s always got a vague idea, so….I think that’s what I realized...some of the different questions like, “Did your parent know where you were at night?” …It made me realize, yeah, she pretty much always knows where I am, even when I’m not using my phone. So, I’m like, “I guess we are pretty connected.” [male child, 12 years, family 11]

Quality and Quantity of Time Spent Together

Participants reflected that the quantity and quality of time spent together were both important. One parent reported becoming aware of how seldom her family ate together:

It makes you think about stuff. Like, are we talking? Are we eating together? And, it’s kind of embarrassing like, “Ugh,” we eat alone, or so and so ate with so and so. You know? That was cool for us as a family to think, “Oh my gosh. We don’t eat together.” [mother, family 5]

In addition to self-reflective functions, families noted how EMA/diary self-monitoring helped them to be more accountable or consistent with their values or goals for their families. For
example, 2 parents indicated an element of accountability from self-monitoring in regard to time with family:

The process and the idea behind it, I thought was actually really good, ‘cause it helps you be more conscious about spending time with your child and in, especially ‘cause you know you’re gonna be reporting it later, so you want to make sure you have some good things to put in there, as opposed to bad. So, I think it helps people be conscious of that relationship. [father, family 1]

This father noted how the anticipation of reporting influenced his behavior. One mother noted more direct reminder functions:

But… it does make you think that maybe you should… just be more in touch, communicate more. You know, one thing that struck me was… the leisure time, spending fun time with your child…I’m working full-time, I’m not gonna have that, but on the weekend, you know? … I think it does sort of, at least for me, remind me that I do need to spend fun time with my child…. [mother, family 6]

Her daughter also noted becoming aware of needing to spend more time with her parents and considering a change in her routine:

I’d think back on like how I reacted to some things or the interaction I had with my parents. Like maybe I should be in the house more, not in my room. [female child, 14 years, family 6]

Communication

Participants noted reflection, awareness, and some changes in patterns of communication in the family, including themes of limited time, positive or negative tone, praise or critique, and openness. For example, a mother stated:

I liked it [self-monitoring app]. It actually made me more aware of how my daughter and I communicate, and when we communicate. [mother, family 10]

Another mother noted how she became aware of how little she communicated with her child:

But, in terms of the way I interact with my son, it was good because I didn’t realize how little I actually communicated with him. So, in some ways, I felt good about myself because I felt like, “Oh, well, I think I really trust my son because I don’t feel a need to constantly see what he’s doing or talk to him.” But then on the other hand, I thought, “Wow, two weeks has gone by and, really, we didn’t make time to talk.” So, it just made me a lot more aware. [mother, family 11]

The son in this family also noted reactivity to self-monitoring and becoming aware of limited communication with his mother and that most often it involved giving him instructions:

I realized, I don’t spend that much time communicating with her. Like it’ll be like 10 minutes here, 20 minutes there, a minute there. Usually, it’s just we talk for a second and say like, “You gotta do this.” I’m like, “Okay.” And then I go do that, and that’s pretty much it. [male child, 12 years, family 11]

Other families noted that self-monitoring reactivity led to more frequent communication:

I ended up speaking more to them - to my wife and my, my son, my other son too. Trying to eat dinner with them, trying to make more family time, you know? [father, family 5]

A few participants noted increased awareness of needing to focus on positive communication and not just negative issues, and making changes based on this awareness:

I don’t think that either S. [father] or I are big complainers and… it tends to run more negatively, which I think when you really think about it, you go, “Oh, that’s not, that’s not really how I want to be, and that’s not how I feel, really.” It’s just trying to keep him afloat and making progress all the time, that you sort of get in these grooves. And so, I do think it was helpful, like I tried to… compliment him when he did something well. [mother, family 8]

One father noted how the EMA questions also functioned as reminders for him:

I guess you don’t always tell your kids that they’re doin’ a good job. Like I, after the surveys, I started makin’ a point to tell him he was doin’ a good job. (laughter) So, I guess that’s probably a good thing that the surveys tell you, is to remind you to remind, to let your kids know when they’re doing well or not. [father, family 1]

Another parent noted how reactivity to self-monitoring functioned by modeling questions that deepen levels of communication with her son around the domains assessed:

So, there is that element of both of us are doing these surveys and then, for me, part of it was, “Okay, I want to start asking you these questions since I don’t really ask you these questions.” So, I would actually ask him more about the ins and outs of his day more, and then he would talk to me more about it ’cause I was asking him for this information. …So, in a way, I was getting more information from him, and we were discussing more between the two of us than we would, normally, if I wasn’t doing the survey. [mother, family 3]

Similarly, her son reflected that their improved communication made him feel closer to his parent:

I enjoyed getting closer to my mom throughout the study because she’d always ask me questions that she wouldn’t really normally ask me, and we got a little closer through that. [male child, 13 years, family 3]

Self-Regulation of Stress and Conflict

EMA self-monitoring was also reported to support the self-regulation of stress and staying calm, including during conflicts and their resolution. For example, 1 parent noted that
self-monitoring helped her focus on trying to stay calm when interacting with her child:

Well, I tried to become more of being calm (laughter) and not yelling. And, that was really it. ...I mean, obviously, if you’re tired or you’re, something else is going on, it’s hard to do that. But, when I was in a relaxed state, it made me mindful of, “Okay, when she does something that annoys you, just be calm about it, and try and work through it.” It doesn’t always happen. But, it did make me more cognizant to try and just be more patient and talk with her - depending on what it was. [mother, family 10]

Similarly, a child noted that self-monitoring helped her and her mother identify what was making them angry and enabled them to resolve conflict:

When my mom and I would argue, and we would put it down [in the app], ...we were like, “oh, we’re actually mad about something,” and then we would start thinking about like...Actually think about what happened....and then we would talk and apologize. [female child, 12 years, family 2]

And then you would talk and apologize. Is that something you did before? [interviewer]

Not really because we wouldn’t think about it, we’d just get mad (laughter). [female child, 12 years, family 2]

One child became aware that she could not remember why she was angry with her parent:

I think before I took the survey, and it was about why I was mad at her. I’d just be so mad. But then when I sat down and took the survey, and it was sayin’ what was it about - I was like, “Wait, I don’t even remember, anymore, what it was about.” [female child, 10 years, family 9]

One mother noted that the EMA self-monitoring helped her communicate more calmly with her child when they were in conflict by reflecting on and using conflict resolution strategies represented in the EMA response options:

Well, there’s a certain question, for example, about, “Did you try to speak to your child calmly?”...The first time that I’m reading through them, I was like, “I don’t know. Did I even try? (laughter) Did I just start yelling? Did I?” ...and so after that, it was like, “Okay, let me try to speak to her calmly. Let me try and explain, you know, why the chair is yellow, and why the sky is blue.” (laughter) ...And, towards the end of these last two weeks, I wasn’t trying, I was speaking to her calmly. [mother, family 2]

This mother also noticed her child using more positive reinforcement in her communication with a sibling, based on her initial reactivity to EMA and then her daughter modeling the behavior:

I noticed that she started it with her sister with the, “Hey, Sophie, I, thank you for helping me do the dishes for mom.” You know, something like that out of the blue. Or, she had to throw the trash out and, “Oh, Sophie - thanks for taking the trash out. I, I really appreciate that.” ...It was a change. It was an actual, positive change, and it was after she caught on to what I was doing. [mother, family 2]

Discipline, Rewards, and Punishments

Although parents were generally not very comfortable talking about disciplining their children, many discussed becoming more aware of patterns of discipline or rules in their families. Some parents were more comfortable talking about rewarding or praising their children and were consciously working on improving their positive reinforcement of their children’s behavior. For example, a mother spoke about becoming more aware of limits and ground rules:

You know, and, and maybe because of the older one, she’s testing limits. You know, and it’s like, “Okay, but these are the ground rules. We have to establish ground rules... And yes, I can switch things around as you grow, and I can bend and lean, but, these are the ground rules and these are the consequences for these actions. And, vice versa - if you do good, you, you get good. If you do bad - you get bad.” So, that’s, I did it, and I hadn’t even thought about that until right now that you asked me again. (laughter) But, I set them down and it’s like, “Okay, you know what? Let’s just be clear about that.” And, I don’t think I would have even thought about it if it wasn’t asking me daily (laughter) about consequences and actions, and, and do I act out in anger, or if I’m tired, or you know? [mother, family 2]

This mother also noted how reactivity to the EMA question and response content influenced her parenting behaviors. Another parent reported:

About the [questions], what happened when she did a good job or behaved well this morning? ...About half-way through the week, I realized that, I guess I’m really hugging and kissing her when I’m feeling like she behaved well, but I’m not hugging and kissing her and saying, “Oh, you did such a good job.” [mother, family 9]

In this example, reactivity to self-monitoring resulted in moving away from awareness to changing her behavior to more actively reinforce her child’s good behavior.

Sleep

Finally, both children and parents noted that the study made them realize the importance of sleep in their daily routines and self-monitoring:

It helped me ‘cause it, with the questions…on the wake up, like how many hours of sleep, and I’d be tired, and I’d look at the time…and then I’d be like, “Oh, I only got like seven hours.” And then the day where I’d wake up better, I’d be like, “Oh, I had nine
hours,” so that’s better for me. [male child, 14 years, family 5]

Another parent gave an example of reflecting on the potential relationship between family conflict and sleep:

Like was there more conflict when I was sleep deprived? [laughter] [mother, family 1]

In this example, self-monitoring reactivity first resulted in a strong awareness of sleep and functioning. One mother noted how responding to sleep questions seeded motivation:

I thought the sleep one was a very good question, cause then when I would answer it, I thought, “Ooh, yeah. I better get some more sleep.” [mother, family 11]

Overall, these results demonstrate how reactivity to EMA self-monitoring typically begins with increased awareness of behavior, followed by associations with antecedents or consequences. Then, some participants experienced motivation to change, with behavior changes supported by reminder functions of EMA prompts (alarms), accountability to subsequent reporting, and tracking of goal progress and outcomes.

Discussion

Principal Findings

The results of this study support the high feasibility and acceptability of using a smartphone EMA by young adolescents and parents for assessing and self-monitoring family daily routines and interactions over 2 weeks, as evidenced by high response rates of 95% and greater and in user-experience interviews. Some participants suggested that a third or fourth week of self-monitoring would further enhance the behavioral changes that they initiated. Some participants also reported preferring fewer surveys each day and fewer questions, particularly when considering a longer duration of self-monitoring beyond 2 to 3 weeks.

Our findings also suggest that smartphone self-monitoring may be a useful tool to support improvement in family functioning through functions of reflection on antecedents and consequences of situations, prompting positive and negative alternatives, seeding goals, and reinforcement by self-tracking for self-correction and self-rewards. These functions are core elements of self-regulation [14-17], which may now be enhanced by smartphone integration into daily routines. Reactivity in self-monitoring has been documented for a wide range of clinically relevant behaviors and may make an adjunctive contribution to intervention efforts [44]. The portability and convenience of smartphone integration into daily routines is creating novel opportunities to reinvigorate research on self-monitoring. Participants in this study reported increased awareness of their family routines, and many also reported behavioral changes in terms of decision making, parental monitoring, quantity and quality of time together, communication, self-regulation of stress and conflict, discipline, and sleep.

Our primary findings also suggest there was a potential indication of ethnic and/or income differences among parents in discussing discipline, rewards, and punishments that may warrant further exploration in future research. However, the small sample size does not warrant inferences as a primary result. White parents, from the higher-income site, seemed to be more comfortable discussing parenting practices with an emphasis on rewards and expectations and de-emphasizing punishments or negative reinforcements. Latino parents, from the low-income site, were more inclined to focus on parenting as a job to keep their children safe and seemed to be more comfortable discussing consequences or negative reinforcements. Some research has conceptualized that parenting practices and discipline may be moderated by the interaction of parental beliefs and ethnicity [45]. However, the small sample and recruitment sites confound not only ethnicity and income but also neighborhood safety, as the low-income neighborhood is noted for gang violence.

Limitations

This pilot study had several notable limitations. First, the sample size was small in terms of the number of families. Nonetheless, the overall number of participants is typical and acceptable for a qualitatively focused pilot study focused on user experience and feedback, and saturation of themes was achieved. The sample lacked representation from African American and Asian-American families, lower-income white families, and higher-income Latino families. Second, the family wellness center recruitment sites attracted families primed for motivation to improve their family functioning, as did the recruitment material framing the study as seeking support in developing and testing mobile apps to assess and improve family functioning. Third, our measure/domain selection reflects assumptions for successful parenting and interactions that are prevalent in family assessment tools and evidence-based interventions for risky adolescents, while also including domains reflecting resiliency. Fourth, it is important to note that the steep rise in mobile phone use among children and adolescents has also raised concerns about possible adverse effects such as addictive tendencies, depression, anxiety, sleep disruption, and cyberbullying [46,47]. Fifth, the smartphone app did not employ passive monitoring of smartphone usage, which was a separate module in the Ohmage smartphone app platform and was not used for both privacy and battery power preservation concerns. Notably, the study protocol and app did have an audio-sensing module, which continuously and passively monitored and classified the audio environment for speech versus nonspeech (eg, including discrimination of background audio from televisions) in small snippets of privacy-preserving nonaudio data, but the module failed to function outside of the laboratory because of data not being transferred off the phones quickly enough through a mobile connection (as opposed to Wi-Fi in the lab), causing the phones’ operating system to crash. Only the first study family had Audiosens data, and for only several days before the phones crashed. Since the time of the study in 2013, improvements in smartphone technology, memory, and wireless data speeds would now make this component more feasible, and in fact, potentially advancing classification from speech/nonspeech to emotion detection. Finally, the study was...
not powered for statistical analyses; the primary aims were feasibility, acceptability, user experience, and preliminary perceived efficacy of smartphone app self-monitoring for assessing and potentially improving family routines.

Future research should evaluate reactivity to EMA and diary self-monitoring as a tool to improve family routines in larger and more diverse samples of families, with statistical power to robustly examine behavioral, symptom, state, and functioning changes. Further research could also consider recruiting families coping with challenges such as chronic illnesses, substance abuse, or conduct problems. Future studies should also include longer follow-up periods to examine the sustainability of self-monitoring and decreasing burden over time and the significance of behavior changes indicated by participants in this study. Furthermore, future studies could also provide empirical and theoretical insight into how sibling relationships can serve as important contexts for individual development and family functioning. Due to participant feedback about frequency and duration of assessments, future studies using frequent assessments for highly transient states or frequent behaviors (eg, every 30 min) should be short in duration (eg, seconds to minutes) to minimize response burden over shorter assessment periods (ie, several days) [20]. Conversely, daily assessments may allow for a longer duration over longer periods of time (eg, weeks to months). Finally, future research assessing family functioning should ensure that assessments are adequately collecting data during times or situations of interest to families [20]. For example, if a study examines parent-child interactions, assessments should only occur when parents and children are together, such as mornings, evenings, and weekends (eg, not when at school/work). Future studies should include larger samples with more diverse and higher-risk populations, longer study durations, the inclusion of passive phone sensors and peripheral biometric devices, and integration with counseling and parenting interventions and programs.

Conclusions

Due to the increasing ease of implementing EMA and diary self-monitoring via smartphones, practitioners may reconsider using smartphones to enhance psychotherapy, parenting programs, and other counseling modalities. Conversely, researchers using EMA and diaries should examine reactivity more consistently and robustly. Real-time data visualization tools (eg, time trends, correlations, and maps) hold the potential to make self-monitoring more salient and actionable through use in counseling sessions for problem solving, feedback, praise, and goal refinement. Machine learning algorithms also hold promise for detecting patterns and anticipating change points to trigger automated in-the-moment or just-in-time interventions. Further research is needed on self-monitoring as a purely self-directed intervention activity and the potential for enhancing therapeutic relationships.
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Abstract

Background: Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is associated with risks for both the mother and child. The escalated prevalence of GDM because of obesity and changes in screening criteria demands for greater health care needs than before.

Objective: This study aimed to understand the perception of patients and health care providers of the barriers to GDM management and preferred interventions to manage GDM in an Asian setting.

Methods: This mixed methods study used a convergent parallel design. Survey data were collected from 216 women with GDM, and semistructured interviews were conducted with 15 women and with 8 health care providers treating patients with GDM. Participants were recruited from 2 specialized GDM clinics at the National University Hospital, Singapore.

Results: The patients were predominantly Chinese (102/214, 47.6%), employed (201/272, 73.9%), with higher education (150/216, 69.4%) and prenatal attendance at a private clinic (138/214, 64.2%), already on diet control (210/214, 98.1%), and receiving support and information from the GDM clinic (194/215, 90.2%) and web-based sources (131/215, 60.9%). In particular, working women reported barriers to GDM management, including the lack of reminders for blood glucose monitoring, diet control, and insufficient time for exercise. Most women preferred getting such support directly from health care providers, whether at the GDM clinic (174/215, 80.9%) or elsewhere (116/215, 53.9%). Smartphone apps were the preferred means of additional intervention. Desirable intervention features identified by patients included more information on GDM, diet and exercise options, reminders for blood glucose testing, a platform to record blood glucose readings and illustrate or understand trends, and a means to communicate with care providers.

Conclusions: A GDM-focused smartphone app that is able to integrate testing, education, and communication may be a feasible and acceptable intervention to provide support to women with GDM, particularly for working women.

(JMIR Form Res 2020;4(6):e14486) doi:10.2196/14486
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Introduction

Background

Gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) is a well-established risk factor for type 2 diabetes mellitus (T2DM). In parallel with the growing T2DM epidemic [1], an increasing number of pregnancies are being complicated by GDM [2]. The International Diabetes Federation reported that GDM currently affects 1 in 6 births globally [3]. GDM is defined as the onset or first diagnosis of high blood glucose concentrations during pregnancy, which usually resolves after childbirth [4]. GDM demands drastic lifestyle changes in pregnant women and additional medical attention to minimize detrimental fetal and maternal outcomes [5,6].

As with other types of diabetes, women with GDM receive medical advice on appropriate nutrition alongside directions to perform self-monitoring of blood glucose and to administer insulin therapy if required [5-7]. For optimal blood glucose control, women must be engaged in an intensive process from diagnosis until the baby’s delivery, which usually spans 10 to 12 weeks. In conventional care, patients are expected to attend clinic appointments frequently so that health care providers can monitor glucose concentrations and patient behaviors closely. Patients often experience difficulties in adopting the required behavioral changes in a brief period, which can significantly compromise blood glucose control [8]. This is challenging for both patients and health systems and leads to exhausted capacities and burnout [9,10]. These challenges include patient barriers such as lack of reliable information, family and employment responsibilities, and social support and health system barriers such as lack of access to health care and inconsistent care delivery [11].

Asian populations are at a disproportionately higher risk of T2DM [12-15]. The prevalence of GDM in Singapore is above the global prevalence of 13.8% [3]. According to an analysis conducted with pregnant women who participated in a birth cohort study, Growing Up in Singapore Towards Healthy Outcomes, compared with high-risk GDM screening, universal screening diagnosed a significantly greater number of GDM cases (18.9% versus 9.8%, respectively) [16]. In addition, an analysis of the cost-effectiveness of GDM screening in the same study population showed that compared with no screening and high-risk screening, universal screening is cost-effective to reduce maternal and fetal complications due to GDM [17]. These results suggest that when it comes to policy implementation considerations for GDM care, universal screening has been shown to be significantly effective compared with high-risk screening, which is the current practice for GDM screening in Singapore [18].

It is widely accepted that patients’ active collaboration with health care providers and their appropriate behavior changes are key factors in optimal GDM management [19,20]. As a result, acknowledging the patient’s contribution is important in building a healthy patient-provider relationship. In addition, the US Institute of Medicine committee on quality of health care in America has identified patient-centered care as 1 of the 6 attributes of health care quality [21]. Therefore, focusing on patient-centric care has been the focus of providing quality health care.

Objectives

In response to the anticipated increased prevalence from universal screening, to make improvements in the health care system to serve the needs of women diagnosed with GDM, it is important to understand the patients’ requirements. Therefore, this feasibility study explored 2 aims to understand (1) women’s perceptions of knowledge and management of GDM and (2) women and care providers’ perceptions and attitudes toward GDM control, related barriers, and potential interventions to overcome the barriers.

Methods

Design and Study Population

This study was undertaken with pregnant women who were diagnosed with GDM at the National University Hospital (NUH) in Singapore. Currently, all public hospitals in Singapore that provide prenatal medical care follow the latest World Health Organization (WHO) guidelines [22] for the diagnostic criteria of GDM and provide universal screening for GDM to pregnant women. Screening is typically offered between 24 weeks’ and 28 weeks’ gestation. Women diagnosed with GDM attend a comprehensive multidisciplinary educational session to help equip them with the knowledge required to manage GDM during pregnancy.

This study was conducted using mixed methods with quantitative and qualitative components and a convergent parallel design (Figure 1). A cross-sectional survey was undertaken in pregnant women attending 1 of 2 specialized GDM care clinics at NUH.

Inclusion criteria were being pregnant, aged 21 to 40 years, diagnosed with GDM during the index pregnancy, and attendance at the GDM clinic’s workshop on GDM management (delivered by a nurse educator and a dietitian). Exclusion criteria were inability to speak English and known type 1 or type 2 diabetes before the current pregnancy. Recruitment took place over 2 years between May 2015 and May 2017, with 2 phases of data collection.
Study Tools

For the quantitative component, a 27-item cross-sectional survey (Multimedia Appendix 1) was used to collect demographic information, participant knowledge, control and attitude toward GDM, perceived barriers to GDM management, and current and preferred GDM support. Women were asked to rate their GDM knowledge before and after attending the GDM clinic, and the answer options included excellent, good, fair, poor. Questions related to GDM risk, perception, and attitudes were adapted from validated tools [23]. Attitude-related questions measured perceived personal control (2 questions), worry (2 questions), and optimism regarding recurrent GDM in future pregnancies (1 question). The 4 responses ranged from strongly agree to strongly disagree, and the scores were provided using a 4-point Likert scale (0-4). Average scores were calculated for each participant.

For the qualitative component, semistructured interviews were conducted using a topic guide based on published literature. This included questions on knowledge and attitudes regarding GDM, existing sources of support and coping mechanisms, current lifestyle practices, perceived barriers, ways of managing and monitoring GDM, and preferred intervention for GDM management.

Potential participants for the survey were approached in the waiting room of the GDM clinic. The study team refrained from approaching women who seemed tired or anxious. After getting informed consent, women were given a self-administered survey. No personal information was collected. In the first phase of the study, only a hard copy (paper) of the survey was offered. A web-based survey was added to the second phase to increase the recruitment rate.

The web-based form was created using the SurveyMonkey survey tool (SurveyMonkey Inc) and tested for any technical difficulties. The data collection was carried out using a closed survey. A total of 30 questions were distributed over 3 screens. Those who elected to complete the survey on the web were sent the link to the survey via email, and 3 additional reminder emails were sent to women in the following 6 weeks, inviting them to complete the survey before they were designated as true nonresponders.

For pregnant women who were willing to participate in prenatal interviews, sessions were scheduled based on their convenience. In the second phase, to increase survey completion, the women were given an incentive of $25 (US $17.5). In the first phase, 50 patients participated in the survey.

Of these 50 patients, 35 gave verbal consent to participate in the interviews and 15 participated in the interviews, and 2 study members (JA and SH) conducted all the interviews in English. Most interviews were conducted at the health care facility or at the participants’ homes, in a private space conducive for the participant to share thoughts effectively. Before the interview, participants provided informed consent, including consent for audio recording. Health care providers treating GDM patients from nursing, dietetics, and obstetrics and gynecology specialties were approached for interviews. The final number of interviews conducted was decided based on reaching thematic saturation as understood by the analysis, which was conducted in parallel with the data collection. Data saturation was reached at the 15th patient interview and the eighth care provider interview. Patient interview participants were from the first phase and were given Singapore $50 (US $35). Ethics approval was obtained from the National Healthcare Group (NHG) domain-specific review board (DSRB), Singapore (NHG DSRB Ref: 2015/00196).

The study flowchart outlines the steps involved in the recruitment, consent, and follow-up (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Convergent parallel mixed methods design. GDM: gestational diabetes mellitus; NUH: National University Hospital.
Data Analysis

Univariate analysis was conducted to describe the study participants and GDM management. Results are presented using medians and IQRs for continuous variables with skewed distributions, whereas categorical variables are presented using frequencies and percentages. Perceived improvement in GDM knowledge after attending the GDM workshop was analyzed using the Fisher exact test. Those who received a score between 0 and 2 for GDM attitude-related factors, perceived GDM control, and perceived worry for GDM control were labeled as low and others were labeled as high. BMI was calculated using self-reported height and weight. The analysis was performed using the Stata statistical software (Stata Corp, 2013, Stata Statistical Software: Release 13).

The interviews were audio recorded, transcribed verbatim, and analyzed thematically [24]. The transcripts were not returned to participants for any further comments and/or corrections. First, transcription occurred verbatim, and the accuracy of the transcripts was verified by 1 of the researchers (SH). Following multiple readings of the verified transcripts, the main coder (SH) coded the transcripts using the Atlas Ti Software (QSR International Pty Ltd, 2012) and Microsoft Excel. Some themes were identified in advance, and some new themes were derived from the data. Reliability checks were performed by reading and checking transcripts, and a field expert (JY) verified the themes. The identified codes were used to derive the code structure that was needed to develop meaningful themes.

Results

Survey Completion

The average number of women attending the GDM clinic was 60 per month. In phase 1, the survey completion rate was 18.5%.

In phase 2, 67.2% of the women visiting the clinic were interested in participating in the study, with 75.4% actually completing the survey, giving a completion rate of 44.0%. Most of the nonparticipants declined to participate without a reason, whereas some declined due to insufficient time. There were no significant differences between the 2 groups in terms of demographic characteristics (Multimedia Appendix 2).

Demographic and Pregnancy Information

Table 1 provides the demographic and health information of the survey participants (n=216). In brief, the median age of the women was 32 years; 47.6% (102/216) women were Chinese, 73.9% (201/216) were in full- or part-time employment, and 69.4% (150/216) were university graduates. At the time of survey completion, the median duration of pregnancy was 30 weeks, and 50.4% (109/216) of women were multiparous, and 64.2% (138/216) of women attended a private clinic for their prenatal care. Approximately half (116/216, 53.9%) of the women were either overweight or obese before pregnancy and a large majority, 83.3% (180/216) women, perceived their health as good or excellent.

The women who participated in interviews had a demographic profile similar to that of the survey questionnaire participants. Half of the 15 participants in the age group of 31 to 35 years were primiparous or had a family history of T2DM, and most of them were Chinese or Indian, employed full time, with a degree, and attending a private prenatal clinic. Eight prenatal care providers at the GDM clinic were interviewed. Table 2 provides the demographic and health information of the patients interview participants and Table 3 shows the information of the health care provider interview participants.
Table 1. Survey participants’ demographic characteristics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years) (n=209), median (IQR)</td>
<td>32 (22-40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity (n=214), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>102 (47.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>46 (21.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>43 (20.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>23 (10.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment (n=214), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full time</td>
<td>146 (68.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>55 (25.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part time</td>
<td>13 (6.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education (n=216), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree or professional qualification</td>
<td>150 (69.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary education</td>
<td>62 (28.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower than secondary education</td>
<td>4 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration of pregnancy in weeks, median (IQR)</strong></td>
<td>30 (8-39)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Parity—multiparous (n=215), n (%)</strong></td>
<td>109 (50.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prenatal care (n=215), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private clinic</td>
<td>138 (64.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidized clinic</td>
<td>77 (35.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prepregnancy BMI (n=208), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;23 kgm$^{-2}$</td>
<td>96 (46.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23-27.5 kgm$^{-2}$</td>
<td>59 (28.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;27.5 kgm$^{-2}$</td>
<td>53 (25.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Health (n=216), n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fair</td>
<td>35 (16.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Good</td>
<td>158 (73.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellent</td>
<td>22 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Interview participant profile—patients attending a gestational diabetes mellitus clinic (N=15).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Participants, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26-30</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31-35</td>
<td>8 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36-40</td>
<td>4 (27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
<td>5 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malay</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indian</td>
<td>5 (33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino and Sri Lankan</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full time</td>
<td>11 (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployed</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Part time</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Degree or professional qualification</td>
<td>14 (93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary education</td>
<td>1 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parity—primiparous</td>
<td>8 (53)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prenatal care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private clinic</td>
<td>12 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subsidized clinic</td>
<td>3 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family history of gestational diabetes mellitus</td>
<td>8 (53)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Interview participant profile—health care providers serving at a gestational diabetes mellitus clinic (N=8).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Participants, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Professional qualification</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstetrics and gynecology</td>
<td>2 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diabetes care nurse educator</td>
<td>4 (50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dietitian</td>
<td>2 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years of total experience</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 to 5</td>
<td>2 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 to 10</td>
<td>3 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 10</td>
<td>3 (37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6 (75)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Knowledge on Gestational Diabetes Mellitus

As reported by the participants, there was a significant improvement in perceived GDM knowledge after attendance at the GDM workshop ($\chi^2=54.0; P<.05$). The vast majority, 93.5% of women, identified large for gestational age of the baby as a potential outcome of GDM, and 92% correctly identified the optimal range for pre- and postprandial capillary blood glucose levels.

As confirmed by the interviews, most of the women with a previous history of GDM were unaware or not fully aware of GDM before their clinical diagnosis. Those who had any knowledge of GDM mentioned that they had heard about it from peers with GDM. Most participants, even those with a family history of T2DM, felt that they did not have sufficient information on GDM. However, the participants felt that the clinic helped to increase the understanding of GDM, which is consistent with the survey results:
Actually, I didn’t know anything about it... So, I... thought that if you were diabetic then you kind of get it. But then I didn’t know something you can just develop during pregnancy as well. So, it was quite new to me. [ID_02]

Now, the understanding level has gone high. I know how to control and then how to manage my diet and then when to measure, what are the steps I need to take. [ID_13]

Management of Gestational Diabetes Mellitus

Almost all of the participants, 98.1% (210/214), controlled their diet; half, 48.1% (103/214), were physically active; and 21 participants, one-tenth, used insulin to regulate blood glucose concentrations. Most participants, 85.6% (185/216), were able to follow typical recommendations from the GDM clinic to perform finger prick blood testing 7 times a day for 2 days each week (Table 4).

Similarly, women who were interviewed also managed their blood glucose levels using diet modifications and monitored blood glucose levels using finger prick blood testing. Employed women, mostly Chinese and Malay, are more likely to consume outside food rather than home-cooked food. Few of the interviewed women were physically active, and only 2 used insulin therapy:

Mainly diet. I really watch my diet. Yes, actually now I, there’s only about a few choices that I can have every day. [ID_08]

In addition, most women mentioned that they performed the test more frequently than required and mainly used test results to interpret the effectiveness of GDM control primarily diet. A few women believed that physical activity helped with blood glucose control:

So, from there I monitor. Let’s say one weekend and one weekday I monitor. But, let’s say if I want to feel, say in the morning I want to watch I just go on. So, it doesn’t matter, two times a week. Let’s say, watch three times or more, depends I feel want to check my sugar. [ID_09]

Table 4. Management of gestational diabetes mellitus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gestational diabetes mellitus management</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diet management</td>
<td>210 (98.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity</td>
<td>103 (48.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin use</td>
<td>21 (9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Finger prick blood test</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record 7 readings on 2 days or more</td>
<td>185 (85.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most of the time</td>
<td>20 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sometimes or never</td>
<td>11 (5.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attitudes Toward Gestational Diabetes Mellitus Control

In the survey, 97.7% of participants received a high score for perceived GDM control, whereas 74.5% had a high score for the perceived worry of GDM control. Most women (72.3%) perceived that they would not be able to control getting GDM in future pregnancies.

Consistent with the survey findings, at the time of the interview (subsequent to the clinic), many reported feelings of control related to diet and that they were on the right track in monitoring using the finger prick test:

That, I was just grappling around, reading on the internet, and then I was like “Oh my god, what do I do?” So, I was panicking. [ID_01]

Because I am actually monitoring the sugar level at the moment. And I think it’s actually ok. So, far I am actually on the right track. [ID_06]

Most women reported feeling worried or anxious when GDM was diagnosed, although the GDM clinic’s workshop helped to lessen their anxiety.

Health care providers also felt that most women were motivated to control their blood glucose levels and also stressed the importance of discipline, especially with respect to their food intake during this period:

Generally, this group of patients, they are very motivated. So, if they don’t have any language barriers, they should be able to understand that important for them... But in general, at least a good 80% of them seems to be quite receptive, I would say yeah... [ID_04_ Dietitian]

Barriers to Gestational Diabetes Mellitus Control

Most survey participants did not feel that they faced any significant barriers to GDM control. However, a significant minority (30.4%) felt they had difficulties in remembering blood testing schedules, whereas 22% felt discouraged because of the lack of immediate effects from their lifestyle changes (i.e., continuing to have abnormal test results even after implementing GDM management). One-fifth of participants (21.5%) agreed or strongly agreed to experiencing difficulties following the recommended diet and physical activity plan. On the other hand, most women reported that they had sufficient help from family
and friends and that family, cultural beliefs, or traditions did not interfere with GDM management (Table 5).

Conversely, based on the qualitative data, most employed women mentioned that they had barriers to GDM management mainly related to diet, increasing physical activity, and monitoring blood glucose levels. Women felt that they had a limited (food) variety because they had few food options that helped control blood glucose levels. These differences between quantitative and qualitative results may have been partly due to the lack of quantitative measures for assessing barriers to GDM control:

I have still maybe about three, four months or even more to go. So, I think I must expand the variety to make life easier. [ID_08]

Only a few mentioned that they did exercise to control GDM. Although they had received advice to increase their physical activity, women felt unable to follow the recommendations mainly due to the lack of time for exercise:

I think one problem is that it’s not always very easy to exercise. Because one of the advice(s) is that you should have like a 10-15 minutes’ walk or some form of exercise after every meal. But it’s not very possible to do it after your lunch, for example, if you are working. [ID_02]

Table 5. Barriers to management of gestational diabetes mellitus.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier</th>
<th>Strongly disagree, n (%)</th>
<th>Disagree, n (%)</th>
<th>Agree, n (%)</th>
<th>Strongly agree, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to remember to take medication or blood tests at the scheduled times</td>
<td>28 (13.4)</td>
<td>117 (56.0)</td>
<td>59 (28.2)</td>
<td>5 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feel discouraged due to lack of immediate results (eg, high blood sugar)</td>
<td>23 (10.7)</td>
<td>144 (67.3)</td>
<td>45 (21.0)</td>
<td>2 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Difficult to follow a specific diet and physical activity plan</td>
<td>28 (13.1)</td>
<td>140 (65.4)</td>
<td>41 (19.2)</td>
<td>5 (2.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busy with family or work to manage my GDM properly</td>
<td>34 (16.0)</td>
<td>138 (64.8)</td>
<td>38 (17.8)</td>
<td>3 (1.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonspecific educational resources/opportunities about GDM</td>
<td>31 (14.6)</td>
<td>147 (69.0)</td>
<td>29 (13.6)</td>
<td>6 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family’s cultural beliefs/traditional practices conflict with GDM management</td>
<td>69 (32.4)</td>
<td>125 (58.7)</td>
<td>17 (8.0)</td>
<td>2 (1.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family and friends are not supportive of my efforts to eat right</td>
<td>74 (34.6)</td>
<td>127 (59.3)</td>
<td>12 (5.6)</td>
<td>1 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Support for Gestational Diabetes Mellitus Management

Of the 216 survey participants, 194 (90.2%) reported receiving GDM-related information from a physician, nurse, or trained counselor at the GDM clinic and 131 (60.9%) from websites. Moreover, 6.1% (16/216) of participants reported in-person support groups for expectant mothers as the method used least frequently (Table 6).

The interview themes appeared concordant with the survey results. Women were most likely to rely on health care providers to guide them with medical advice. Furthermore, almost all mentioned that they used the internet to obtain additional information related to GDM management. However, most of the resources used were intended for Western populations. Most of the women received help from their families and peers. In addition, they either approached peers with previous experience in controlling GDM or online forums. Most of them felt they had sufficient support in GDM management, whereas a few needed extra help:

According to the clinical practice guidelines of the Ministry of Health, Singapore, women are required to self-monitor their blood glucose levels [25]. At the NUH GDM clinic, women were advised to submit 7 blood glucose readings for 1 weekday and 1 weekend day each week. However, women had difficulty performing the required 7 readings for each testing day, largely because they forgot to take the test:

So, it is very hard to get these seven readings [finger prick test reading]. So, one thing is that it is tiring, and the other thing is that you, kind of unconsciously forget[s] with work and [a] lot [of] things as well. So, maybe you had your lunch and you finish[ed] it at one [pm] and then you take one [finger prick test] at three [pm]. And then you forget because you are like completely into your work. [ID_02]

Similarly, health care providers reported that working women experienced more barriers to managing GDM than nonworking women:

Of course, if let’s say if they do work, then shift workers are quite difficult to tackle their meal timings and all. So, that is one of their barriers like limitation, their work commitments and all.[ID_04_ Dietitian]

The following interview results further support the above findings. According to health care providers, support from physicians, nurse educators, and dietitians was available in the usual clinic setting, and women were followed up fortnightly. On occasions requiring additional medical assistance, women were advised to approach the GDM clinic at the hospital. Some providers mentioned that they offered additional reading resources. In contrast, others pointed out the need to regulate the quality of supplementary material, especially of internet sources. Health care providers also acknowledged that, during this time, women may need additional emotional assistance from family members, including husbands and friends:

Internet and friends and doctors. [ID_07]

I would say mainly like my husband and I would say my colleagues. [ID_02]

Well, one is you know because my colleague is also a pregnant woman and we are good friends, so we discuss a lot about it. [ID_14]
Principal Findings

Our study was able to understand women’s and care providers’ perceptions on improving GDM care. Most women preferred the assistance of health care providers to control their blood glucose levels. Furthermore, the women, most of whom were employed, experienced barriers mainly due to limited reminders for monitoring blood glucose, difficulties in diet control, and the need to charge the phone to access the app. Health care providers stressed the importance of strict control of blood glucose concentrations, and they also agreed that an app would be a convenient platform to assist GDM control. As additional features, health care providers suggested that the app could automate the transfer of blood glucose test results from the device to the provider overseeing the patient’s care. They felt that this step would increase the reliability of test results, including an automated reported option and the convenience of timely monitoring. According to them, the intervention would be effective only if it was user-friendly and affordable, especially for those of lower socioeconomic status:

**They may forget to bring [blood glucose readings], that is what I was saying, they may forget to bring it [or] may not be accurate or they may not want to bring out to write it down. So, it will not be 100% accurate. (ID_05_nurse practitioner)**

Discussion

**Preferred Intervention for Gestational Diabetes Mellitus Management**

In the survey, among the preferred methods of information and support for GDM management, the preferred option for most participants 80.9% (174/216) was from a doctor, nurse or trained counselor at the GDM clinic. Among their ranking, support from a physician or nurse outside of the GDM clinic ranked second (116/216, 53.9%), and this replaced the current support option of websites, which ranked as the third preferred option (46/216, 21.3%). However, only a minority of participants (34/216, 15.8%) were receiving this kind of care at the time of the survey (Table 6). The other listed options of family members, friends/colleagues, in-person support groups for expectant mothers, and support from other women who have previously managed GDM related to social support were less preferred.

Additional information regarding preferred interventions for GDM management was provided during the interviews. Most of the interview participants thought a smartphone app would be convenient, primarily because smartphones are now commonplace. They pointed out that such an intervention would be more helpful for GDM management, mainly for recording blood glucose concentrations, and they also agreed that an app would be effective only if it was user-friendly and affordable, especially for those of lower socioeconomic status:

**I mean the most useful, convenient is the app [smartphone application]. Because everyone has a smartphone, and everyone can access. (ID_10)**

**Maybe there’s an indication, your reading is good, there’s a comment to supplement your, because sometimes when you write down your reading, you do not know if it is on target, not on target, high risk, or low risk. (ID_11)**

Table 6. Source of gestational diabetes mellitus information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Value, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Doctor, nurse or trained counselor at the GDM clinic</td>
<td>194 (90.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Websites</td>
<td>131 (60.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family members</td>
<td>66 (30.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends or colleagues</td>
<td>59 (27.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Web-based forums or support groups for new or expectant mothers</td>
<td>44 (20.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor or nurse other than the GDM clinic</td>
<td>34 (15.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-person support groups for expectant mothers</td>
<td>13 (6.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GDM: gestational diabetes mellitus.
difficulties as well to acquire reliable information on GDM and understand trends in blood glucose control.

One systematic review indicated that women with GDM feel overwhelmed in the initial period post diagnosis and that they are more likely to overcome these difficulties with appropriate medical assistance [26]. Our findings are consistent with these reported observations. GDM interventions have been shown to be important in helping women to curb adverse clinical outcomes as well as to elevate their quality of life [27]. These interventions appear to be successful due to receptiveness among highly motivated women who essentially want to safeguard their pregnancy.

According to our qualitative findings, the working women in the study reported experiencing barriers, including a lack of reminders for blood glucose monitoring, issues related to diet control, and lack of time for recommended exercise. Although physical activity has been shown to be effective in regulating blood glucose concentrations among women with GDM [28], pregnant women in Singapore are less likely to be active, especially in the later stages of pregnancy [28]. This lack of a behavioral change may be further augmented by other commitments, such as work-related responsibilities. Identified gaps in GDM management highlight the need for appropriate interventions to integrate into busy lifestyles.

The participants in this study reported receiving advice primarily from specialized health care providers or web-based resources currently. However, among their preferences, the women conveyed the need for further assistance from health care providers other than the specialized GDM clinic. This highlights that women prefer to rely on medical personnel for advice, although web and smartphone usage among pregnant women is a common phenomenon with a significant ability to influence their health behaviors [29]. In the present environment, readily available health-related information from a wide variety of nonmedical resources may increase the possibility of erroneous information. Therefore, it is important to get the assistance of health care providers to critically review web-based content for medical accuracy and suitability [29,30].

As demands for health care are increasing, many parts of health systems, including diabetes care, are seeking help from telemedicine [31]. As defined by the WHO, telemedicine involves providing health care, including information on diagnosis, treatment, and disease prevention, where distance is a critical factor [32]. Similarly, several intervention studies have been published on telemedicine solutions for women with GDM [33-36]. Two meta-analyses concluded that telemedicine interventions, primarily mobile apps, may conveniently replace face-to-face clinic visits between women and health care providers without compromising the quality of care [37-41]. However, both reports pointed out the limited number of such interventions and the need for further investigation of possible cost evaluations.

In general, smartphone apps are considered to be patient-centric interventions [42]. As pointed out by study participants, a smartphone app would be a viable solution for most of the identified issues and could help improve lifestyle behaviors. The interventions undertaken included recording information on food, physical activities, blood glucose concentrations, and insulin regimens. To date, few studies have been conducted to understand the usability and acceptance of smartphone apps among women with GDM [37,38]. Neither of these reported studies assessed the perception and contribution of potential users before developing their programs. Having user input—both women with GDM and health care providers who treat women with GDM—is vital for the successful implementation of such interventions as it increases user acceptability and intervention sustainability (Figure 3) [43,44].
Strengths and Limitations

The mixed methods approach used here has deepened our understanding of the needs that women with GDM have regarding GDM management. This study has a few limitations. Data collection was conducted in 1 public hospital, which may not be entirely representative of other centers in Singapore. However, in 2016, 85% to 90% of women in Singapore who were 25 to 34 years old were employed, and 56% of the women either had a degree, diploma, or professional qualification [45]. Our study sample has a similar demographic distribution; hence, the findings appear largely generalizable to women with GDM in Singapore. Second, we were not able to measure the change in participant knowledge before and after the GDM workshop or to evaluate the effectiveness of the information delivery via the workshop [46]. A further limitation was that only 1 researcher coded and analyzed the qualitative data. Although measures were taken to increase the response rate, the overall survey completion rate was low. In addition, only women who could speak and write English and were willing to participate were recruited. Therefore, it is possible that the results are biased toward those women who chose to participate. As suggested by a previously published meta-analysis, it is worth leveraging technology to facilitate behavior management and to make the intervention available to intended groups [37]. Recently, the National Health Service in the United Kingdom approved the use of a smartphone app in the management of GDM. It is anticipated that the intervention will result in fewer clinic visits.
for working women and reduce inconvenience and unnecessary workplace absenteeism [47]. In Singapore, most women of reproductive age are employed and may benefit from such technological advances. Due to the increasing demand in the health care sector, telemedicine options have been gaining attention as a feasible option. The contribution of users is critical when designing a technological intervention, especially for pregnant women [48]. Our study identified the barriers experienced by women with GDM. These gaps may be addressed with a smartphone app. This was the commonly agreed intervention by the women and care providers to assist in optimal GDM management while easing the pressure on the local health system.

Conclusions
In conclusion, as informed by this study, a carefully planned randomized control trial is likely to be useful in assessing the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of a smartphone app to minimize adverse maternal and fetal outcomes of GDM and the optimal use of health care resources in Singapore.
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Abstract

Background: Qualitative self- or parent-reports used in assessing children’s behavioral disorders are often inconvenient to collect and can be misleading due to missing information, rater biases, and limited validity. A data-driven approach to quantify behavioral disorders could alleviate these concerns. This study proposes a machine learning approach to identify screams in voice recordings that avoids the need to gather large amounts of clinical data for model training.

Objective: The goal of this study is to evaluate if a machine learning model trained only on publicly available audio data sets could be used to detect screaming sounds in audio streams captured in an at-home setting.

Methods: Two sets of audio samples were prepared to evaluate the model: a subset of the publicly available AudioSet data set and a set of audio data extracted from the TV show Supernanny, which was chosen for its similarity to clinical data. Scream events were manually annotated for the Supernanny data, and existing annotations were refined for the AudioSet data. Audio feature extraction was performed with a convolutional neural network pretrained on AudioSet. A gradient-boosted tree model was trained and cross-validated for scream classification on the AudioSet data and then validated independently on the Supernanny audio.

Results: On the held-out AudioSet clips, the model achieved a receiver operating characteristic (ROC)–area under the curve (AUC) of 0.86. The same model applied to three full episodes of Supernanny audio achieved an ROC-AUC of 0.95 and an average precision (positive predictive value) of 42% despite screams only making up 1.3% (n=92/7166 seconds) of the total run time.

Conclusions: These results suggest that a scream-detection model trained with publicly available data could be valuable for monitoring clinical recordings and identifying tantrums as opposed to depending on collecting costly privacy-protected clinical data for model training.

(JMIR Form Res 2020;4(6):e18279) doi:10.2196/18279
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**Introduction**

One of the challenges in studying and diagnosing children with (potential) behavioral disorders is the relative unreliability of the information available. Children with autism and other social or disruptive behavior disorders often report their own behavior inaccurately in interviews and on self-report questionnaires [1,2]. Parental reports of behavior, although found to be more accurate than child self-reports [1], can be influenced by parents’ own adjustment [3] and their desire to either exaggerate or diminish familial problems [4]. Parents’ reports can also be affected by poor recall of events and confusion about survey or interview questions. A quantitative, data-driven approach for evaluating behavioral problems would alleviate the need to rely on these potentially inaccurate reports.

With this goal in mind, our study focuses on detecting human screaming within continuous audio recording from inside a family’s home. Real-life audio data streams collected from homes have already proven useful in the diagnosis and treatment of behavioral problems associated with autism [5-7]. Segmenting home audio to capture screams, with some postprocessing, could eventually allow researchers to use the scream as a proxy for temper tantrums or negative interactions between family members [8]. Analyzing these interactions would allow clinicians to assess family relationships in a more objective manner than direct self-report [9], but identifying the segments manually would be tedious and time intensive.

Although much research has been done on audio event classification, this study investigates the ability of a scream-detection model to make useful predictions for audio outside of the training data, which to our knowledge has not yet been addressed in previous work. As such, this work can be considered a proof-of-concept study, demonstrating that a model trained exclusively with publicly available audio data can be used to detect screams in clinical data that would otherwise be costly to collect.

**Methods**

The ideal way to train a machine learning model for clinical use would be to obtain large amounts of clinical data and hold out certain examples to use for testing and validation. However, relevant clinical data (eg, home audio recordings of families with children) can often be hard to obtain. We trained the classifier on a publicly available audio database, then approximated clinical data for validation using episodes of the TV show Supernanny.

Our training data is based on portions of the AudioSet data set, an expanding ontology of 632 audio event classes and a collection of 2,084,320 human-labeled 10-second sound clips drawn from YouTube videos [10]. Each AudioSet clip has been watched by a human annotator and labeled with any number of the 632 sound classes as clips can contain consecutive or overlapping audio events. For our training set, we compiled all clips annotated with the label “Scream.” AudioSet defines this sound as, “A sharp, high-pitched human vocalization; often an instinctive action indicating fear, pain, surprise, joy, anger, etc. Verbal content is absent or overwhelmed, unlike Shout and Yell” [10], and does not make distinctions between the emotions producing the scream sound.

Additionally, validation of the AudioSet annotations was performed in two ways. First, several of the “Scream”-labeled clips did not contain screaming, or it was nearly indistinguishable, so these annotations were corrected. Second, annotating the on- and offset of a scream (on 1-second intervals) within each clip was necessary because most audio clips did not contain a full 10 seconds of their labeled sound. The resulting data set was composed of 3,764 seconds of screaming audio tracks (and the same amount of randomly sampled nonscream audio) from 1,158 different AudioSet clips. Additional data augmentation was done by duplicating each sound sample and adding white noise at a 20 dB signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), resulting in a final balanced set of ~15,000 seconds of audio.

The target use case for the model is home audio recordings of families with children, which would likely contain normal conversation, arguing, screaming, and crying as well as silence, background noise, and household noises. In the absence of available clinical recordings of this type, episodes of the TV show Supernanny were used as stand-ins. Each episode focuses on a family in which the parents are struggling to control the behavior of their children. The “Supernanny” (Jo Frost) observes the family, then teaches the parents alternative strategies for discipline and parenting [11]. Supernanny contains several elements that would also be present in clinical data: genuine arguments, children screaming and crying, normal family conversations, and ambient noise. It also contains positive (scream) and negative (nonscream) data points from the same environment (the family’s home) as clinical data would. Three Supernanny episodes were selected and annotated with the same process as the AudioSet clips; they were watched by a human annotator, and every second of audio data was classified as either scream or nonscream. Figure 1 depicts the role of Supernanny audio in relation to other data used in the study.

Two approaches were considered for audio feature extraction. The first was the OpenSMILE (audEERING GmbH) feature extraction software [12], which can extract a range of feature sets using different configuration files. For example, mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) for speech recognition can be extracted, as well as feature sets tuned specifically for emotion recognition [12]. The second approach considered was Google’s open-source “VGGish” convolutional neural network (CNN) for feature extraction [13]. Google’s VGGish network was chosen for two reasons: first, the research behind its feature extraction is more current, and second, it was used in similar recent classification tasks [14]. Functionally, the network analyzes audio and produces a 128-dimensional feature vector extracted by transforming the spectrogram (frequency information) of the audio sample. Since it processes audio data in 960 ms segments, we classified training and test data in 1-second intervals for compatibility.

The original CNN was trained on audio from YouTube-8M, a database of 8 million YouTube videos with over 30,000 class labels, so the features it produces are suitable for audio event
classification [13]. We did not fine-tune the VGGish network and used it only as a feature extractor. For classification, Scikit-learn’s gradient boosting classifier was selected for practical reasons (speed of training and ease of use) [15]. This type of classifier iteratively creates an ensemble of simple decision trees such that each new tree tries to correct the previous trees’ biases.

**Figure 1.** Study design. The model was built using the AudioSet clips by standard 5-fold cross-validation. The model was then tested on Supernanny data for transferability.

---

**Results**

**Quantitative Evaluation**

The classifier was trained and cross-validated on the class-balanced scream data set of AudioSet clips. The receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve from a 5-fold cross-validation is shown in Figure 2. The area under the curve (AUC) is 0.86, indicating that our model successfully learned to classify screams using the out-of-the-box VGGish neural network as a feature extractor.

In the Supernanny data set, screams occur relatively rarely: only 92 seconds, or 1.3%, of the audio contained screaming out of the full 2 hours (7166 seconds) of annotated audio. Thus, two test sets of Supernanny audio were prepared. The first was artificially balanced by taking every positively marked second, then randomly sampling the same amount of negatively marked data points throughout the audio. The ROC curve for this test set is shown in Figure 3, achieving an AUC of 0.91. This result demonstrates that our model successfully transfers to correctly classifying screams in Supernanny episodes without the need of additional training.

**Figure 2.** Scream classification performance on the AudioSet data. AUC: area under the curve; ROC: receiver operating characteristic.

**Figure 3.** ROC curve for the Supernanny test set.
Additionally, we tested the model on the entire audio stream of all three Supernanny episodes. For this evaluation, we incorporated a 1-second margin of error for false positives. For example, if the ground truth annotations for an audio sample contained a scream at second 6 but the model predicted the scream at second 7, the model prediction for the scream would be counted as correct. There were two motivating factors for this approach. First, it accounts for small errors and imprecisions in the ground truth annotations (i.e., if an annotator marked the onset of a scream slightly earlier or later than it actually occurred). Second, our model outputs predictions for 960 ms segments of audio, but our ground truth annotations are on a 1-second grid. To test the model’s predictions, we match each (960 ms) prediction to the ground truth second it most overlaps with. Using a 1-second margin of error helps to not penalize the model for misalignment with our ground truth.

The ROC curve is shown in Figure 4 (left). The slight increase in AUC compared to Figure 3 is likely caused by our 1-second margin of error. Because ROC curves can be misleading in evaluating classifiers for rare events [16], we also provide the precision-recall curve in Figure 4 (right), indicating an average precision (positive predictive value) of 0.42.

**Qualitative Evaluation**

To evaluate the types of errors that our model made, we manually examined its predictions on a single episode of Supernanny. We found that many of the false negatives (actual screams that the model missed) were higher-frequency screams by children. We found that of the 9 false positives (seconds the model marked as screams but were not marked as screams by the human annotator) in the episode, 3 seemed to result from very short (<1 second) screams that we chose not to mark as positives during annotation, and 2 occurred on scream-like sounds like loud laughter and crying.
Discussion

Principal Results

The most significant finding of this study is that a scream detection model trained only on publicly available data sets had success making predictions on an independent data set containing child screams. Although we have not shown the ability to generalize directly to clinical data, we have shown generalizability from a public database to outside recordings containing home audio characteristics. One of the most significant quantitative results is the average precision value of 0.42 when evaluating the entire Supernanny audio stream, in which screams have a frequency of only 1.3%. A relatively high precision is important for a practical application of the model, especially as we expect scream events in real continuous home audio recordings to be rare as well.

Several characteristics of the proxy test data may bode well for the model’s ability to classify clinical data. One of the most significant differences between the TV show and presumed clinical data is the presence of high-volume, overlapping sound events like voiceover narration and background music in the TV show. Intuitively, loud overlapping audio events would increase the difficulty of classifying the scream event. Sounds are harder to identify when paired with other louder sounds, and model performance on similar data has been shown to suffer as SNR decreases [17]. Thus, it is possible that the classifier would actually perform better on less noisy clinical recordings than it has on the Supernanny audio streams.

Generalizability from public to clinical data has value because it could allow classifiers for clinical recordings to train on public databases. Including patient data in model training sets causes significant risks and inconveniences; for example, if clinical data were directly obtained or reverse-engineered from the trained classifier, patients’ home recordings would be vulnerable to third parties. In addition, consent procedures for inclusion of clinical recordings in training data would be extensive and time-consuming given the number of samples necessary for training in most cases.

Limitations

This study does not include any clinical data and instead relies on a proxy test data set. Thus, differences between the proxy data (the TV show Supernanny) and the “real-world” data we anticipate using (audio recordings from family homes) constitute limitations. Supernanny contains several audio elements that would not appear in clinical recordings (e.g., pervasive background music, voiceover narration, scene cuts). In addition, home audio recordings would include long stretches of silence and everyday conversation that the Supernanny episodes do not include. It is possible that the AudioSet training data has more similarities to Supernanny audio samples than to clinical audio samples, and if so, we could observe a drop in model performance when evaluating the model on clinical data.

Additionally, for purposes of scream classification, this study does not discriminate between screams evoked by different emotions, a distinction that could be clinically useful. For example, an angry scream produced during a tantrum and a happy scream produced while playing would both be classified simply as “screams” by our model. Although both may be useful as emotional outbursts, clinical researchers may want to focus on a single type of scream, and such study would require review or postprocessing of the scream audio selected by the model.

The Supernanny scream annotations were not validated by a second researcher. Furthermore, Supernanny episodes are 35-40 minutes in length, but the audio recordings most likely to be clinically informative could be days or weeks in length. If the model’s performance on clinical recordings is analogous to its performance on Supernanny, it may produce too many false positives for the raw output to be usable. However, postprocessing may help to reduce the number of false positives and isolate the true episodes of screaming.

Comparison With Prior Work

Technical Work

Earlier works in the area of scream detection have focused on evaluating different audio feature sets and determining which provide the most accurate classification results. Feature sets that have been tested include MFCCs [18], pitch-based features [19], a bag-of-audio-words feature representation [20], autocorrelation features [17], and various hand-constructed feature sets [21]. Studies before 2015 generally used Gaussian mixture models or support vector machines to classify audio data points [18,19,21]. More recent works have tested deep-learning classifiers like deep Boltzmann machines and deep belief networks [22,23]. Additionally, recent studies have tested robustness to noise, using both artificially generated noise and naturally occurring environmental noise [17,23].

Previous studies use a wide range of training data. Due to the scarcity of publicly available audio databases, training data sets generally fall into 1 of 2 categories: “self-compiled” [18-21] or “self-recorded” [17,22,23]. Self-compiled databases use audio samples from sound effect websites, movies, or other sources accessible to researchers. These sound samples may bear little acoustic resemblance to sounds detected “out in the wild.” Databases recorded by the researchers themselves were more realistic but far smaller. These data sets also tend to be narrow in scope, limiting generalizability. For example, Nandwana et al [17] stitched together examples of speech and screaming from 6 male speakers to form 24 continuous recordings, and Zaheer et al [22] recorded 130 scream sounds and 110 “ah” sounds from 60 people in outdoor settings.

The two studies with the most similarities to our work are Nandwana et al [17] and Girin [23]. Nandwana et al [17] show the ability to segment continuous recordings into “scream” and “nonscream” portions, and train and test their model on noisy data. Girin [23] uses a realistic data set with 4 overlapping sound classes and naturally occurring (not artificially added) noise. This study builds on their work by using a larger, less homogenous, and more challenging training data set, and by testing the trained model on audio samples not originating from the training database.
Clinical Work

Although scream detection for clinical purposes does not seem to have been explored, we found several sources proposing methods for tantrums and aggression detection. Lefter et al [24] use a fusion of audio and visual streams for automated aggression detection on trains. Although this work has obvious applications in surveillance, a similar methodology could be used to detect aggression or anger in the home.

Current solutions for tantrum detection involve wearable devices combined with parent report [8,25]. The proposed approach for scream detection could be combined with either video-based aggression detection or wearable sensors to improve their accuracy in detecting tantrums or arguments. Another possible method for tantrum detection involves using scream detection to turn a video stream on and off, then allowing parents and caregivers to review the resulting videos and send to clinicians. This parental review process might also alleviate privacy concerns surrounding in-home video collection.

Our proposed method of information extraction may also be used to assist in behavioral management techniques like the “functional behavioral analysis.” This type of clinical assessment has been proven effective in analyzing and designing treatment plans for problem behaviors but can require as many as 40-50 clinician observation sessions per child [26,27]. Video analysis and telecommunication have already been implemented to aid teachers in functional analyses at school with some success [28,29], and the same strategy could be applied using home video. Accurate home video segmentation could provide examples of the problem behavior if it involves or provokes screaming and reduce the need for clinician observation of the child.

The major barriers that remain for using scream detection analysis for routine clinical care relate to identifying conveniently ascertained but also relevant clinical samples that will have generalizability to real-world clinical applications. Screams and verbal outbursts are associated with behavioral disruption and are unpredictable, occurring infrequently but severely in some children while presenting more mildly with increased frequency in other children. The key to effective design of a clinical application will be the ability to ascertain video and audio samples triggered by child screams rather than collecting indeterminant hours of nondisruptive social interaction. The technology, privacy, and accuracy of this approach remains to be explored.

Conclusions

In this study, we present an approach for detecting screams in home audio recordings with the aim of segmenting those recordings to review clinically relevant portions. The proposed machine-learning approach draws training data from Google’s AudioSet database, uses their associated CNN for feature extraction, and classifies data points with a gradient-boosted tree model. All of these tools are publicly available. The model has achieved an AUC of 0.86 on audio from the training data set, and an AUC of 0.91 on balanced data selected from episodes of the television show Supernanny. Furthermore, it has achieved an AUC of 0.95 and an average precision of 0.42 on the entire unmodified stream of Supernanny audio. These results suggest a possibility that a scream-detecting classifier for clinical audio recordings could be trained using a public database. Additionally, if scream information from audio is used to segment a home video stream, the resulting video clips could be relevant for behavioral disorder diagnosis or management in disorders like autism spectrum disorder or Prader-Willi syndrome. In future work, we plan to obtain and test on clinical data samples to further these hypotheses.
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Abstract

Background: Clinicians' time with patients has become increasingly limited due to regulatory burden, documentation and billing, administrative responsibilities, and market forces. These factors limit clinicians’ time to deliver thorough explanations to patients. OpenNotes began as a research initiative exploring the ability of sharing medical notes with patients to help patients understand their health care. Providing patients access to their medical notes has been shown to have many benefits, including improved patient satisfaction and clinical outcomes. OpenNotes has since evolved into a national movement that helps clinicians share notes with patients. However, a significant barrier to the widespread adoption of OpenNotes has been clinicians’ concerns that OpenNotes may cost additional time to correct patient confusion over medical language. Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) technology may help resolve this concern by converting medical notes to plain language with minimal time required of clinicians.

Objective: This pilot study assesses patient comprehension and perceived benefits, concerns, and insights regarding an AI-simplified note through comprehension questions and guided interview.

Methods: Synthea, a synthetic patient generator, was used to generate a standardized medical-language patient note which was then simplified using AI software. A multiple-choice comprehension assessment questionnaire was drafted with physician input. Study participants were recruited from inpatients at the University of Colorado Hospital. Participants were randomly assigned to be tested for their comprehension of the standardized medical-language version or AI-generated plain-language version of the patient note. Following this, participants reviewed the opposite version of the note and participated in a guided interview. A Student t test was performed to assess for differences in comprehension assessment scores between plain-language and medical-language note groups. Multivariate modeling was performed to assess the impact of demographic variables on comprehension. Interview responses were thematically analyzed.

Results: Twenty patients agreed to participate. The mean number of comprehension assessment questions answered correctly was found to be higher in the plain-language group compared with the medical-language group; however, the Student t test was found to be underpowered to determine if this was significant. Age, ethnicity, and health literacy were found to have a significant impact on comprehension scores by multivariate modeling. Thematic analysis of guided interviews highlighted patients’ perceived benefits, concerns, and suggestions regarding such notes. Major themes of benefits were that simplified plain-language notes may (1) be more useable than unsimplified medical-language notes, (2) improve the patient-clinician relationship, and (3) empower patients through an enhanced understanding of their health care.

Conclusions: AI software may translate medical notes into plain-language notes that are perceived as beneficial by patients. Limitations included sample size, inpatient-only setting, and possible confounding factors. Larger studies are needed to assess comprehension. Insight from patient responses to guided interviews can guide the future study and development of this technology.

(JMIR Form Res 2020;4(6):e16670) doi:10.2196/16670
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Introduction

Educating patients has been found to empower them to be involved participants in their health care and is an important principle of patient-centered care, yet clinicians are faced with increasing demands on their time, limiting opportunities to deliver thorough and understandable explanations to patients during encounters. Competing factors such as regulatory burden, documentation and billing, administrative responsibilities, and market forces that pressure clinicians to see more patients have increasingly limited time available to review medical information with patients. A study of ambulatory clinicians across four different specialties found that for each hour doctors spent at the bedside with patients, they spent 2 hours on desk work during the day, not including additional time spent documenting at home [1]. Another study of primary care physicians across 10 clinics found that more time is spent working in the electronic health record than on face-to-face interactions with patients [2].

Patients have rated communication and the quality of explanations about their health care among the most important factors for their satisfaction. In the inpatient setting, a recent focus group study of patients across four hospitals found that good communication and high-quality information provided at arrival and discharge were valued as important by patients [3].

Furthermore, improving patients’ knowledge about their conditions has been shown to improve patient compliance and clinical outcomes in various chronic disease models by affecting patient behavior [4]. The quality of explanations and patient understanding have been shown to directly affect health outcomes [5]. As one of many examples, a 2-year prospective study with 4341 patients found that hurried communication and fewer explanations were highly correlated with poor insulin adherence and diabetes-related complications [6].

OpenNotes emerged as a potential strategy to help educate patients about their health beyond the office visit. OpenNotes was launched as a research initiative in 2010 exploring the sharing of medical notes with patients that included 105 volunteer primary care physicians and their patients in Boston, rural Pennsylvania, and inner-city Seattle. Of 13,564 patients with visit notes available, 11,797 opened at least one note, and of those, 5391 completed a postintervention survey. This initial study found that 99% of patients who completed the surveys wanted the practice of sharing medical notes with patients to continue, with 85% stating that they would factor this into their decision in choosing future health care. Patients cited an improved understanding of their health and more trust in their clinicians [7]. A follow-up to this study was published in 2019 reporting the results of an online survey of 28,782 patient respondents. Among the 22,947 who reported reading one or more notes, 73% rated the notes as being very important in taking care of their health [8].

Many additional studies with OpenNotes have since been published and further reported on the benefits patients and clinicians have experienced when medical notes have been shared with patients. In one such study, 6913 patients completed a survey, and shared decision making was quantitatively measured. Researchers found a correlation between note reading and patient perception that they were participating in shared decision making [9]. In another study, adult patients and their care partners were surveyed before and after 12 months of exposure to their doctors’ notes electronically. At follow-up, patients stated they felt more confident in managing their health, felt better prepared for office visits, and had an improved understanding from baseline [10].

Despite the success of OpenNotes in research studies, a significant barrier to the widespread adoption of this approach has been clinician concerns that most patients may be confused by the extensive medical terms, abbreviations, and shorthand in medical-language notes [11]. Clinicians worry that the potential benefits of sharing medical notes may be offset by the need to spend more time clarifying these notes with patients or changing note-writing practices [12,13].

A strategy to bring OpenNotes to patients that does not significantly cost the clinician additional time is needed to encourage its adoption and may allow more patients to experience the benefits of having access to their medical notes. In this study, we explored a method that may cost minimal time to clinicians through the application of recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) technology. This approach harnesses machine learning and natural language processing (NLP) to simplify clinician written notes into plain-language notes. NLP is a branch of computer science that allows computer programs to interpret and manipulate human language and was shown to simplify medical texts as early as 2010 [14]. In contrast to methods such as the manual simplification of notes, which would require clinicians to spend time writing additional notes for patients, AI software can directly simplify medical language from existing systems. This may allow clinicians to preserve their note-writing practices, while creating a line-by-line plain-language version of patient notes. Such a note can be quickly reviewed by clinicians for correctness and may be more accessible for patients.

The application of NLP to simplify patient education materials has been an emerging field of research in recent years. Prototype models and applications of this technology have been created and conducted by various groups. A 2013 group in Romania created a model that increased the accessibility of medical language in a tele-care program by simplifying texts assigned by medical personnel into plain language [15]. A 2018 multisystem study assessed physician perception of the usability and quality of a web-based NLP system that linked medical notes in electronic health records to lay definitions. Physicians found that the system was easy to use with adequate lay definitions and recommended further development [16].
An important next step in establishing the utility of this approach has been to assess patient perceptions of plain-language notes. It has been important to identify whether patients see benefits of plain-language notes over medical-language (unsimplified) notes at all, and if so, how to best implement this practice. Therefore, our pilot study was designed to assess patient perceptions of AI simplified notes. We looked at whether patients find such notes to be useful and the benefits, concerns, or suggestions they may identify.

**Methods**

**Materials Development**

First, a synthetic patient note was generated with Synthea, an open-source, validated, software that generates synthetic patient records for research purposes [17]. The decision to use a synthetic note was made as synthetic notes offer the same utility of real patient notes without the associated privacy concerns. The note produced with Synthea simulated a real patient’s hospital discharge summary. Sections generated in this note included the admission diagnosis, other diagnoses, past medical history, hospital course, discharge disposition, plan, and discharge medications. This note served as the medical-language note for all parts of the study.

Proprietary AI software was then developed by a private company, AIphany, was used to simplify this medical-language note into a plain-language version [18]. The software replaced complex medical language with plain language equivalents and corrected for grammar and syntax. As an example, the statement “A chest computed tomography (CT) was done on 6/23/04 which showed no aortic dissection” in the original note was simplified by the program to “A chest CT was done on 6/23/04. This showed no tear in the inner layer of the large blood vessel of the heart.” This served as the plain-language note for all parts of the study. The parts of the note that were simplified included the history of present illness, past medical history, and hospital course. The decision to not simplify other parts of the note listed in the discharge summary was made as these portions were already generated with a patient as the intended reader, and further alteration of this text was deemed unnecessary and potentially confusing.

Notes were simplified by the AI software to a target Flesch-Kincaid measure of 5th grade level reading language. Although this was set as a target for the program, the actual Flesch-Kincaid measure of the note, not including the medication list, was 8th grade level reading language. The Flesch-Kincaid scale is a gold standard measure of readability that uses average sentence length (ASL) and average number of syllables per word (ASW) to approximate a grade level score using the following formula: (.39 × ASL) + (11.8 × ASW) − 15.59 [19]. Word version 16.0 (Microsoft Corp) was used to determine the Flesch-Kincaid measure of the notes. A 5th grade level reading language was selected as a target for the software as the average Medicare beneficiary reads at or below a 5th grade reading level [20]. This level may have made the simplified note accessible to as many participants as possible. However, while this was set as a target, this was not set as a hard constraint for simplifications. Under these conditions, the software attempted to simplify the note as close to a 5th grade level reading score as possible without eroding the meaning of the note. This produced a note of around an 8th grade level reading score as measured by the Flesch-Kincaid scale. This is likely both a limitation of the Flesch-Kincaid scale and the software used. While simplification of medical notes may decrease the average number of syllables per word, it requires using more words overall to convey the same meaning. This increases the average sentence length, reflected as an increase of the Flesch-Kincaid score. Additionally, simplifying notes further while still preserving the meaning and grammatical correctness of the medical note may require more robust changes to syntax and sentence structure than was possible with the software at the time of study. As the average US resident reads at or below an 8th grade reading level, this level of simplification was found to still be useful and relevant for our study purposes [20]. The simplified plain-language note was reviewed by an attending physician to check that the medical facts represented in the original note were not misrepresented in the simplified version. Other than editing font and formatting for print, no changes were made to the content of the simplified note.

It is important to note that participating patients were not tested with their own medical notes but rather those of the standardized synthetic patient generated with Synthea. This decision was made to prevent differences in complexities of patients’ health care from confounding the readability of the notes. By using the same pair of notes for all participants, standardization of the test material was achieved.

Two attending hospitalists reviewed the medical-language note generated with Synthea and shared a list of points they felt would be the most important for patients to understand. This was used to draft 7 reading comprehension questions through discussion and review by the hospitalists. Questions were written in multiple choice format with 4 options per question. Each question had one correct answer choice, two incorrect choices, and one choice stating, “I don’t know.” Patients were instructed to select “I don’t know” rather than guessing when unsure in order to reduce randomly correct answers. As an example, a question asks, “What is a concern if this patient suddenly stops taking coumadin?” Choices for this question were “The patient could have a blood clot that blocks a vessel.” “The patient could have a severe bleed.” “The patient would have problems with high blood pressure,” and “I don’t know.” The assessment questionnaire was also targeted to be at or below a 5th grade level by Flesch-Kincaid measure. The final questionnaire was found to have a Flesch-Kincaid score of 4.2, which meets our criteria. For reference, the comprehension assessment questions that were used are listed in Multimedia Appendix 1.

A demographic survey was also prepared, with selections for participants to record their gender, age, ethnicity, highest level of education, and health literacy as measured by a 2-item literacy screener (TILS). The TILS score is a self-reported score of health literacy from 1 to 5, with 5 reflecting the greatest level of comfort with reading medical documents and 1 being the lowest [21]. This method of assessing health literacy is quick to complete, minimizes participant embarrassment, and predicts health literacy on par with other commonly used but lengthier.
measurements [22]. These metrics were measured to assess for possible confounding effect on the comprehension score. All patient materials including the notes, comprehension questionnaire, and demographic survey were formatted similarly and printed on letter size paper in 12-point Times New Roman font.

Last, a set of questions and prompts was prepared for use by the researcher during a guided interview. Questions were designed to understand patients’ past exposure to OpenNotes, determine usability and usefulness of simplified notes, and identify suggestions patients may have to improve such notes. Three broad open-ended questions were written to be asked of all patients: “Have you ever read the notes that your doctor took about your visit?” “What did you think of these [simplified] notes?” “What else would you like to see in these [simplified] notes?” The complete list of guided interview questions with prompts can be found in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Recruitment

Potential study participants were identified from patients hospitalized at the University of Colorado Hospital in July 2018.

Figure 1. Participant assessment and interview flowchart.

Participants were randomly assigned to one of two equal sized groups via computer generated sequence of note types. Group A participants read the medical-language note first and were tested on that note. Group B read the AI-generated plain-language version first and were tested on that simplified version. Participants were given 12 minutes to read their respective note and answer 7 reading comprehension questions.

All participants were then given both versions of the note and allowed 5 minutes to view the differences between the medical-language note and the simplified plain-language note. This was followed by a 10-minute guided interview to elicit their perception of the simplified note. A list of guided interview questions with corresponding prompts was used. When necessary, additional questions were asked to clarify patient statements. Participant responses to interview questions were transcribed electronically in text format as verbatim quotes or summarized statements. Statements by participants were only summarized if they were difficult to understand if transcribed exactly as spoken.

Statistical Analysis

All quantitative analyses were performed using SPSS Statistics version 24 (IBM Corp). A Student t test was performed to assess if there was a significant difference in the mean comprehension assessment score between the group evaluated with the original medical-language note and the group evaluated with the simplified plain-language note. A multiple linear regression was performed to determine if the collected demographic variables may have been associated with the number of comprehension questions answered correctly.

Thematic Analysis

Responses to guided interviews were coded as perceived benefits of simplified notes, perceived concerns about simplified notes, patient suggestions regarding simplified notes, and other insight. These responses were analyzed for recurrent themes.

Results

Characteristics of Participants

Of 34 patients approached about participation in the study, 20 agreed to participate. Those who agreed to participate completed all parts of the study, including the comprehension assessment and guided interviews. Reasons shared by participants for declining to participate included tiredness, disinterest, and a
feeling of insufficient English language proficiency. Participant demographics are shown in Table 1.

**Statistical Analysis**

The mean comprehension assessment score was found to be higher in the plain-language note group at 4.7 questions answered correctly compared with 3.9 questions answered correctly in the medical-language note group with a maximum possible score of 7. However, statistical analysis of this difference was limited by insufficient power of the Student t test (16%, \(\alpha=0.05\)) to detect if this difference was significant or not. Only one participant from each group answered all questions correctly. A multiple linear regression was performed to determine if the collected demographic variables of age group, gender, ethnicity, highest level of education, and health literacy may have been associated with the number of comprehension questions answered correctly. In multivariate modeling, health literacy measured as TILS score \((P=0.03)\), age \((P=0.03)\), and ethnicity \((P=0.03)\) were significantly associated with the comprehension assessment score (Multimedia Appendix 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>Tested with unsimplified notes</th>
<th>Tested with simplified notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>7 (70)</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>3 (30)</td>
<td>8 (80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-34</td>
<td>7 (70)</td>
<td>7 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35-55</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>55-64</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>65+</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethnicity, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>7 (70)</td>
<td>7 (70)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1 (40)</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highest education, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some high school</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school diploma</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college (some credit with no degree or trade, vocational, or technical training)</td>
<td>5 (50)</td>
<td>6 (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>College graduate (associate degree, bachelor’s degree, or equivalent)</td>
<td>2 (20)</td>
<td>3 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postgraduate (master’s degree, doctoral degree, or equivalent)</td>
<td>1 (10)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Health literacy, mean (SD)**

| TILS\(^a\) score       | 3.85 (1.05) | 4.2 (0.82) |

\(^a\)Two-item literacy screener.

**Thematic Analysis**

Three major themes of perceived potential benefits of simplified notes were found in guided interview responses: (1) enhanced usability of simplified notes compared with unsimplified notes, (2) improved patient-clinician relationship, and (3) empowerment of patients through an enhanced understanding of their conditions and management.

Regarding usability, participants shared that having access to a simplified note after a medical encounter would help them to better understand the information discussed during their visit. Participants suggested that such notes may also help patients retain information discussed during the visit. Things can get lost during a medical visit because you might be anxious or they [the clinician] may be talking too fast. Having a note like this to reference later is very useful.

Participants reported that while they often only skim through papers with medical terminology, they would take the time to read through a note that is written in plain language.

...sometimes doctors use language that they don’t realize is above our level, so having something simple to take home would help.
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I only skim through or glance my own medical notes, but I would actually read through a simplified note. The simplified version was much easier to understand. It was less confusing and helped me understand the procedure.

Regarding improved patient-clinician relationship, participants expressed that being given plain language notes would help them to have more trust and confidence in their clinician.

This [simplified] note would help because it would show me that the physician cared that I understood what was going on.

Patients stated that they would also be more likely to follow through with treatment recommendations due to this improved relationship.

...if I understood why my doctor wanted me to come to make an appointment, I would go.

Regarding patient empowerment, participants suggested that such notes would help them meet needs related to daily living by allowing them to more effectively communicate about their limitations with family members or employers. A participant shared that while he currently depends on family members to understand his medical management, having a plain-language note may reduce the need to ask others for assistance and therefore make him feel like less of a burden. Participants also shared that such notes would reduce the number of online searches they may need to conduct to understand their conditions. Another participant reported that such notes can also help empower patients to talk with their families about their problems.

It’s hard to talk to family when it’s in the doctor’s language but would be a lot easier with this.

Participants shared that employers may be more likely to understand the circumstances of patients and be responsive to their needs if patients are better able to explain their medical conditions.

This may help in getting paid time off work or breaks during shifts for medical reasons.

Another patient stated that these notes may allow him to overcome his hearing disability. He stated that he finds any form of text-based communication to be preferable to calling or talking in person due to his difficulty hearing spoken language. He stated that he would find it easier to clarify his questions by reading a text at his own pace rather than asking the clinician questions.

Other insight gained from interviews highlighted patients’ previous experiences with OpenNotes or reflected opportunities to improve plain-language notes. A patient shared that she has had previous exposure to OpenNotes as her primary care physician posts a plain-language summary alongside her postencounter documents on an online portal to which she has access, and she states that she found this useful to remember information from and better understand her medical visits.

Asked if they would prefer the original medical language, the simplified plain language, or both notes provided to them during visits, many participants reported that they wanted to have both copies. A participant shared that this may allow him to compare the two notes to see if he had missed anything by only reading the plain-language note. Another patient stated that she would also like to have both the medical-language and plain-language notes so she could use the simplified plain-language note for her own understanding but have the medical-language note to share with specialists or new clinicians.

Concerns reported by participants included possible oversimplification of medical language. Participants reported concerns that if notes are oversimplified, the physician’s intent may be lost. Participants also suggested that the level of simplification of notes would be best if adjusted to their level of experience with medical language. Participants additionally noted the opportunity to enhance the readability of simplified notes by reducing the length or repetition of some plain-language phrases.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

The key findings of this pilot study are that (1) the main benefits noted by participants were an improved relationship with the clinician, increased usability of OpenNotes, and empowerment in their daily life; (2) patients desired access to their medical records and felt that simplified open medical notes would help them to better manage their health; and (3) while there was insufficient power to detect a significant difference in mean comprehension assessment scores, AI-simplified medical notes had been well received by patients.

**Limitations**

As this was a pilot study with a small sample size (n=20), statistical analysis was limited by insufficient power of the Student t test (16%, α=.05) to detect a significant difference in comprehension scores between the medical-language and plain-language note groups.

Additionally, multivariate modeling had found that the TILS score, race, and ethnicity had a significant impact on the mean comprehension scores. These factors may have been possible confounders and should be controlled in future studies if assessing comprehension.

Given the small sample size, it is also possible that complete thematic saturation for guided interviews may not have been achieved. Additionally, although most Americans read at an 8th grade reading level, most patients enrolled in Medicare read at a 5th grade level or below. This may explain why only 2 out of 20 patients answered all questions correctly; it is possible that even the simplified notes were beyond participant reading levels.

Participants were also not provided their own medical notes but rather those of a standardized patient. This may have impaired participants’ ability to comprehend the notes due to a baseline lack of knowledge regarding the medical problems presented in the standardized note. As the plan and medications list from the patient discharge note were left unsimplified in this study, simplifying these portions of the note in future studies may be of further benefit for patients. Additionally, only one pair of
notes was tested in this study. As future studies test additional notes, it is possible they may find note-specific variances that affect patient comprehension and perception.

Only an English-language note was tested, so our findings may not be generalizable to non-English applications. Last, all notes were simplified to the same reading level in this study. Individualizing the level of simplification of the notes to participant level of health literacy may enhanced reader comprehension. Another possible source of confounding that has not been directly measured is patients’ prior exposure to OpenNotes, as having had practice with reading notes may better equip them to read medical notes.

Comparison With Previous Work
Institutions around the country have begun large-scale implementation of OpenNotes with encouraging responses from patients and clinicians. Preliminary studies have shown that computer technology may be used to simplify medical language to assist in patient understanding of medical terminology. However, this is the first known study to assess patients’ perception of medical notes that have been simplified with AI software. Patients’ responses in this study may be useful for the development of this work and offer a glimpse into the future of how patients may be able to improve their understanding outside of the medical visit.

Future Studies
This is an interesting and emerging field of research with many opportunities for future study. As this initial pilot study found that patients perceived AI-generated simplified medical notes as desirable and useful, future studies should be conducted with larger sample sizes and take advantage of patients’ insights and suggestions as mentioned here. In future studies, patients’ own notes should be tested, and patients of different levels of care complexity should be included, as it is possible that patients with more complex management may derive a greater benefit from plain-language explanations. Studies should be repeated in the outpatient setting with longer exposure and follow-up times. The value of simplifying additional parts of the note such as the plan and medications list should be explored. Physicians should be surveyed on their perceptions of plain-language notes to assess if such notes would make them more likely to use OpenNotes in their own practices.

Suggestions from this study can be used to improve the NLP software used to simplify notes for future studies. As AI technology and use in this area evolves, methods should be developed to match the patient’s health literacy, cultural and demographic background, and level of health care experience with the simplification level of the note. Methods should be developed to reduce lengthy plain-language phrases. At the same time, care should be taken to ensure that the simplification process does not lead to omission of information that physicians perceive as valuable for patient understanding and utility. Long-term studies should evaluate the impact of plain-language OpenNotes on clinical outcomes in various settings.

Conclusions
In conclusion, this study suggests that AI software may be used to generate plain-language medical notes that patients desire and find useful. Such notes may empower patients to better communicate and make decisions, increase adoption of OpenNotes, enhance the patient-clinician relationship, and improve clinical outcomes. The findings in this study can be used to optimize delivery and generation of simplified notes. Researchers in this field may particularly find the patient responses in the guided interviews in this study to be interesting and useful for the further development and application of NLP software in this field.
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Abstract

Background: Measuring emotional status objectively is challenging, but voice pattern analysis has been reported to be useful in the study of emotion.

Objective: The purpose of this pilot study was to investigate the association between specific sleep measures and the change of emotional status based on voice patterns measured before and after nighttime sleep.

Methods: A total of 20 volunteers were recruited. Their objective sleep measures were obtained using a portable single-channel electroencephalogram system, and their emotional status was assessed using MIMOSYS, a smartphone app analyzing voice patterns. The study analyzed 73 sleep episodes from 18 participants for the association between the change of emotional status following nighttime sleep (Δvitality) and specific sleep measures.

Results: A significant association was identified between total sleep time and Δvitality (regression coefficient: 0.036, P=.008). A significant inverse association was also found between sleep onset latency and Δvitality (regression coefficient: −0.026, P=.001). There was no significant association between Δvitality and sleep efficiency or number of awakenings.

Conclusions: Total sleep time and sleep onset latency are significantly associated with Δvitality, which indicates a change of emotional status following nighttime sleep. This is the first study to report the association between the emotional status assessed using voice pattern and specific sleep measures.

(JMIR Form Res 2020;4(6):e16880) doi:10.2196/16880
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Introduction

The evaluation of emotion is a challenge in many studies. Questionnaires have been the gold standard to evaluate emotion [1], but they cannot avoid reporting bias [2]. To solve this problem, a novel approach to analyze emotional status has been developed: Voice analysis [3], which analyzes the acoustic features of voice to estimate the involuntary effect of autonomic nerves on vocal cord movement and calculates vitality as a measure of mental status [4]. Primarily, high vitality could be translated into positive moods, as Hagiwara et al [4] revealed an inverse association between vitality index and the Beck Depression Inventory. Vitality can be used to evaluate the therapeutic effect of continuous positive airway pressure as a treatment of sleep apnea syndrome [5].

Sleep is one of the essential activities for humans. Extensive studies have been conducted to elucidate the relationship between sleep and affect [6]. A systematic review by Konjaroski et al [7] revealed the reciprocal relationship between positive mood and better quality, shorter latency, and regular duration of sleep. There is also some evidence on the association between sleep loss and emotion in a general population [8], albeit with some discrepancies between research articles.

Previous studies have revealed that sleep deprivation is associated with altered autonomic nervous activities [9,10]. The vocal cord is partially innervated with autonomic nerves—the superior laryngeal nerve and the recurrent laryngeal nerve. Therefore, it can be hypothesized that sleep insufficiency may negatively affect voice quality, and further that sleep may influence vitality. Good sleep may be associated with the change in vitality from evening to morning (Δvitality), given, based on previous studies, that good sleep improves mood positively, which in turn might bring about the increment of vitality overnight. Therefore, it was hypothesized that an appropriate duration of sleep, 7-9 hours for adults [11], is associated with a greater recovery of vitality, that is, a higher Δvitality.

Methods

Participants

The participants were 20 healthy Japanese adults (10 men and 10 women; age 25-67 years) recruited from Kanagawa and Tokyo. For the purpose of this study, only participants with repeated measures of the outcome variable (n=18, described in detail later) were included.

Participation in the study was entirely voluntary, and all participants were informed about the purpose of the study and that participation could be discontinued at any point without any disadvantage or imposed penalty for the participants. All research was performed in accordance with relevant guidelines/regulations. All participants provided written informed consent, and the study was approved by the Ethical Committee of the Department of Bioengineering, Graduate School of Engineering, the University of Tokyo (Approval number: KE18-7).

Study Design

This is an observational pilot study to investigate the association between electroencephalogram (EEG)-derived sleep measures and the change of emotional status analyzed from voice. The aim of the overall study from which the data were obtained was to validate the sleep-tracking functions of a consumer wearable device against a validated portable single-channel EEG system in naturalistic conditions. Details of the validation study can be found in the study by Svensson et al [12]. No restrictions for sleep or activity were imposed on the participants. Sleep measures in this study were obtained using the validated portable single-channel EEG system (SleepScope, SleepWell Co., Ltd.; the device is described in greater detail later). Participants were asked to use the device every night throughout the study period. Participants were also provided with an internet-connected Android smartphone, which had preinstalled an app (MIMOSYS; the app is described in greater detail later) that utilizes voice analysis for assessing overall mental wellness. During the study period, participants were asked to use MIMOSYS twice per day to obtain morning and evening vitality measures.

Sleep data were available for a total of 7 nights, equivalent to a total of 138 sleep episodes (person-nights). Details of sleep data retrieval and retention are described by Svensson et al [12].

Exposures

The main exposure of this study was total sleep time (minutes) converted into sleep hours (total sleep time/60). Total sleep time was obtained using EEG. Details of the single-channel EEG system can be found in the validation study by Yoshida et al [13]. In brief, the portable single-channel EEG system (SleepScope) is manufactured by SleepWell Co, Ltd. and is a registered medical device (Japanese Medical Device Certification number: 225ADBZX00020000) suitable for home use. The SleepScope has shown acceptable agreement with polysomnography and records waves appropriate for sleep staging (wake [W], R, N1, N2, and N3) as defined by version 2.3 of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine Scoring Manual [14].

Secondary endpoints (sleep efficiency, sleep onset latency, and number of awakenings during sleep) were chosen on the basis of a meta-analysis conducted by Baglioni et al [15]. This meta-analysis revealed that a problem in sleep continuity exists in most psychiatric disorders and that total sleep time, sleep efficiency, sleep onset latency, and number of awakenings are components of sleep continuity. Sleep efficiency was defined as the ratio of total sleep time to time in bed × 100 (%). Sleep onset latency was the time from going to bed to sleep onset. Number of awakenings was defined as the number of continuous records of W after sleep onset.

Vitality

The main outcome measure using the MIMOSYS voice analysis software was the change in vitality score from evening to morning (ie, Δvitality calculated as morning vitality – evening vitality). The algorithm of the MIMOSYS was originally developed to enable screening of major depression using only voice analysis. The basic idea of MIMOSYS is to check for
continuously depressed mood, one of the diagnostic criteria for major depression [16]. The software is developed and provided by PST Inc. In the algorithm, vitality was derived from proportions of elemental emotions evaluated from single utterance delimited by breathing using the Sensibility Technology Software Development Kit (PST Inc). The vitality for a single measurement was acquired by averaging vitality acquired from sequential utterances within the same measurement. This study used an app implemented for Android OS with additional functions such as voice recording, monitoring of execution status for each participant, and questionnaires. The app was installed on smartphones (ZenFone 2 Laser, ASUSTeK Computer Inc), which were provided to each participant of the study.

During the study period, there were 138 measures of evening vitality and 137 measures of morning vitality (Figure 1). One evening measure was excluded, as it would not allow for the calculation of Δvitality. In addition, 8 sleep measures were excluded, as they did not have a corresponding morning vitality measure (ie, the participant did not use the MIMOSYS app in the morning). A total of 54 sleep measures were excluded, as there were no corresponding vitality measures in the 3 hours preceding sleep or in the 3 hours following awakening as determined by EEG. Finally, the sole observations of two participants were excluded as the chosen statistical methods focus on repeated measures analysis. Consequently, there were 73 person-nights’ data of sleep from 18 participants with corresponding Δvitality measures available for analysis.

Figure 1. Flowchart of participants included in the study.

Statistical Analyses
A total of 18 participants with at least two measures (range, 2-7 measures) of sleep hours with a corresponding value of Δvitality for the sleep period were included in the analysis. Generalized estimating equations (GEEs) were used to estimate the change in vitality score from evening to morning as a function of the exposure. Given the normally distributed outcome measure (Δvitality), the GEE model family was set as gaussian, with the link function specified as identity, the correlation structure specified as unstructured, and the variance-covariance matrix of the estimators specified as robust. The analyses on the associations between total sleep time, sleep efficiency, sleep onset latency, and number of awakenings and Δvitality were conducted in separate statistical models. Models investigating the association of Δvitality with total sleep time and sleep onset latency were adjusted for age, sex, and evening vitality score. Models investigating the association between Δvitality and sleep efficiency and number of awakenings were additionally adjusted for total sleep time. All statistical analyses were performed using Stata/MP version 15.1 (StataCorp LLC). P values were two-tailed and considered significant if <.05.

Data Availability Statement
We cannot publicly provide individual data due to participant privacy, according to ethical guidelines in Japan. Additionally, the written informed consent we obtained from study participants does not include a provision for publicly sharing data. Qualifying researchers may apply to access a minimal dataset by contacting the Principal Investigator for this study (TS).

TS had full access to all the data in the study and takes responsibility for the integrity of the data and the accuracy of the data analysis.

Results

Participants Characteristics
Participants’ baseline characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Of the 18 participants, 10 were male and the age of participants ranged from 25 to 67 years. The mean sleep duration was 5.4 (SD 1.23) hours. The means of sleep efficiency, sleep onset latency, and number of awakenings were 87.4%, 12.2 minutes, and 27.1 counts, respectively. The means of evening vitality, morning vitality, and Δvitality were 0.42, 0.37, and −0.05, respectively.
Table 1. Participants’ baseline characteristics.a,b

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>42 (11.8), 25-67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male sex, n (%); range</td>
<td>10 (56), N/A^c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total sleep time (h), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>5.42 (1.23), 2.35-8.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep efficiency (%), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>87.36 (8.22), 49.2-95.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep onset latency (min), mean (SD); range</td>
<td>12.18 (15.39), 0.5-89.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of awakenings, n (%); range</td>
<td>27.1 (12.35), 3-75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evening vitality, mean (SD); range</td>
<td>0.42 (0.15), 0.004-0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morning vitality, mean (SD); range</td>
<td>0.37 (0.13), 0.08-0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ΔVitality, mean (SD); range</td>
<td>–0.05 (0.17), –0.48 to 0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aN=18, which was the total number for age and male sex.
^bN=73, which was the total number for the remaining variables.
^cN/A: not applicable.

Associations Between Exposures and ΔVitality

When adjusted for age, sex, and evening vitality score, total sleep time showed a significant positive association with Δvitality (regression coefficient: 0.036, P=.008). A significant inverse association was also found between sleep onset latency and Δvitality (regression coefficient: –0.026, P=.001). The exposures sleep efficiency and number of awakenings showed no significant association with Δvitality even after additional adjustment for total sleep time (Table 2). The scatter plots expressing the exposures and Δvitality are shown in Figure 2.

Table 2. Regression coefficients for each exposure obtained from separate statistical models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exposure</th>
<th>Regression coefficient (95% CI)</th>
<th>P value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total sleep time (hours)^a</td>
<td>0.036 (0.0094 to 0.062)</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep onset latency (min)^a</td>
<td>–0.0026 (–0.0042 to –0.0010)</td>
<td>.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep efficiency (%)^b</td>
<td>0.0022 (–0.0025 to 0.0069)</td>
<td>.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of awakenings (n)^b</td>
<td>0.00092 (–0.0015 to 0.0033)</td>
<td>.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aStatistical model adjusted for age, sex, and evening vitality score.
^bStatistical model adjusted for age, sex, evening vitality score, and total sleep time.
Discussion

Principal Findings

In this analysis of 73 measures of sleep from 18 adults, a significant positive association was found between total sleep time and Δvitality. Sleep onset latency was also found to be inversely associated with Δvitality. By contrast, there was no significant association between sleep efficiency and number of awakenings during sleep and Δvitality.

The magnitude of the regression coefficient (0.036) for the association between total sleep time and Δvitality is, despite its statistical significance, difficult to put into context given that there are no prior studies to compare with. As such, this is considered to be a pilot study with regard to the effect of sleep on the vitality measure obtained through voice analysis. The study hypothesis was that a sleep duration of 7-9 hours, which is considered appropriate for adults [11], is associated with a greater recovery of vitality, that is, a higher Δvitality. Indeed, the regression analyses indicated a statistically significant (P=.008) association between total sleep time and Δvitality, which is compatible with our hypothesis. There are some transient factors such as alcohol intake [17] that can affect voice patterns and, by extension, Δvitality. Although we did not adjust for these factors in study analyses, daily excessive alcohol intake was considered an exclusion criterion for participation in the study. The mechanisms for the found associations lie beyond the scope of this study; however, previous studies investigating the effect of sleep on the autonomic nervous system have found that short sleep duration on EEG is associated with low cardiac vagal regulation [18]. The result of this study also suggests that sleep duration is associated with autonomic nervous activity.

Very long sleep duration is known to be associated with adverse health outcomes [19], and sleeping for longer than 9 hours may be associated with psychiatric disorders [20]. In this study, the participants’ sleep durations ranged between 2.4 and 8.6 hours, with no participant recording a sleep duration longer than 9 hours. Consequently, no association between very long sleep duration and reduced Δvitality could be analyzed. Future studies are encouraged to investigate whether the recovery of vitality diminishes with excessive sleep duration.

Poor sleep continuity (low sleep efficiency, long sleep onset latency, and large number of awakenings) has been revealed to be associated with various psychiatric disorders. For example, Baglioni et al [15] showed statistically significant inferiority of sleep continuity in patients with affective disorders, anxiety disorders, and schizophrenia. Thus, it was hypothesized that sleep efficiency is positively, and sleep onset latency and number of awakenings are inversely associated with Δvitality. This study found an inverse association between sleep onset latency and Δvitality. This result suggests that a shorter sleep...
onset latency is associated with improved mental activity in the next morning. A previous article suggested that prolonged sleep onset latency is associated with autonomic nervous dysfunction as identified by reduced heart rate fluctuations during the sleep onset period [21]. This would be compatible with results of this study, given that the vocal cord is also partially controlled by the autonomic nervous system.

Sleep efficiency and number of awakenings are regarded as factors of sleep continuity and reported to be associated with some psychiatric disorders [15]. Furthermore, low sleep efficiency is reported to be associated with low levels of cardiac parasympathetic tone [18]. Thus, it was hypothesized that low sleep efficiency and number of awakenings are associated with low Δvitality. However, an association between sleep efficiency or number of awakenings and Δvitality was not identified. This could be caused by actual null association; however, considering that the prior study was based on more than 500 measurements of sleep continuity [18], this study might have not had enough power to detect the association. In addition, the effect size of sleep efficiency and number of awakenings could be too small to override other unadjusted factors (e.g., alcohol intake) contributory to Δvitality. More measurements and adjustments may be needed to address the association of Δvitality with sleep efficiency and number of awakenings.

MIMOSYS was used as a measure of mental status. The evaluation of mental status based on voice analysis is a new concept, whose validity should be carefully assessed. Currently, some evidence exists of voice analysis as a measure to assess mental status. Tokuno et al [22] showed that the voice analysis system had a sensitivity of 0.897 to detect patients with poor emotional hygiene who require medical intervention or counseling. Moreover, voice analyses had a comparable sensitivity when compared with the 30-item General Health Questionnaire (GHQ-30), a traditional questionnaire-based screening instrument to identify psychiatric conditions [23]. It was also reported that vitality determined from voice recordings is negatively correlated (−0.208) with the Beck Depression Inventory [4]. The study hypothesis was based on the assumption that voice patterns reflect mental status, which could be supported by these findings.

Limitations

This study has a few limitations. First, not all data from MIMOSYS were utilized, because analyses in this study a priori excluded any vitality measures taken more than 3 hours before falling asleep or after awakening. However, this was done to capture the vitality measures on which sleep was believed to have the most influence. Any measures occurring several hours before or after a sleep period could be confounded by other lifestyle or environmental factors. Irrespectively, the measurement of vitality requires regular and repeated measurements by the participants, which may render the study susceptible to reporting bias. Second, a single-channel EEG system was used in this study to obtain sleep measures. The current gold standard of sleep monitoring is polysomnography [24]. However, polysomnography requires the participants to sleep in a special examination room, which may affect the results [25]. The single-channel EEG system is a relatively new technology, and its validation may not be fully established for certain sleep parameters [26]. Portable EEGs can be used in research participants’ natural sleep environments, which in turn may result in increased effectiveness as compared with polysomnography. Third, none of the participants had a sleep duration longer than 8.6 hours. This could result in an underestimation of the association between long sleep duration and Δvitality. Fourth, there is no available reference value to determine a healthy Δvitality score. Consequently, it is difficult to ascertain the clinical relevance of the regression coefficients obtained in this study. The main aim of this study, however, was not to establish a clinical cutoff, but to investigate whether sleep parameters were associated with a change in vitality. Finally, although Hagiwara et al [4] showed a correlation between the absolute value of vitality and the Beck Depression Inventory, no assessment has been conducted regarding Δvitality and emotion or well-being. Further studies are thus warranted to validate the findings of this pilot study.

Strengths

Despite some limitations, this study has a number of strengths. First, this is the first study to show an association between sleep parameters and vitality as recorded through voice, which has the potential of a brand-new marker of emotional conditions and recovery from sleep. Notably, this study focused on Δvitality, a new variable defined as the difference of vitality before and after sleep. Second, this is a naturalistic study that obtained sleep and vitality measures in free-living conditions. As such, the results may be more readily generalizable to a daily living environment. Third, this study has used GEEs to investigate the association between sleep measures and Δvitality. Owing to the repeated measures of both exposure and outcome available in the data set, this method allows for the maximum utilization of the available information of correlated measures. Lastly, MIMOSYS, the app used to obtain vitality measures through voice analysis, is inexpensive, thereby allowing the study design to be easily replicated in future studies.

Conclusion

A positive association was identified between total sleep time and Δvitality and an inverse association between sleep onset latency and Δvitality. These results suggest that specific sleep parameters are associated with the overnight change of vitality.
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Abstract

Background: Mobile communication has been found to improve antiretroviral therapy (ART) adherence among people living with HIV. In an ongoing randomized clinical trial, 2 mobile communication strategies (ie, sending SMS text messages and real-time medication monitoring [RTMM]) were used to improve adherence to ART among people living with HIV in Tanzania. We noticed remarkable discrepancies between self-reported adherence and adherence recorded by SMS text messaging or RTMM among some of the first trial participants.

Objective: Our objective was to describe these cases and the observed discrepancies in more detail, to serve as a useful illustration of some of the challenges in using mobile health in resource-limited settings.

Methods: In an ongoing randomized trial, adults living with HIV from two HIV treatment centers in Tanzania who were suspected of low levels of adherence were randomly assigned in a 1:1:1 ratio to receive (1) SMS text message reminders, (2) an RTMM device, or (3) no additional intervention to standard HIV care. During bimonthly study visits, the participants self-reported their level of adherence, received feedback about their level of adherence based on SMS text messaging or RTMM, and discussed strategies to overcome adherence problems with nurses providing HIV care. For the purpose of this report, we selected people living with HIV who had completed 5 follow-up visits and consistently reported more than 95% adherence, while SMS text messaging or RTMM recorded lower than 75% adherence. The participants were invited for a short, face-to-face in-depth interview to explore reasons for this discrepancy.

Results: At the time of this analysis, 26 participants had completed follow-up. Six of these evidenced the above-mentioned discrepancies, with an average adherence of 46% based on SMS text messaging or RTMM, while self-reported adherence was 98%. Five of these 6 participants insisted that their adherence to ART was good, with 4 reporting that their adherence to properly using the monitoring device was low. Three participants mentioned concerns about involuntary disclosure of HIV status as a...
main reason for low adherence to using the device. Two participants were still depending on other reminder cues despite receiving SMS text message or RTMM reminders. Poor network coverage caused low adherence in 1 participant.

Conclusions: Psychosocial barriers were reported as importantly contributing to low adherence, both with respect to use of ART and proper use of the adherence-monitoring device. This case series illustrates that when introducing new digital adherence monitoring technology, researchers should consider psychosocial barriers and distinguish between adherence to device use and adherence to treatment.

Trial Registration: Pan African Clinical Trials Registry PACTR201712002844286; https://tinyurl.com/y98q4p3l
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Introduction

The Kilimanjaro region in Tanzania has an HIV prevalence rate of 2.6%, which is lower than the country’s national prevalence of 4.5% [1,2]. However, in this region, of those who receive antiretroviral treatment (ART), only 47% of people living with HIV have viral load suppression [1]. This suggests that adherence to ART is often not optimal. Due to limited resources, viral load is not routinely monitored, and consequently, timely information about potential poor adherence to ART is not available to HIV health care providers. Therefore, alternative means of providing information about and interventions to improve adherence to ART among people living with HIV are needed [3]. Mobile phone technology can potentially help to fill this need by using digital tools.

Several digital tools exist to monitor and intervene on adherence to treatment. Real-time medication monitoring (RTMM) records the date and time of every opening of a pillbox, a so-called event. It sends this information in real time to a web platform via the mobile network and is one of the existing technologies for monitoring adherence. Reminder SMS text messages may be sent to people living with HIV if the pillbox is not opened on time [4]. Text messaging can also be used on its own as another mobile phone technology to monitor and improve adherence. The feasibility of text messages was found to have mixed results, especially in rural areas [5,6]. Previous studies have described several challenges of delivering RTMM and SMS text messaging in resource-limited settings, such as poor network coverage, power failure, and lack of interoperability among network providers [5,7]. However, previous studies did not describe in detail how such challenges affect the delivery and use of mobile health (mHealth) strategies for treatment adherence. Furthermore, despite these technical challenges, we found that it was feasible and acceptable to monitor ART adherence using RTMM among people living with HIV who reside in the Kilimanjaro region [8].

Currently, we are conducting a randomized trial in which we investigate the effect of mHealth strategies to improve adherence to treatment among people living with HIV in the Kilimanjaro region. People living with HIV are randomly assigned in a 1:1:1 ratio to receive (1) SMS text message reminders, (2) an RTMM device, or (3) no additional intervention to standard HIV care. During the trial, we encountered major discrepancies between self-reported adherence and adherence reports generated by the assigned mHealth intervention in several of our trial participants. The objective of this report is to describe these cases and the observed discrepancies in more detail to serve as a useful illustration of some of the challenges researchers and health care providers need to consider when intending to use mHealth interventions to enhance adherence to ART in resource-limited settings.

Methods

Patients Enrolled in the Randomized Controlled Trial

We first describe the trial and the interventions from where we selected our patients. Our ongoing, parallel-group, 3-arm randomized controlled trial (REMIND Study) has enrolled adults living with HIV from the Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre and the Majengo Health Centre. By 2018, the Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre served a total of 2800 people living with HIV, while Majengo served 1200 people living with HIV. In our larger randomized controlled trial study, 264 people living with HIV were screened from both health centers. The study nurses played a vital role in ensuring that potential participants would understand the study. Written informed consent was requested from participants, who were subsequently randomly assigned equally to the study arms SMS text messaging, RTMM, and control. The study was approved by the Kilimanjaro Christian Medical College Research Ethics and Review Committee and the National Health Research Ethics Sub-Committee of Tanzania.

The main eligibility criteria for enrollment in the trial were that the participant must currently be receiving ART and that there is a suspicion of low adherence levels. The suspicion of low adherence was based on the following criteria, as subjectively judged by nurse counselors: (1) self-reported limited adherence, (2) missed medication refill visit, (3) return of leftover medication, or (4) other signs of nonadherence, including continuous high viral loads. Exclusion criteria were hospital admission or participation in other trials.

Intervention Arms

SMS Text Messaging

All participants who were enrolled in the SMS arm received 3 messages weekly on random days. The messages were in Swahili and were similar for all patients. Thirty minutes before the usual time of intake, an SMS text message was sent to...
remind patients to take their medication. One hour after the usual time of intake, another SMS text message was sent with the question “Did you take your medication?” The participant was asked to reply, choosing from the following 3 options: (1) Yes, I took it, (2) No, I did not take it, or (3) Not yet. The flow of SMS text messages is depicted in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Flow of SMS text messages.

RTMM
All participants enrolled in the RTMM arm received a Wisepill device (Wisepill Technologies) containing a third-generation SIM card that sends signals to a central server each time the device is opened, a so-called medication event and proxy for medication intake. The signal contains information about the time the device is opened, identification number of the device, and technical information about the battery and strength of the signal. If the device was not opened within 1 hour and 15 minutes after the usual time of intake, the participant receives an SMS text message with a question about whether they took their medication. The respondent could not respond to the text message because the device does not have a function to support incoming SMS text messages from users. Authorized members of the study team could access the adherence report generated by the device by signing in through the protected web portal. Figure 2 presents the flow of communication between the pillbox, central server, and a patient’s phone.
Feedback Session Procedure
Participants attended the care and treatment clinics every 2 months to receive standard HIV care and ART medication refills, as per Tanzanian HIV treatment guidelines [6]. During the visit, participants in the 2 intervention arms (SMS and RTMM) received tailored feedback from the nurse counselor about their medication adherence according to SMS or RTMM. First, nurses asked participants whether they skipped any doses of ART and to what extent they had been able to take all doses of their ART in the past period. Next, the nurse provided participants with a graph (generated from SMS or RTMM) showing their level of adherence in percentages. Participants were asked to comment on their adherence behavior displayed on the graphs. Participants’ responses to the questions, their answers, comments, and any explanations for potential discrepancies between reported adherence and adherence based on SMS text messaging or RTMM were registered. The feedback was obtained using semistructured questionnaires and recorded on case report forms.

Viral load was measured at enrollment in all study participants. The lower detection limit of the viral load test was 20 copies/ml. According to Tanzanian HIV treatment guidelines, viral loads above 1000 copies/ml should be repeated after 3 months of intensified counseling on adherence to treatment and those below 1000 copies/ml should be repeated after a year. For participants defined as “cases,” we retrieved the viral load from their medical records at the beginning of the trial and at the end of the follow-up period of the trial.

Case Selection and Interview
In this paper, we define cases as trial participants for whom there was a major discrepancy between self-reported adherence at the bimonthly study visit with the nurse and the adherence as indicated by SMS or RTMM (ie, patients reporting good adherence, 95% or higher, to the nurse, while SMS or RTMM indicated poor adherence, 75% or lower). All participants defined as cases were invited to an in-depth interview to explore whether they had encountered any technical or practical problems using SMS or RTMM. The interviews were conducted by the study investigator provided with a topic guideline, including perception of being monitored, technical issues, and privacy concerns (ie, concerns that others would see the RTMM device or read the content of the SMS text message, which could disclose the participant’s HIV status). The topic list was prepared by the study team.

Analysis
For each participant defined as a case, we calculated the average level of adherence reported to the nurse at bimonthly study visits and the participant’s level of adherence according to SMS text messaging or RTMM over the 5 visits during the follow-up period. For self-reported adherence, we directly asked how many doses were missed, and from there we could calculate the participant’s adherence level. For adherence according to SMS text messaging or RTMM, we calculated the number of correct intakes (measured by correct openings of the pillbox or by the number of YES replies to the text message) divided by the number of prescribed intakes. We report the participants’ comments on discrepancies between self-reported and SMS/RTMM-based adherence, the explanations participants gave for the discrepancies, and possible technical problems, privacy concerns, or other issues that emerged during the interviews.

Results
Case Study Participants
By November 2018, 26 participants of 249 who started with the clinical trial had completed all 5 study clinic visits. Of the 26 participants, 12 were enrolled from Majengo sites and 14 from the Kilimanjaro Christian Medical Centre. As recorded by SMS text messaging or RTMM, adherence rates were higher than 75% in 20 participants. Adherence rates were lower than...
75% in 6, but these participants self-reported adherence rates of 95% or higher and were thus considered to have major discrepancies between self-reported and SMS/RTMM-based adherence at each of the 5 study visits. For all cases, a median of 46% adherence based on SMS or RTMM was recorded. Three of these participants (all female) were enrolled in the SMS arm, and 3 (1 female and 2 male) were enrolled in the RTMM arm. All participants were on a twice-daily ART regimen. Two participants in the RTMM arm and 1 in the SMS arm had suppressed viral loads (Multimedia Appendix 1).

Case 1
The first case was a female living in urban Moshi who responded to 73 (43%) of 168 SMS text messages with the question of whether she took her medication. During study visits 1 to 5, the participant confirmed that she received SMS text message reminders on time, but she often did not respond to them; she said, “I think I lacked commitment in responding to SMS.”

She felt depressed because she was separated from her family. She had not expected that the nurses would find out that she was not responding to the SMS text messages. After she was confronted by the nurses about her low response rate to SMS text messages, she tried to reply to them more often. She mentioned that she had no difficulties taking her pills, despite not replying to the SMS text messages. To improve adherence to ART, she said,

\[\text{I will set my phone alarm as extra reminder and involve the caregiver as well.}\]

She did not have concerns about privacy and answered,

\[\text{I have a smartphone and it's easy to disable SMS notification as well as put a password. So, no one can see or have access to my SMS.}\]

Therefore, this participant reported high levels of adherence to ART despite a low response rate to SMS text messages, and the low response rate appeared to be related to feelings of depression.

Case 2
Case 2 was an urban Moshi woman. Throughout visits 1 to 5, 186 SMS text messages were sent and delivered with the question about whether she took her medication. However, only 95 (51%) SMS text messages were responded to with, “Yes, I took it” and 91 (49%) SMS text messages were not responded to.

When confronted by the nurses about her low response rate to text messages during the feedback sessions, she mentioned that the main challenge that hindered her in replying to SMS text messages were her friends, who normally spent a lot of time with her, especially in the evening. She explained,

\[\text{My friends are always in my room, especially in the evening; therefore, I am not feeling comfortable to respond to SMS.}\]

When asked whether she had disclosed her HIV status to them, she said,

\[\text{I'm scared to tell them, and with my age I still need them around. Also, none of my friends will believe I acquired HIV when I was born.}\]

Of interest, she said, “Despite not responding to the SMS, I still take my medication.”

This participant also reported high levels of adherence to ART despite having a low response rate to SMS text messages. The main reason for the low response rate to SMS text messages was related to the fear of unwanted disclosure of her HIV status.

Case 3
In 2012, a 29-year-old woman living in urban Moshi started ART. During visits 1 to 5, 186 SMS text messages were sent and received, asking whether she took her medication. She only replied to 53 (28%) text messages and did not respond to 133 (72%).

During feedback sessions with the nurses, she insisted, “I never missed the medication intakes and I replied to the SMS.” She also said,

\[\text{I am surprised to see that I did not reply to all SMS. I am wondering whether you are missing something as I believe that I managed to take about 80% of my pills.}\]

However, in the interview with the study coordinator, she confessed,

\[\text{I was not honest during the feedback sessions with the nurses. The reason for that is that I was depressed because my sister found out I was receiving SMS to remind me to take medication for HIV and then it became even worse when she started telling my neighbors that I will die soon.}\]

When we asked if she thought the content of the SMS text messages should be changed, she said,

\[\text{I don't have a problem with the content. Nowadays I delete the SMS once I have replied to it so that no one will read them in case they gain access to my phone.}\]

For this participant, the main reason for not replying to SMS was related to unwanted disclosure of HIV status and stigma surrounding HIV.

Case 4
Case 4 was a 58-year-old female living in rural Moshi who started ART in 2012 and was enrolled in the RTMM arm. According to RTMM, her level of adherence during the first 2 study months was 47%. After the nurses showed her this level of adherence during a feedback session, she said,

\[\text{I never missed the medication intakes. I think the RTMM was not working properly. Therefore, I want to be provided with a new device.}\]

The study nurse exchanged the old device with a new one. In the next feedback session, her level of adherence according to RTMM was still low, at 20%, despite her insistence that she never missed a medication intake.

During the interview with the study investigator, the participant mentioned that the device was easy to use, but charging it was...
a challenge because it did not have an alarm to indicate a low battery. At the beginning of the study, this participant lived in a rural area, where her adherence level was low, according to RTMM. After 10 months, she moved to an urban area and the device started to send daily signals, showing device openings indicative of a high level of adherence. The participant explained,

*I have never missed my medication intakes; therefore, I was surprised why the device was not recording the openings. After I moved from my old house in the village, the device started to record the openings, so I thought the problem was network coverage.*

The participant was happy to be monitored in real time, as it made her feel cared for. Privacy concerns were not an issue for this participant as she had disclosed her HIV status to her family.

For this participant, the main reason for the discrepancy between self-reported adherence and adherence generated by the device seemed to be related to adequate power, charging, and availability of network coverage.

**Case 5**

Case 4 was a 33-year-old male who lives in urban Moshi. He was enrolled in the RTMM arm and started ART in 2013. According to RTMM, his level of adherence to ART was 57%, on average, during the follow-up period of the study. This participant explained that his main problem using the RTMM device was concern about disclosure of his HIV status:

*I have no problem with using the device except that I did not disclose my HIV status to my children and my co-workers. So sometimes it is difficult to open the device when I am with them. However, I always take my pills, which I kept outside the device.*

This participant further explained,

*I had difficulties carrying the device to my workplace and since I’m working late sometimes, I sometimes missed my evening dose of medication.*

Thus, the main problems for this participant were related to unwanted disclosure of HIV status and difficulties incorporating the use of the device in daily activities.

**Case 6**

The sixth case was a 21-year-old man. With an average of 60% ART adherence during the follow-up of the study, he acknowledged missing his medication due to the lack of an alarm on the RTMM device. He explained,

*When I’m home with the device, I normally forget to open it...Sometimes I wish the device should have an alarm to notify me to open it for my medication intake.*

He also said,

*Currently I depend on other reminders, such as news time hours and the alarm of the wall clock.*

Before this participant enrolled in the study, he used to set an alarm on his mobile phone as reminder to take his medication. Now he says,

*Since the device does not give an alarm, sometimes I missed my medication intakes as there is nothing to ring as alarm. However, as soon I receive the SMS reminder, I take my medication.*

Therefore, for this participant, the main reason for poor adherence recorded by the device was that the normal strategy that he used to remind himself to take his medication was interrupted when entering the study, and he needed to adopt a new strategy. As the SMS text message reminder comes late, the participant might indeed be adherent but not on time.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

This case series explored, in detail, 6 participants who had major discrepancies between their self-reported and digitally monitored adherence. This paper illustrates the challenges in using mHealth, which emerged during an intervention trial using SMS text message reminders and RTMM to improve adherence to ART among people living with HIV in the Kilimanjaro region in Tanzania. Interviews were conducted to determine whether the discrepancies were triggered by difficulties in using the interventions, poor network, power failures, potential stigma, or other reasons.

One remarkable observation was that it is important to distinguish between adherence to proper use of the digital adherence monitoring device and adherence to treatment. Patients enrolled in the SMS arm were expected to respond to each question they received by SMS text message. However, of all the SMS text messages that were delivered, on average, only 46% postintake text messages were responded to. The results showed that the postintake SMS text message was not triggering the trial participants to respond well to the messages. This finding seems to be in line with a previous study reporting that implementation of mHealth interventions in low-income countries can be complicated if end users have difficulties adapting to new technologies due to lack of experience or psychosocial barriers, which may lead to inadequate use of the technology (i.e., limited responding to messages or incorrect use of the device for medication intake) [9].

Another remarkable finding was that several participants considered using additional ways to remind themselves to take their medication, such as using a phone alarm. We found this striking, as sending electronic reminders to participants was part of both intervention arms, yet participants needed additional tools to help them remember to take their medicine on time.

One participant insisted that she took her medication even when the RTMM device was replaced with a new one, but the new device continued to indicate poor adherence. This discrepancy turned out to be caused by the device not finding a network, and it was therefore unable to properly transmit the signal to indicate the medication intake event. As such, each time the device was opened, it was not recorded in the system. However, after the participant moved to an area with a network, the device was able to send the signal on a daily basis. This underlines that adequate network coverage is a prerequisite for the feasibility of mHealth.
In our previous study in the Kilimanjaro region [8], we also encountered the problem of network instability due to bad coverage that led to delays and failures in delivering reminder SMS text messages among participants residing in several remote villages. Despite the technical challenges that were addressed by interviewing participants, we believe that using mHealth and integrating it with the existing health system is possible, but it would require stability of several factors such as network coverage and power supply [9,10]. We therefore suggest that future studies on mHealth interventions in resource-limited settings may benefit from involving other stakeholders, especially mobile network providers, since they have a vital role in providing stable network coverage necessary for delivering such interventions.

Psychosocial barriers, including mental health issues and lack of social support, have been shown to result in poor use of interventions due to fear of HIV disclosure within the family or at workplaces. Findings from a previous study in Kenya showed that SMS text messaging had better effect on treatment adherence for those who received SMS text messages and who reported a high level of social support [11]. Therefore, it is important to take into account mental health issues when applying digital tools by, for example, providing support through messages or using the tool to increase communication about mental health issues during clinic visits.

Privacy was a main issue for participants who did not disclose their HIV status to others. This finding is consistent with that of studies in South Africa and a study in Kenya that showed that some participants had concerns that monitoring was intruding on their privacy [12,13]. The use of neutral messages that do not refer to topics related to sickness or medication could overcome the problem of unwanted disclosure. In addition, participants in the South African study had concerns that the size and design of the pillbox would reveal their HIV status to the community, especially when they needed to open it in the vicinity of others. However, our pilot study in Kilimanjaro [8] showed a different result, as most participants were happy with the color and size of the device.

Case 6 illustrates the importance of ensuring that an intervention intended to improve adherence does not interfere with a person’s strategy to enhance their level of adherence. Despite that we told our participants to keep using their normal ways of reminding themselves to take their medication, this participant decided to quit using his phone alarm. Although he declared that the reminder SMS text message served as an alarm to him, it did not lead to improved medication intake according to the device. We cannot say that using the device hampered medication intake, as this participant was judged to be nonadherent at enrollment. Unfortunately, it was not clear why this patient was not adherent. It is possible that the participant was still not willing to disclose to the interviewer that he was not taking his medication or not taking it on time.

Two participants had suppressed viral loads after being exposed to the intervention for several months, despite having low levels of adherence as indicated by responses to text messages or by recorded RTMM device openings. It remains unclear whether these participants were adherent to taking their medication but nonadherent to the proper use of the intervention (ie, responding to SMS text messages or opening the RTMM device). This difficulty in distinguishing between adherence to treatment and adherence to proper use of an intervention or device is not unique to the 2 mHealth interventions that were used in this study. Similar findings have been reported in 2 studies conducted in Kenya [11,12]. Another explanation for the suppressed viral loads might be that levels of adherence were incorrectly recorded due to technical problems. To be able to distinguish between true low adherence to treatment and low adherence to the intervention combined with technical problems, drug levels in the blood could give more insight. Because it was not possible to measure plasma concentrations of antiretroviral drugs in this study, we could not verify whether these participants were nonadherent to their medication intake or nonadherent to using their device.

Conclusion
This case series explored the reasons underlying major discrepancies between self-reported adherence and digitally monitored adherence that occurred in 6 participants in our mHealth intervention trial. Based on our findings, we can make a number of recommendations. First, network coverage at the participant’s home must be ensured before implementation. Second, neutral messages (eg, “Hello, this is your friend from the REMIND Study. I hope you are doing well.”) should be used to avoid unwanted disclosure of HIV status. Third, participants should be advised to continue using their usual reminder cues. Fourth, a triage system could be developed to determine whether a patient is ready to use such mobile interventions to prevent the paradoxical situation that an intervention intended to improve treatment adherence actually worsens adherence. Fifth, researchers should attempt to distinguish between adherence to the use of a monitoring device and adherence to treatment. Last, our findings serve as a reminder of the paramount importance of psychosocial support in the context of providing HIV treatment and care.
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Abstract

Background: Chronic pain is associated with poor physical and emotional functioning. Nonpharmacological interventions can help, but improvements are small and not sustained. Previous clinical trials do not follow recommendations to comprehensively target objectively measured and performance-based physical function in addition to self-reported physical function.

Objective: This study aimed to establish feasibility benchmarks and explore improvements in physical (self-reported, performance based, and objectively measured) and emotional function, pain outcomes, and coping through a pilot randomized controlled trial of a mind-body physical activity program (GetActive) with and without a digital monitoring device (GetActive-Fitbit), which were iteratively refined through mixed methods.

Methods: Patients with chronic pain were randomized to the GetActive (n=41) or GetActive-Fitbit (n=41) programs, which combine relaxation, cognitive behavioral, and physical restoration skills and were delivered in person. They completed in-person assessments before and after the intervention. Performance-based function was assessed with the 6-min walk test, and step count was measured with an ActiGraph.

Results: Feasibility benchmarks (eg, recruitment, acceptability, credibility, therapist adherence, adherence to practice at home, ActiGraph wear, and client satisfaction) were good to excellent and similar in both programs. Within each program, we observed improvement in the 6-min walk test (mean increase=+41 m, SD 41.15; P<.001; effect size of 0.99 SD units for the GetActive group and mean increase=+50 m, SD 58.63; P<.001; effect size of 0.85 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group) and self-reported physical function (P=.001; effect size of 0.62 SD units for the GetActive group and P=.02; effect size of 0.38 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group). The mean step count increased only among sedentary patients (mean increase=+874 steps for the GetActive group and +867 steps for the GetActive-Fitbit group). Emotional function, pain intensity, pain coping, and mindfulness also improved in both groups. Participants rated themselves as much improved at the end of the program, and those in the GetActive-Fitbit group noted that Fitbit greatly helped with increasing their activity.

Conclusions: These preliminary findings support a fully powered efficacy trial of the two programs against an education control group. We present a model for successfully using the Initiative on the Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assessment in Clinical
Trials criteria for a comprehensive assessment of physical function and following evidence-based models to maximize feasibility before formal efficacy testing.

**Trial Registration:** ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03412916; https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT03412916

(JMIR Form Res 2020;4(6):e18703) doi:10.2196/18703
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**Introduction**

**Background**

Chronic musculoskeletal pain is costly [1] and associated with substantial emotional and functional limitations [2-5]. Current treatment recommendations support nonpharmacological approaches for pain management (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines) [6]. Evidence-based treatments such as cognitive behavioral therapy [7], acceptance and commitment therapy–based approaches [8], mindfulness-based approaches [9], and aerobic exercise [10] are efficacious in improving emotional and physical function. However, across all approaches, randomized controlled trials (RCTs) have tended to report mostly short-term improvements with relatively small effect sizes [9,11-16]. Novel interventions are needed to sustainably improve emotional and physical function in this population.

Using the International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health (ICF) guidelines [17]; Initiative on Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials (IMMPACT) recommendations [18,19]; and guidelines for intervention development and clinical trials [20-22], we developed and iteratively refined a multimodal mind-body physical activity program that combines evidence-based pain management skills with increased physical activity through both quota-based pacing (gradual increase in activity that is noncontingent on pain levels) and linking increased walking to activities of daily living [23]. Our guiding hypothesis was that the most effective and efficient way to sustainably improve physical function among patients with chronic pain is to combine evidence-based mind-body skills with physical activity. In line with IMMPACT guidelines [18], the goal of the program is to increase not only self-reported but also performance-based (eg, the 6-min walk test [24]) and objectively measured (eg, step count as measured by accelerometers) physical function, which together provide a critical and comprehensive snapshot of an individual’s abilities and function. As previous research has shown that increasing activity in this population is challenging because of improper pacing [23,25], we hypothesized that Fitbit, an inexpensive, commercially available wrist-worn digital activity monitor with visible display, can be a useful aid by providing real-time self-monitoring and reinforcement of activity consistent with a predetermined weekly step goal. To date, several studies have used Fitbit alone, not paired with coping skills training, and did not find meaningful step count increases among patients with chronic pain [26,27]. We currently do not know whether daily monitoring of activity with a digital monitoring device such as Fitbit would aid participants in increasing step count.

Our long-term goal is to conduct a fully powered RCT comparing 2 identical mind-body physical activity programs, one with a Fitbit device (GetActive-Fitbit) and the other without (GetActive), with an attention educational placebo control. This future RCT will seek to (1) determine the efficacy of the 2 programs in sustainably improving self-reported, performance, and objectively measured physical function and to (2) understand whether program-dependent improvement in physical function (self-reported, performance based, and objectively measured) is enhanced by using a Fitbit. However, in accordance with the Obesity Related Behavioral Intervention Trials (ORBIT) [21] and the National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH) [22] models of intervention development and optimization, multiple program iterations are necessary to maximize methodology and feasibility before a large efficacy clinical trial. This study represents stage Ia and Ib of the ORBIT model (proof of concept and pilot testing) and stage 3 of the NCCIH treatment development model (feasibility and pilot studies). The goals of stages Ia and Ib of the ORBIT model are to test for clinically meaningful changes and determine the source of the treatment effect [21]. The goals of stage 3 of NCCIH’s development model are to determine whether a subsequent larger study of the refined intervention can be successfully implemented and can provide clinically meaningful evidence for efficacy [22].

We used a sequential approach to the development and initial testing of our mind-body physical activity program focused on multiple iterations to optimize it, meet a-priori set markers of feasibility, and establish a signal of improvement in outcomes (Multimedia Appendix 1) [21,28]. First, we conducted qualitative focus groups with adults with heterogeneous chronic pain to gather their feedback, needs and preferences, and barriers and facilitators to program participation, increasing activity and using a Fitbit [23]. Next, we developed a mind-body physical activity program that incorporates mind-body skills adapted from the Relaxation Response Resiliency Program [29], for example, eliciting the relaxation response (mindfulness meditation), pain-specific cognitive behavioral skills (eg, goal setting, behavioral activation techniques, adaptive restructuring of pain-related misconceptions such as catastrophizing and avoidance of fear), and physical restoration skills (eg, quota-based pacing noncontingent on pain). From this initial version, we developed the first version of GetActive (8 sessions), where participants increase activity using time-based goals, and GetActive with Fitbit (8 sessions), where participants increase activity using step count–based goals with real-time reinforcement aided by a Fitbit. Both programs focused on walking, as this was the preferred activity within our focus groups [23]. Using a nonrandomized, controlled, small pilot...
trial (ORBIT phase IIa; n=6 and n=7), we found that both programs had good to excellent feasibility and acceptability markers and relatively similar signals of improvement in physical, emotional function, and intervention targets [23]. However, exit interviews with group participants informed additional program modifications, including the use of self-compassion when goals are not met, language clarifications, and increasing the number of sessions to facilitate skill acquisition.

**Objectives**

Here, we report on feasibility markers and within-group improvements in outcomes after a pilot RCT of the refined GetActive (10 group sessions) and GetActive-Fitbit (10 group sessions; Fitbit to self-monitor activity) programs. Our primary hypothesis was that both programs will meet a-priori set feasibility benchmarks (feasibility of recruitment, program acceptability, credibility and expectancy, therapist adherence to the manual, feasibility of quantitative measures, adherence to practice at home, adherence to ActiGraph accelerometer and Fitbit, and safety) necessary before an efficacy trial. Our secondary hypothesis was that for both programs, we will observe within-group improvements in physical function (self-reported, 6-min walk test, and ActiGraph step count), emotional function (anxiety and depression), pain-specific outcomes (intensity and coping with pain), as well as adaptive coping and mindfulness.

**Methods**

**Participants**

We recruited patients with heterogeneous musculoskeletal chronic pain via direct referrals from the Massachusetts General Hospital Pain Clinic as well as flyers and hospital-wide email lists advertising our study. Recruitment occurred between July 2018 and September 2019. The study was funded by the NCCIH and approved by Massachusetts General Hospital’s institutional review board (IRB). The inclusion criteria were as follows: (1) ≥18 years old, (2) self-reported nonmalignant chronic pain for >3 months, (3) ability to walk unassisted for at least 6 min, (4) access to a mobile device with Bluetooth version 4.0, (5) no change in psychotropic or pain medications for the past 3 months, and (6) cleared for participation by a physician. The exclusion criteria were as follows: (1) medical illness expected to worsen in the next 6 months, (2) serious and untreated psychiatric illness or active suicidality, (3) current untreated substance use disorder, (4) practicing meditation/yoga or relaxation response skills for >45 min a week in the past 6 months, (5) using a Fitbit device in the past 6 months, and (6) engaged in regular physical exercise for >30 min daily by self-report.

**Procedure**

**Screening, Enrollment, and Randomization**

We screened all referrals via a phone call using a standard, IRB-approved scripted checklist. All participants were informed that the goal of the program was to increase physical activity rather than decrease pain. We documented all reasons for ineligibility (Multimedia Appendix 2). All screenings were reviewed at team meetings with the study principal investigator. Eligible participants who were able to meet during the designated group times (a 3-hour block that would accommodate randomization to GetActive or GetActive-Fitbit 90-min groups) were immediately scheduled for the next available group sessions. The rest were placed on a waitlist and contacted for future groups. The date and time for each group cohort was flexibly determined based on the availability of most eligible potential participants. For each group cohort, participants were asked to come to the clinic on the same day and time to undergo informed consent, complete self-report assessments, complete a 6-min walk test [24], and start wearing a wGT3X-BT ActiGraph accelerometer (ActiGraph, LLC). Participants received detailed instructions (1) to wear the ActiGraph over their right hip using an elastic belt for 1 week during all waking hours, except while in water (bathing or swimming), (2) to maintain their regular levels of activity, and (3) to fill out a daily device wear and physical activity log. Participants were asked to provide their preferred method to receive daily reminders to wear the ActiGraphs (eg, text messages, phone calls, or emails). At the end of the assessment session (approximately 90 min), participants were randomized to either the GetActive or GetActive-Fitbit program based on a 1:1 ratio via a sequence generated by sealedenvelope.com in blocks of 12. Participants were compensated with US $30 for completion of baseline assessments. They were instructed to return for the first session the following week at their assigned time and return the ActiGraph and wear log. In the first session, participants received the GetActive or GetActive-Fitbit treatment manuals. Those randomized to GetActive-Fitbit also received a Fitbit that was paired with each participant’s phone. The average step count recorded by the ActiGraph was set as the initial step goal on the participants’ Fitbit devices.

**GetActive and GetActive-Fitbit Programs**

Development of the original 8-week programs, details on program skills, and exit interviews to inform the current program versions have been previously reported [23]. The final GetActive and GetActive-Fitbit programs have 10 weekly 90-min sessions (Multimedia Appendix 3). The programs teach 4 core skills: (1) weekly SMART goal setting (defined as goals that are specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-based) [29] for a gradual increase in physical activity paired with activities of daily living that are meaningful and important to participants (ie, walk instead of drive to the store and walk to the park with kids) and the daily practice of mind-body skills (eg, engage in meditation before going to bed and when walking), (2) individualized quota-based pacing (eg, walk for 30 min or meet a step goal of 5000), (3) mind-body skills (diaphragmatic breathing to manage intense pain flares and pain anxiety, body scan to increase body awareness and reduce reactivity to pain sensations, mindfulness exercises to understand the transience of pain and change one’s relationship with it, and self-compassion when falling short of set goals), and (4) understand the disability spiral (eg, how reducing activity perpetuates pain and disability) and correct myths about pain or automatic pain-related thoughts that interfere with meeting program goals. At each weekly session, the group leader reviewed home practice, including adherence to activity goals,
and helped participants solve barriers to adherence. Participants who missed group sessions were immediately contacted by the study staff and scheduled for a make-up session.

The GetActive and GetActive-Fitbit programs are identical in content and structure. However, in the GetActive-Fitbit program, the study staff instructed participants how to consistently wear and charge the Fitbit (session 1), uploaded an individualized step goal onto each participant’s Fitbit during each weekly session through Fitbit.com, monitored Fitbit wear in real time through the Fitabase website (Fitabase) [30], immediately called nonadherent participants to solve problems with adherence, and encouraged participants to focus on meeting the daily activity SMART goals.

Procedure for Fitbit Step Count Assessments and Pacing
Details can be found in the study by Greenberg et al [23]. Briefly, before each session, a staff member downloaded the participants’ Fitbit data from the past week, calculated the participants’ step goals for the upcoming week, and provided the study clinician with individual adherence data for each participant, which were discussed during the session. If participants reached their weekly goal, they could choose whether to repeat it for the following week or increase it by 10% [31,32]. If they did not reach their goal, they would repeat it. If they did not reach their goal 2 weeks in a row, they could choose whether to repeat it or set a new goal that was 10% higher than their actual step count during that week (rather than their step count goal).

Postintervention Assessments
In the last group session, participants were handed the ActiGraph and were instructed to complete the activity log again for 1 week. They were asked to return the following week as a group to complete the postintervention assessment. Participants were again compensated with US $30 for the assessment session.

Feasibility Assessments
Feasibility markers were determined to be consistent with guidelines for intervention development [21,28]. Feasibility benchmarks were set a-priori. We assessed the following feasibility markers:

1. Feasibility of recruitment: This was assessed as the proportion of potential participants successfully contacted who agreed to participate. We considered a proportion of 80% excellent and a proportion of 70% good.
2. Program acceptability: This was assessed via the proportion of participants who attended at least 7 out of 10 sessions. Feasibility was considered excellent when ≥80% of the participants attended 7 out of 10 sessions and good if at least ≥70% of the participants did.
3. Credibility and expectancy: This was assessed using the credibility and expectancy questionnaire [33], a 6-item questionnaire assessing both the degree to which participants find the program logical and convincing (credibility) and the degree to which they believe they will benefit (expectancy). Credibility and expectancy were considered excellent when ≥75% of the participants scored above the scale midpoint and good if at least 70% of the participants did.
4. Therapist adherence to the program manual: This was assessed in 2 ways. First, the study clinician completed a content checklist at the end of each of the sessions, marked all session content that was covered within each session, and wrote a progress note. Therapist adherence to the program manual was determined as excellent if 100% of the therapist checklists covered 100% of the session skills and good if at least 75% of the checklists covered 100% of the session skills. Next, 20% of the audio recorded sessions were coded for content against the therapist checklists by 2 independent coders who were trained by the principal investigator. An agreement (Cohen κ) of at least 60% was considered good and higher than 80% was considered excellent [34].
5. Feasibility of quantitative measures: This was measured by assessing the questionnaire completion and internal consistency reliability of the measures. This was considered to be acceptable if the internal reliability of the questionnaires (Cronbach α) was higher than .70 and none of the questionnaires were fully missing in more than 25% of the participants.
6. Adherence to home practice: Adherence to home practice was assessed via the number of days per week participants self-reported that they practiced meditation and appreciation exercises. We considered adherence to be excellent if ≥3 home practice components (eg, relaxation response practice, SMART goal activity, and appreciations) were completed at least 3 out of 7 days per week or if they included at least one of the 3 components at least 5 out of 7 per week on average, in ≥80% of home practice logs handed in. We considered adherence to activity and home practice to be good if these criteria were met in 70% of logs.
7. Adherence to ActiGraph and Fitbit: This was calculated by the proportion of participants who wore the ActiGraph at least 5 out of 7 days per week [35,36] for at least seven hours a day (≥80% excellent and ≥70% good) [23]. Similar criteria were used for wearing the Fitbit in the GetActive-Fitbit group.
8. Adherence to Fitbit: For the GetActive-Fitbit group, adherence to Fitbit was calculated by the proportion of participants who wore a charged Fitbit for 5 out of 7 days per week on average (≥80% excellent and ≥70% good).
9. Program satisfaction: This was assessed using the client satisfaction scale questionnaire (CSQ-3) [37], which includes 3 items capturing the degree to which the program met the participants’ needs and their satisfaction from it. Satisfaction was considered excellent if the proportion of participants who scored above the scale midpoint was ≥75% and good if ≥70%.
10. Program safety: Safety was assessed via self-reported adverse events. Safety was considered excellent if there were no adverse events linked to program participation and good if there were minimal and mild adverse events (eg, muscle soreness) linked to program participation, which occurred in no more than 10% of participants.
Physical Function Assessments

We assessed objectively measured, performance-based, and self-reported physical function per the IMMPACT criteria [18,19] and the ICF guidelines [17].

Objectively Measured Physical Function

We measured the actual number of steps taken daily by each participant using the wGT3X-BT ActiGraph accelerometer device [38]. We asked participants to wear the ActiGraph during all waking hours for 7 days before and after the programs and calculated the participants’ average daily steps. We used ActiLife software (ActiLife LLC) to store, clean, and analyze data using the settings used in our nonrandomized controlled trial [23]. Briefly, the ActiGraphs were set to record counts in 30-second epochs [39]. Nonwear time was defined as ≥90 consecutive minutes of no activity counts [40]. Up to 2 min of activity counts between 0 and 100 were allowed [41], and we ignored wear periods of <10 min. A staff member checked for valid wear time (7 hours per day) and manually checked each participant’s recorded activity with self-reported wear times logged in their activity diaries to ensure consistency. We used a minimum clinically important difference (MCID) [42] of 800 ActiGraph measured steps [43].

Performance-Based Physical Function

We measured performance-based physical function via the 6-min walk test [44], which has an MCID of 54 m [44]. We recorded the distance in meters each participant covered by walking on a flat surface for 6 min.

Self-Reported Physical Function

We used 3 self-report measures recommended by IMMPACT [18] that assess different aspects of physical function targeted within our program. The World Health Organization Disability Assessment Schedule (WHODAS) 2.0 is a 36-item questionnaire assessing difficulties in 6 main areas of function: cognition (understanding and communication), mobility (moving and getting around), self-care (hygiene, dressing, eating, and staying alone), getting along with others (interacting with other people), life activities (domestic responsibilities, leisure, and work), and participation (joining community activities) [45]. WHODAS 2.0 does not yet have an established MCID. The Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS) physical function, version 1.2.8b, is an 8-item questionnaire that assesses the ability to perform various physical tasks (self-care to complex tasks) [46]. Scores are expressed as T scores (mean 50, SD 10). The MCID is 5.48 [47]. The self-reported physical activity scale for individuals with physical disabilities (PASIPD) is a 13-item measure assessing engagement in leisure, household, and work-related physical activities [48]. Internal reliability in the current sample was excellent for the PROMIS physical function and WHODAS (Cronbach α=.94 and .97, respectively). For the PASIPD, reliability was acceptable (α=.62).

Emotional Function

We measured anxiety using the PROMIS anxiety scale [49] (version 1.08a, MCID=4.28) and depression using the PROMIS depression scale [50] (version 1.08b, MCID=5.19) [47,49,50]. These 8-item measures assess the frequency of anxiety and depression symptoms, respectively, over the past week on a 1-5 Likert scale. Scores are expressed as T scores with mean 50 (SD 10). Internal reliability was excellent for PROMIS anxiety (Cronbach α=.95) and depression (Cronbach α=.96).

Pain Intensity

We assessed pain intensity at rest and with activity using the numerical rating scale (NRS) [51,52]. This is a 0-10 scale with high scores depicting higher pain. The NRS has an MCID of 1 [53].

Pain-Related Coping

We assessed pain-related coping using the pain catastrophizing scale [54], which assesses hopelessness, helplessness, and magnification of pain; the Tampa kinesiophobia scale (MCID=6) [55], which assesses fear of experiencing pain during activity; and the pain resilience scale (no MCID) [56], which measures the ability to regulate emotions and engage in activities despite pain. Internal reliability was excellent for pain catastrophizing (Cronbach α=.94) and good for both kinesiophobia (Cronbach α=.87) and pain resilience (Cronbach α=.89).

Adaptive Coping and Mindfulness

We assessed adaptive coping skills using the measure of current status (MOCS-A) [57], a 13-item questionnaire measuring the ability to utilize healthy coping skills such as relaxation, awareness of tension, assertiveness, and coping confidence. We assessed mindfulness using the cognitive and affective mindfulness scale-revised (CAMS-R), a 12-item questionnaire measuring participants’ ability to pay attention to the present moment in a nonjudgmental manner [58]. Internal reliability was good for both measures (Cronbach α=.89 for MOCS-A and Cronbach α=.85 for CAMS-R).

Patients’ Perception of Improvement

We used the modified patient global impression of change (MPGIC) to assess participants’ overall perception of improvement in key program areas [59]. Participants used a 1-7 Likert scale to rate how much they perceived the program to have improved their physical function, activity levels, pain, emotional function, pain resilience, and the degree to which the Fitbit helped them or not in increasing physical activity (only the GetActive-Fitbit group). Lower scores indicate higher perceived improvement.

Analysis Plan

We first assessed the sample characteristics using descriptive statistics. We then analyzed feasibility markers based on the proportion of participants who achieved each benchmark, as detailed earlier in the Feasibility Assessments section. For the rest of the quantitative assessments, we used descriptive statistics to characterize the sample and paired sample two-tailed t tests to assess within-group changes between baseline and postprogram. Cohen d was used to determine effect sizes using conventional standards (small effect sizes of 0.2 SD units, medium effect sizes of 0.5 SD units, and large effect sizes of 0.8 SD units) [60]. When available, we report clinical significance based on MCID and refer to comparisons with population norms. Consistent with recommendations for
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analyses for pilot studies [61,62], we did not perform between-group analyses of efficacy.

**Sample Size Consideration**

In line with recommendations for pilot RCTs [63,64], the target sample size for this study was 80 enrolled participants to achieve 60 completers. This sample size is sufficient to determine feasibility and acceptability markers and is typical in randomized controlled feasibility trials [65-67].

**Results**

**Sample Characteristics**

A total of 265 participants were referred and assessed for eligibility, and 82 participants were randomized (41 in each group; Multimedia Appendix 2). The sample characteristics are summarized in Table 1. Participants were predominantly female (54/82, 66%), white (66/82, 80%), and non-Hispanic (72/82, 88%). Approximately half of all participants completed either 4 years of college (17/82, 21%) or obtained a graduate or professional degree (28/82, 34%).

**Table 1.** Demographic characteristics of participants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic characteristics</th>
<th>GetActive (n=41)</th>
<th>GetActive-Fitbit (n=41)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years), mean (SD)</td>
<td>54.46 (14.5)</td>
<td>49.07 (14.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>18 (43.9)</td>
<td>10 (24.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>23 (56.1)</td>
<td>31 (75.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino/Latina</td>
<td>4 (9.8)</td>
<td>4 (9.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Hispanic or Latino/Latina</td>
<td>35 (85.4)</td>
<td>37 (90.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>2 (4.9)</td>
<td>N/A^a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian/Alaskan Native</td>
<td>2 (4.9)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1 (2.4)</td>
<td>2 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>5 (12.2)</td>
<td>2 (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>32 (78.0)</td>
<td>34 (82.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than one race</td>
<td>1 (2.4)</td>
<td>3 (7.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital status, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single, never married</td>
<td>13 (31.7)</td>
<td>15 (36.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Living with significant other</td>
<td>5 (12.2)</td>
<td>6 (14.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>15 (36.6)</td>
<td>8 (19.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated/divorced</td>
<td>5 (12.2)</td>
<td>11 (26.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>3 (7.3)</td>
<td>1 (2.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Education, n (%)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school (12 years)</td>
<td>5 (12.2)</td>
<td>6 (14.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some college/associate degree (&lt;16 years)</td>
<td>15 (36.6)</td>
<td>11 (26.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completed college (16 years)</td>
<td>9 (22.0)</td>
<td>8 (19.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graduate/professional degree (&gt;16 years)</td>
<td>12 (29.3)</td>
<td>16 (39.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aN/A: data not applicable.

**Feasibility and Acceptability Markers**

Program acceptability, feasibility of quantitative measures, therapist adherence, patient adherence to activity and home practice, adherence to wearing the ActiGraph (as well as Fitbit for the GetActive-Fitbit program), and program satisfaction were good to excellent and similar in both groups (Table 2). Feasibility of recruitment was excellent, with 265 participants out of 307 (86.3%) successfully contacted agreeing to participate. 9 out of 10 multi-item measures had internal reliability (Cronbach $\alpha$ > .70, with the mean reliability=0.89, SD 0.11. Of the 82 participants randomized, baseline ActiGraph data were obtained from 72 participants (68 with valid data: 31 in the GetActive program and 37 in the GetActive-Fitbit...
program) and postprogram data from 60 participants (56 with valid data: 25 in the GetActive program and 31 in the GetActive-Fitbit program). The 6-min walk test data were obtained from 82 participants at baseline (41 in each group) and 61 postprogram (28 in the GetActive program and 33 in the GetActive-Fitbit program). Complete data from all self-reported measures were obtained from 81 participants at baseline (41 from the GetActive program and 40 in the GetActive-Fitbit program) and from 70 (34 from the GetActive program and 36 in the GetActive-Fitbit program) participants postprogram. The benchmark criteria are detailed in the Feasibility Assessments section.

Table 2. Feasibility and acceptability of the programs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Outcomesa</th>
<th>GetActive</th>
<th>GetActive-Fitbit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program acceptability</td>
<td>31 out of 41 participants (76%) attended ≥7 out of 10 group or make-up sessions: good</td>
<td>34 out of 41 participants (83%) attended ≥7 out of 10 group or make-up sessions: excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Credibility and expectancy</td>
<td>27 out of 41 participants (66%) scored above the scale midpoint for expectancy: acceptable; 37 out of 41 participants (90%) scored above the scale midpoint for credibility: excellent</td>
<td>38 out of 41 participants (93%) scored above the scale midpoint for credibility: excellent; 22 out of 41 participants (54%) scored above the scale midpoint for expectancy: acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Therapist adherence to the manual</td>
<td>Rater agreement (κ=98%): therapist adherence to the manual was 98%: good</td>
<td>Rater agreement (κ=97%): therapist adherence to the manual was 94%: good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feasibility of quantitative measures</td>
<td>41 out of 41 (100%) were not fully missing questionnaires on quantitative measures at baseline: excellent; 34 out of 35 (97%) were not fully missing questionnaires on quantitative measures at posttest: excellent</td>
<td>40 out of 41 (97.56%) were not fully missing questionnaires on quantitative measures at baseline: excellent; 37 out of 37 (100%) were not fully missing questionnaires on quantitative measures at posttest: excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence to homework</td>
<td>98% of logs handed in met adherence criteria (ie, 3 home practice components completed 3 out of 7 days per week or 1 component completed 5 out of 7 days per week): excellent</td>
<td>98% of logs handed in met adherence criteria (ie, 3 home practice components completed 3 out of 7 days per week or 1 component completed 5 out of 7 days per week): excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence to ActiGraphs and Fitbit</td>
<td>31 out of 33 participants (94%) who received the ActiGraph at baseline wore it for ≥5 out of 7 days: excellent; 25 out of 27 participants (93%) who received the ActiGraph at posttest wore it for 5 out of 7 days: excellent; 30 out of 33 (91%) participants who received the ActiGraph at baseline had at least 5 out of 7 valid days (minimum of 7 wear hours): excellent; 19 out of 27 (70%) participants who received the ActiGraph at posttest had at least 5 out of 7 days (minimum of 7 wear hours): good</td>
<td>36 out of 39 participants (92%) who received the ActiGraph at baseline wore it for ≥5 out of 7 days: excellent; 29 out of 33 participants (88%) who received the ActiGraph at posttest wore it for 5 out of 7 days: excellent; 28 out of 39 participants (72%) who received the ActiGraph at baseline had at least 5 out of 7 valid (minimum of 7 wear hours): good; 25 out of 33 participants (76%) who received the ActiGraph posttest had at least 5 out of 7 valid (minimum of 7 wear hours): good; 34 out of 41 participants (83%) wore the Fitbit for at least 5 out of 7 days for 8 out of 10 weeks of the program: good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Client satisfaction</td>
<td>34 out of 34 participants (100%) scored above the scale midpoint: excellent</td>
<td>35 out of 36 participants (97%) scored above the scale midpoint: excellent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program safety and adverse events</td>
<td>3 participants were hospitalized for reasons unrelated to the program (1 for a lung infection, 1 for a pain flare, and 1 for a stroke); 1 patient reported Sciatica: excellent</td>
<td>7 participants were hospitalized for reasons unrelated to the program (1 for sickle cell anemia flare-up; 1 for diverticulitis attack; 1 for chemotherapy; 1 for a pain flare; 1 for unknown reasons; 1 for falling; and 1 admitted twice for elevated heart rate, and then hurting leg); 1 patient reported a sprained quadriiceps muscle: good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aFeasibility of recruitment and internal-reliability portion of the feasibility of quantitative measures are reported in the text for the entire sample.

**Physical Function**

**Objective Measured Physical Function**

As a whole, neither the GetActive group (–191 steps; \( P=0.68 \); effect size of 0.09 SD units) nor the GetActive-Fitbit group (+8 steps; \( P=0.98 \); effect size of 0 SD units) exhibited increases in step count from pre- to postprogram (Table 3). A total of 48% (11/23) of participants in the GetActive group and 53% (16/30) of participants in the GetActive-Fitbit group exhibited a higher step count following the program compared with baseline, with mean improvements exceeding the MCID of 800 steps (+1341 steps for the GetActive group and +1441 for the GetActive-Fitbit group). There was wide variability in the baseline step count across participants (mean=5432 SD~2942 steps; range 1197–13,643 steps). Although our goal was to enroll individuals who were inactive, 47% of individuals in our sample recorded >5000 steps at baseline (48% in the GetActive group and 46% in the GetActive-Fitbit group). Within the subgroup of participants who were sedentary (ie, recorded <5000 steps at baseline), the mean change in number of steps was above the MCID in both the GetActive and GetActive-Fitbit groups (+874 steps; \( P=0.25 \); effect size of 0.39 SD units for the GetActive group and +867 steps; \( P=0.03 \); effect size of 0.56 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group). In all, 50% of the sedentary individuals in the GetActive group and 47% in the
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GetActive-Fitbit group increased the number of steps over MCID.

**Performance-Based Physical Function**
Participants in both the GetActive group (+41 m; \( P < .001 \); effect size of 0.99 SD units) and GetActive-Fitbit group (+50 m; \( P < .001 \); effect size of 0.85 SD units) improved significantly with large effect sizes on the 6-min walk test, and these were just at the cusp of the MCID for the GetActive-Fitbit group.

**Self-Reported Physical Function**
Both groups exhibited significant improvements with medium effect size in both the WHODAS (\( P = .001 \); effect size of 0.62 SD units for the GetActive group and \( P = .03 \); effect size of 0.38 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group) and PROMIS physical function (\( P = .01 \); effect size of 0.49 SD units for the GetActive group and \( P = .02 \); effect size of 0.40 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group). Differences in the PROMIS measure (for which the MCID is available) did not reach the MCID. Groups exhibited no change in self-reported physical activity measured by the PASIPD (\( P = .32 \); effect size of 0.17 SD units for the GetActive group and \( P = .56 \); effect size of 0.09 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group).

**Emotional Function**
The GetActive group exhibited nonsignificant improvements in small effect size for the PROMIS depression (\( P = .11 \); effect size of 0.27 SD units) and PROMIS anxiety (\( P = .08 \); effect size of 0.30 SD units). The GetActive-Fitbit group exhibited significant improvements in medium effect sizes in the PROMIS depression (\( P = .003 \); effect size of 0.54 SD units) and PROMIS anxiety (\( P = .02 \); effect size of 0.40 SD units).

**Pain Intensity**
Both groups exhibited clinically meaningful and significant reductions in medium effect size in pain at rest (\( P = .007 \); effect size of 0.49 SD units for the GetActive group and \( P = .001 \); effect size of 0.58 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group) and with activity (\( P < .001 \); effect size of 0.70 SD units for the GetActive group and \( P = .001 \); effect size of 0.59 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group).

**Pain-Related Coping**
Both groups showed significant and medium-sized effects for improvements in pain catastrophizing (\( P < .001 \); effect size of 0.72 SD units for the GetActive group and \( P = .01 \); effect size of 0.43 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group) and kinesiophobia (\( P < .001 \); effect size of 0.74 SD units for the GetActive group and \( P = .001 \); effect size of 0.61 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group). The GetActive group exhibited significant medium-sized improvements in pain resilience (\( P = .001 \); effect size of 0.64 SD units), whereas improvements in the GetActive-Fitbit group had a small effect size and did not reach significance (\( P = .09 \); effect size of 0.28 SD units).

**Adaptive Coping and Mindfulness**
Both groups exhibited significant medium-sized effects for improvements in mindfulness (\( P = .002 \); effect size of 0.58 SD units for the GetActive group and \( P = .01 \); effect size of 0.44 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group) and significant medium-to-large effects for improvement in adaptive coping (\( P < .001 \); effect size of 0.76 SD units for the GetActive group and \( P < .001 \); effect size of 0.83 SD units for the GetActive-Fitbit group).

**Patients’ Perception of Improvement**
Perceived improvement in pain, physical activity, and physical and emotional function were high for both programs. Improvement due to Fitbit was high in the GetActive-Fitbit group (Table 4).
### Table 3. Outcome measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>GetActive Baseline, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Posttest, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Pretest-posttest change, mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>t test value (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Cohen $d$</th>
<th>GetActive-Fitbit Baseline, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Posttest, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Pretest-posttest change, mean (95% CI)</th>
<th>t test value (df)</th>
<th>P value</th>
<th>Cohen $d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ActiGraph average steps</td>
<td>6330.57 (3556.10)</td>
<td>6139.25 (3424.39)</td>
<td>191.32 (−758.56 to 1141.19)</td>
<td>0.42 (22)</td>
<td>.68</td>
<td>0.088</td>
<td>5447.55 (2597.42)</td>
<td>5455.48 (2320.37)</td>
<td>−7.93 (−705.02 to 689.16)</td>
<td>−0.023 (29)</td>
<td>.98</td>
<td>−0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-min walk test distance (m)</td>
<td>358.39 (85.11)</td>
<td>399.14 (77.19)</td>
<td>−40.75 (−56.71 to −24.79)</td>
<td>−5.24 (27)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>−0.99</td>
<td>343.83 (77.56)</td>
<td>393.58 (71.88)</td>
<td>−49.74 (−70.53 to −28.95)</td>
<td>−4.87 (32)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>−0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical function (PROMIS&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>40.55 (6.63)</td>
<td>42.97 (7.46)</td>
<td>−2.41 (−4.10 to −0.72)</td>
<td>−2.90 (34)</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>−0.49</td>
<td>38.10 (7.86)</td>
<td>40.76 (8.41)</td>
<td>−2.65 (−4.86 to −0.44)</td>
<td>−2.44 (36)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>−0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical function (WHODAS&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;)</td>
<td>25.02 (15.52)</td>
<td>17.45 (13.72)</td>
<td>7.56 (3.39 to 11.73)</td>
<td>3.684 (34)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>34.65 (21.02)</td>
<td>27.13 (16.70)</td>
<td>7.52 (0.96 to 14.09)</td>
<td>2.32 (36)</td>
<td>.03</td>
<td>0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-reported physical activity</td>
<td>9.60 (7.04)</td>
<td>11.15 (8.51)</td>
<td>−1.55 (−4.64 to 1.55)</td>
<td>−1.02 (34)</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>−0.17</td>
<td>15.37 (18.65)</td>
<td>17.13 (14.93)</td>
<td>−1.76 (−7.89 to 4.37)</td>
<td>−0.583 (36)</td>
<td>.56</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depression</td>
<td>51.63 (10.34)</td>
<td>49.34 (9.29)</td>
<td>2.29 (−0.58 to 5.16)</td>
<td>1.62 (34)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>59.47 (9.53)</td>
<td>55.60 (7.72)</td>
<td>3.87 (1.45 to 6.28)</td>
<td>3.25 (35)</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anxiety</td>
<td>52.48 (10.14)</td>
<td>50.81 (8.52)</td>
<td>2.87 (−0.40 to 6.14)</td>
<td>1.78 (34)</td>
<td>.08</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>58.87 (9.07)</td>
<td>56.12 (9.50)</td>
<td>2.95 (0.49 to 5.42)</td>
<td>2.43 (36)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain at rest</td>
<td>4.77 (2.51)</td>
<td>3.57 (2.5)</td>
<td>1.20 (0.35 to 2.04)</td>
<td>2.89 (34)</td>
<td>.007</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>5.78 (2.18)</td>
<td>4.56 (2.16)</td>
<td>1.22 (0.51 to 1.94)</td>
<td>3.47 (35)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain with activity</td>
<td>6.63 (1.99)</td>
<td>4.97 (2.54)</td>
<td>1.66 (0.85 to 2.46)</td>
<td>4.17 (34)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>7.24 (2.23)</td>
<td>6.08 (2.55)</td>
<td>1.16 (0.51 to 1.81)</td>
<td>3.62 (36)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain resilience</td>
<td>37.57 (9.65)</td>
<td>43.49 (9.99)</td>
<td>−5.91 (−9.10 to −2.73)</td>
<td>−3.77 (34)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>−0.64</td>
<td>33.16 (10.07)</td>
<td>36.46 (11.11)</td>
<td>−3.30 (−7.24 to 0.64)</td>
<td>−1.70 (36)</td>
<td>.09</td>
<td>−0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain catastrophizing</td>
<td>18.34 (11.06)</td>
<td>9.77 (7.66)</td>
<td>8.57 (4.47 to 12.67)</td>
<td>4.24 (34)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>21.41 (11.94)</td>
<td>16.36 (10.84)</td>
<td>5.03 (1.13 to 8.93)</td>
<td>2.61 (36)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinesiophobia</td>
<td>37.23 (7.72)</td>
<td>30.76 (7.36)</td>
<td>6.46 (3.41 to 9.52)</td>
<td>4.30 (33)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>38.86 (8.87)</td>
<td>34.78 (8.25)</td>
<td>4.08 (1.84 to 6.32)</td>
<td>3.70 (36)</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive coping</td>
<td>28.49 (1.56)</td>
<td>36.37 (1.44)</td>
<td>−7.89 (−11.43 to −4.34)</td>
<td>−4.52 (34)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>27.08 (1.65)</td>
<td>34 (1.38)</td>
<td>−0.92 (−9.69 to −4.15)</td>
<td>−5.07 (36)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mindfulness</td>
<td>32.57 (6.58)</td>
<td>36.31 (6.48)</td>
<td>−3.74 (−5.96 to −1.53)</td>
<td>−3.43 (34)</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>−0.58</td>
<td>30.43 (7.02)</td>
<td>33.14 (6.18)</td>
<td>−2.70 (−4.76 to −0.64)</td>
<td>−2.66 (36)</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>−0.44</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>PROMIS: Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System.

<sup>b</sup>WHODAS: World Health Organization Disability Assessment Schedule.
participants did not exhibit step count increases following the programs. However, individuals who were sedentary at baseline increased their step count over the MCID. Although any statements about efficacy are spurious with this small sample, the results suggest that sedentary individuals may be more likely to meaningfully increase step count compared with their nonsedentary counterparts. Indeed, only 2 individuals in the GetActive group and 1 in the GetActive-Fitbit group, who had step counts higher than 5000 at baseline, exhibited clinically meaningful improvements at posttest. It is also possible that the results were affected by weather variations between the 2 assessment periods, as we ran groups in early fall or winter, and posttreatment assessment was conducted during worse weather than baseline. Although 1 week is the recommended assessment time, a longer monitoring assessment may better capture inherent weather variations. In addition, a clear plan for maintaining activity during bad weather with identification of specific places to walk (eg, gym and mall) should be emphasized in the future efficacy trial. Participants in both groups exhibited medium effect sizes for improvements in emotional function, and medium-to-large effect sizes for improvements in pain intensity (above the MCID for changes in both pain at rest and during activity), pain catastrophizing, fear of pain due to movement, mindfulness, and adaptive coping. Importantly, participants rated their perceived improvement on our main outcomes as much improved.

Limitations and Strengths
This study has several strengths. First, we used evidence-based frameworks and mixed methods to iteratively develop our mind-body program and refine our methodology. The study utilized strong scientific rigor and an RCT design that minimized the risks of selection bias and confounding. The emphasis on feasibility markers in preparation for efficacy is an additional strength of the study, which helps ensure the scientific rigor of the next step of the efficacy trial. Second, this study is the first RCT that follows recommendations from recent IMMPACT [18,19] and ICF [17] criteria to comprehensively assess physical function using objective, performance-based, and self-reported measures in chronic pain trials [71]. Finally, this study found improvements in physical function [71], pain coping [72,73], and pain intensity [11,73], which are similar to or larger than those found in other mind-body interventions, suggesting that our mind-body physical activity program shows strong potential for efficacy. Certain limitations should also be considered. First, our screening criteria for level of activity allowed many participants with relatively high baseline ActiGraph step counts to enroll (Table 3). These relatively active participants seem to have benefitted less in terms of ActiGraph measured step gains, and has yielded modest improvements in self-reported emotional and physical function. To address this problem, we used evidence-based frameworks for intervention development and adaptation [21,22] and recent recommendations for assessment of physical function in chronic pain clinical trials [17-19] to iteratively develop GetActive and GetActive-Fitbit, 2 identical mind-body physical activity programs (8 sessions each) aimed at improving physical (self-reported, performance based, and objectively measured) and emotional function among patients with heterogeneous chronic pain by teaching them pain-specific and mind-body skills, and to gradually increase their activity in a manner noncontingent on pain levels [23]. In this study, we report on a feasibility RCT of the final iterations of these programs (10 sessions each) necessary before a future RCT to determine the efficacy of the 2 programs compared with a control and usefulness of the Fitbit in improving activity.

Consistent with our first hypothesis and the goals of both the ORBIT and NCCIH intervention development stage models, both programs met or exceeded the a-priori set feasibility benchmarks. Retention was considerably higher than other mind-body trials for chronic pain [68]. The establishment of these feasibility benchmarks is critical before efficacy testing to ensure the scientific rigor of the future efficacy trial, per the ORBIT and NCCIH stage models of intervention development. Leaping to efficacy testing before establishing such feasibility markers may have numerous, substantial, and negative unintended consequences, including having insufficient power to detect change, inadequate fit to the target population, and lack of identification or inclusion of those who are most likely to be most responsive to the intervention [69,70]. These results indicate that GetActive and GetActive-Fitbit are ideally poised for efficacy testing.

Consistent with our second hypothesis, we found that participation in both programs is associated with improvement in physical function. As this is not an efficacy trial, we limited analyses to effect sizes for within-group changes between pretest and posttest and refrained from between-group comparisons [61]. Both groups exhibited significant and large effect sizes for improvements in performance-based physical function (6-min walk test) and significant medium effect sizes in improvements in self-reported physical function. For objectively measured physical function assessed by ActiGraph, as a group,

### Table 4. Perceived improvement of change (1=very much improved and 7=very much worse).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Impression of change in pain (SD)</th>
<th>Impression of change in physical activity (SD)</th>
<th>Impression of change in physical function (SD)</th>
<th>Impression of change in emotional function (SD)</th>
<th>Impression of change in resiliency (SD)</th>
<th>Impression of change from use of Fitbit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GetActive, mean</td>
<td>2.51 (1.17)</td>
<td>2.31 (1.18)</td>
<td>2.57 (1.19)</td>
<td>2.40 (1.01)</td>
<td>2.14 (0.91)</td>
<td>N/A*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GetActive-Fitbit, mean</td>
<td>2.70 (1.20)</td>
<td>2.30 (1.10)</td>
<td>2.78 (0.95)</td>
<td>2.54 (0.84)</td>
<td>2.32 (1.03)</td>
<td>1.86 (0.95)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a/N/A: not applicable.

### Discussion

#### Principal Findings

Previous intervention research in chronic pain has not comprehensively assessed improvement in physical function and has yielded modest improvements in self-reported emotional and physical function. To address this problem, we used evidence-based frameworks for intervention development and adaptation [21,22] and recent recommendations for assessment of physical function in chronic pain clinical trials [17-19] to iteratively develop GetActive and GetActive-Fitbit, 2 identical mind-body physical activity programs (8 sessions each) aimed at improving physical (self-reported, performance based, and objectively measured) and emotional function among patients with heterogeneous chronic pain by teaching them pain-specific and mind-body skills, and to gradually increase their activity in a manner noncontingent on pain levels [23]. In this study, we report on a feasibility RCT of the final iterations of these programs (10 sessions each) necessary before a future RCT to determine the efficacy of the 2 programs compared with a control and usefulness of the Fitbit in improving activity.

Consistent with our first hypothesis and the goals of both the ORBIT and NCCIH intervention development stage models, both programs met or exceeded the a-priori set feasibility benchmarks. Retention was considerably higher than other mind-body trials for chronic pain [68]. The establishment of these feasibility benchmarks is critical before efficacy testing to ensure the scientific rigor of the future efficacy trial, per the ORBIT and NCCIH stage models of intervention development. Leaping to efficacy testing before establishing such feasibility markers may have numerous, substantial, and negative unintended consequences, including having insufficient power to detect change, inadequate fit to the target population, and lack of identification or inclusion of those who are most likely to be most responsive to the intervention [69,70]. These results indicate that GetActive and GetActive-Fitbit are ideally poised for efficacy testing.

Consistent with our second hypothesis, we found that participation in both programs is associated with improvement in physical function. As this is not an efficacy trial, we limited analyses to effect sizes for within-group changes between pretest and posttest and refrained from between-group comparisons [61]. Both groups exhibited significant and large effect sizes for improvements in performance-based physical function (6-min walk test) and significant medium effect sizes in improvements in self-reported physical function. For objectively measured physical function assessed by ActiGraph, as a group,
although they did benefit from improvement in other aspects, including the 6-min walk test, self-reported physical function, and other intervention targets. Furthermore, although patients were instructed not to make changes in their activity during the baseline assessment, several shared in the group sessions that they did push themselves to be more active because they were excited about participation. Providing patients with a clearer rationale on why it is important to maintain their regular activity during the baseline assessment will be important to accurately capture objective activity. The last and largest cohort in our study experienced continuous rain during the postprogram ActiGraph assessment period, and all participants exhibited no or limited increase in step count, which may have skewed results. Fitbit step count data from GetActive-Fitbit further support this; Fitbit step counts have significantly increased above the MCID between week 1 and the final week of the program (+~1500 steps; \( P=.01 \); effect size of 0.52 SD units), but less so between week 1 and the week after program completion, when ActiGraphs were worn (~843 steps; \( P=.26 \); effect size of 0.23 SD units). In addition, 35% of the participants did not wear their ActiGraph at both baseline and posttest.

**Conclusions**

The results of this study provide strong evidence that 2 novel mind-body and physical activity programs for patients with chronic pain are feasible, acceptable, credible, and yield high satisfaction. Furthermore, the programs show potential for improvement in physical function, pain and related coping, and other psychosocial variables. This study supports future testing of GetActive and GetActive-Fitbit as well as an educational control group in a fully powered 3-arm RCT to establish the efficacy of the programs in targeting physical and emotional function and determine whether reinforcing physical activity with a wearable digital monitoring device is beneficial in patients with chronic pain. This study provides a model for successfully following the IMMPACT criteria for a comprehensive assessment of physical function and following evidence-based models to maximize feasibility before formal efficacy testing.
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- **CAMS-R**: cognitive and affective mindfulness scale-revised
- **ICF**: International Classification of Functioning, Disability and Health
- **IMMPACT**: Initiative on Methods, Measurement, and Pain Assessment in Clinical Trials
- **MCID**: minimum clinically important difference
- **MOCS**: measures of current status
- **NCCIH**: National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health
- **NRS**: numerical rating scale
- **ORBIT**: Obesity Related Behavioral Intervention Trials
- **PASIPD**: self-reported physical activity scale for individuals with physical disabilities
- **PROMIS**: Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System
- **RCT**: randomized controlled trial
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